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INTRODUCTION 

 

“We who struggle with form and with America”1: 

Rupture and Identity in Contemporary American Poetics 

  
 In the days following the September 11th attacks on the World Trade Center and 

the Pentagon, a number of poetry critics who were to give a panel on “Modernist 

Influence on Contemporary Poetry” at the upcoming Modernist Studies Association 

conference met online to discuss the appropriateness of going forward with the 

conference plans in light of the disaster.  Their discussion quickly turned into a 

conversation about poetry in the ongoing context of twentieth-century and contemporary 

violence.  Poet and critic Lorenzo Thomas asked, “How to write after historical disaster, 

in the face of organized violence of the level of 9-11 (or of the Red Summer, World War 

I, the Holocaust, the Vietnam War, on & on) in a way that does not reiterate the 

epistemological shape of violence?” (Bibby n. pag.).2  Thomas’ concern that poetic 

modes can repeat or reenact the “epistemological shape of violence” was echoed by the 

critic Michael Bibby.  He asked: 

                                                
1 Ralph Ellison, “Brave Words for a Startling Occasion.” Shadow and Act. New York: Random House, 
1964: 102-106.    
2 I have mixed feelings about opening my dissertation with a reference to the tragic events of September, 
11, 2001, particularly because these events have been used to reinvigorate an ideology of American 
exceptionalism and to justify countless acts of subsequent violence.  Yet, the longer history of violence in 
which Lorenzo Thomas situates this event provides a crucial corrective, linking these acts of terrorism to a 
longer history of such acts of terror, which have often taken the form of violence against groups othered by 
racial and ethnic identities. 
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Must contemporary poetic experimentation necessarily express its 
“newness”…via syntactic breaks and the paratactical methods favored by 
modernists?  Why must “rupture” be the privileged modality of contemporary 
radical poetics?  Why must the post-structural skepticism of suturing prevail? … 
Why must it be presumed that for a poem to be innovative and express its 
historicity it must present rupture, breaks, and fragmentation? … Why must the 
particular forms and modes of poetic experimentation which arose out of the 
historical experiences of the early 20th century still manifest such a powerful 
relation to the poetics of a postwar generation whose experiences of historical 
violence have been qualitatively and quantitatively different…? 

(Bibby, n. pag.) 

 
Thomas’ and Bibby’s questions raise concerns about the persistence of modernism’s 

forms of poetic response, which Bibby suggests, seemed necessary to represent the 

dislocations of early twentieth-century traumas.3  Yet they question rupture’s 

pervasiveness, its ongoing utility, and even its ethics as a dominant aesthetic and 

epistemological mode at the turn of the twenty-first century. 

Indeed, in the anthology American Women Poets of the Twenty-First Century: 

Where Lyric Meets Language, Juliana Spahr suggests that not only does disjunction seem 

to represent the total inheritance from earlier twentieth-century poetic practice, but it has 

come to stand for innovation itself.  She writes, “Innovative is a word that is as hard to 

define as lyric, but for the most part here it means the use of agrammatical modernist 

techniques such as fragmentation, parataxis, run-ons, interruption, and disjunction, and at 

the same time the avoidance of linear narrative development, of meditative 

                                                
3 While Bibby characterizes these formal developments as “necessary,” arguing that they served to register 
cultural disaster in language, Houston Baker understands this emphasis on form as an elitist response to 
“threats of ‘democratization’ and a ‘rising tide’ of color” (4).  Formally-concerned Modernists, he suggests, 
“adopt a style that refuses to represent any thing other than the stylist’s refusal to represent (what Susan 
Sontag refers to as an ‘aesthetics of silence’)” (4-5). 
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confessionalism, and of singular voice” (2).  Spahr’s catalogue of innovation’s symptoms 

demonstrates not only the persistent influence of “modernist techniques” on late 

twentieth and early twenty-first century poetry, but also effects a definitional constriction 

of innovation to those strategies that marked poetry nearly one hundred years ago. 

This all-too-common equation between innovation and rupture4 is one critical 

assumption that this dissertation seeks to challenge.  But this equation, in fact, is founded 

on deeper assumptions in American literary history.  First, it depends on representing 

formal innovation as a primarily white tradition, thus erasing African American poetry 

from the history of twentieth-century poetic formalism.  Secondly, it depends on the 

segregation of formalist poetics from a poetics of, in Spahr’s words, “singular voice.”  

This second pattern is really a reiteration of the first: it reproduces, through aesthetic 

categorization, a distinction between innovative, formally-concerned (white) poetry and 

‘conventional’ poetry, which is characterized as personal and expressivist—marked by 

the presence of a coherent—and often gendered, racialized, or sexualized—lyric voice.  

These patterns define the poetries of identity as aesthetically conservative, causing 

poetries that engage with the forms of social identity to be dissociated from formal 

analysis and to be read reductively and positioned marginally. 

My dissertation confronts these assumptions by examining three book-length 

works of poetry that position race, gender, and sexuality as explicitly formal concerns.  

The texts I examine are authored by three writers who have not previously been placed 
                                                
4 I don’t want to suggest that Spahr is responsible for this equation; as Thomas’ and Bibby’s questions 
suggest, the equation is pervasive.  Spahr has, indeed, been helpful in articulating the problem, here and 
elsewhere.  See Spahr’s “Astonishment and Experimentation” and This Connection of Everyone With 
Lungs. 
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into critical conversation: Akilah Oliver, an African American queer poet and 

performance artist who has long been associated with Naropa University’s Jack Kerouac 

School of Disembodied Poetics; Sharon Bridgforth, an African American queer poet, 

performer, and dramatist who founded The Austin Project; and Alice Notley, a white, 

heterosexual poet associated with the Second Generation of the New York School.  

Indeed, by reading writers such as Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley together, we see that 

social identities are central concerns motivating a wide variety of contemporary formal 

practice.  But further, these poets do not choose strategies of rupture and breakage.  

Certainly, they do not wholly refuse modern and postmodern strategies such as those 

Spahr describes above (fragmentation, parataxis, run-ons); these, too, are their 

inheritance.  But as they engage with dominant modern and postmodern modes, they 

question the ongoing poetic and political efficacy of rupture, fracture, and fragmentation, 

and like Thomas, they remind us that rupture inscribes a form of violence, an act of 

breaking.  As they ask the reader to engage with histories of oppression, of bodily and 

epistemic violence, their works question an aesthetic of breakage as a “privileged 

modality” in contemporary poetics.  Instead of further inscribing rupture, they draw upon 

alternative strategies, especially strategies from African American literary traditions, to 

create formalisms that do not reiterate the shapes of violence, but rather, emphasize 

integrative modes of mourning, memory, recovery, and the crafting of multiple identities. 

By reading across racial and aesthetic divisions that often separate writers, I resist 

the habits in criticism and reception that refuse to read these traditions in dialogue with 

each other.  Indeed, postcolonial poetry critic Nathaniel Mackey stresses the importance 
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of disrupting the critical assumption that “black writers are to be discussed only in 

relation to other black writers” (3) and advocates, instead, for a critical practice that 

“brings the problematics of categorization to the fore” (3).  Indeed, a method of reading 

across draws into question the seeming stability of identity categories, enacting in critical 

practice the same critique of identity that Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley perform in 

poetic texts.  Similarly, the works I examine, published between 1992 and 2004, 

encompass oral and textual poetic traditions at once.  They include a collection of first-

person prose lyrics, a performance text, and an epic.5  I emphasize the formal and generic 

aspects of these works—and indeed, point to these poets as innovative, formalist 

writers—not to further participate in the binary that divides the poetics of form from the 

poetics of identity, but rather, to trouble the division.  Indeed, I show that their 

experiments in poetic form and genre serve to create innovative identities; that is, these 

texts propose transhistorical, transpersonal, and transbodily identifications in the face of 

ideologies that have limited the materials available for identity production.  Finally, my 

readings of these texts insist on a poetic theory that refuses to allow rupture to stand for 

innovation. 

METHODOLOGY: READING ACROSS IDENTITIES AND AESTHETICS 

 
The method for this project takes its cue from Nathaniel Mackey’s Discrepant 

Engagement, which reads Black Mountain writers Robert Creeley, Charles Olson, and 
                                                
5 My text choices attend to the urgings by many theorists of African American poetics, including Mackey, 
Thomas, Aldon Nielson, Amiri Baraka, Harryette Mullen, Brent Hayes Edwards, and Meta DuEwa Jones, 
who emphasize the inextricability of orality and textuality in the African American literary tradition.  I 
discuss this issue at length in chapter one. 
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Robert Duncan alongside African American and Afro-Caribbean poets Amiri Baraka, 

Clarence Majors, and Wilson Harris.6  Mackey’s approach is not only canon-flouting, but 

adamantly situates the poets he reads as “insubordinate” and “dissident” (1).  While these 

descriptions suggest a contrast with poetries of introspection, reflection, or interiority, 

and may call up Spahr’s characterization of an innovative poetry that eschews 

“meditative confessionalism” and “singular voice,” the poets Mackey engages, such as 

Creeley and Baraka, are clearly poets of voice, even of singular voice.  Yet they stage 

voice and interiority not as the personal, ahistorical, isolated utterance sometimes 

associated with the lyric mode, but as a mode of speaking within and to political and 

social structures. 

Yet Mackey also champions a poetics of difficulty and opacity, a poetry that 

dwells in “stubborn shadows” rather than “transparent universality” (17).  Mackey 

connects this emphasis on difficult, opaque language and meanings directly with the 

context of postcolonial poetry. Mackey writes, “My view is that there has been far too 

much emphasis on accessibility when it comes to writers from socially marginalized 

groups” (17).  Similarly, Édouard Glissant writes,  

It can happen that a work is not written for someone, but to dismantle the complex 
mechanism of frustration and the infinite forms of oppression.  Demanding that in 
such a situation [the reader] should be immediately understanding is the same as 
making the mistake of so many visitors who, after spending two days in 

                                                
6 Duncan is variously associated with the Black Mountain poets and the San Francisco Renaissance, 
schools that were coined by Donald Allen’s 1950 anthology The New American Poetry, which has had vast 
influence on critical categorization of post-World War II poetics, yet included only one African American 
writer, Amiri Bakara (anthologized as LeRoi Jones).  The slippage within the model articulated by Allen 
underscores the arbitrariness of poetic schools, while its persistent influence on contemporary poetry 
illustrates the power of these dubious, yet intractable structures. 
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Martinique, claim they can explain to Martinicans the problem in their country 
and the solution that needs to be implemented. 

(107, quoted from Mackey 17) 

 
Glissant’s rejection of immediate “understanding” proposes that a reader cannot, and 

indeed should not presume to comprehend the “complex mechanism” at work in a 

particular cultural-historical location.  The work required by such texts, Glissant suggests, 

gives the lie to any correlation between socially-marginalized writers and “transparent” 

or realist aesthetics.  Similarly, Mackey’s endorsement of opacity clearly contests the 

dichotomy between experimental and expressive poetry I outlined earlier, but his 

description of it pushes beyond the formalist surface, explaining why marginalized 

writers, whose histories have been distorted or erased, may find utility in a manifestly 

difficult poetic style.   

Mackey’s explanation confronts the oft-quoted model established by poet and 

critic Ron Silliman in his 1987 essay, “Poetry and the Politics of the Subject,” in which 

he insists that writers who “do not identify as member of groups that have been the 

subject of history…have a manifest political need to have their stories told” (18).  He 

contrasts marginalized writers with writers who have been “the subjects of history,” who 

he claims, “are apt to challenge all that is supposedly natural about the formation of their 

own subjectivity” (18).  From this binary, Silliman concludes that marginalized writers 

will likely create aesthetically conservative, representational texts while dominant writers 

will create texts that “call into question, if not actually explode, such conventions as 

narrative, persona, and even reference” (18).   Yet, Mackey and Glissant insist that poets 
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who, in Silliman’s terms, “have not been the subject of history,” often have to do the 

kinds of questioning and exploding that Silliman describes simply to make it possible to 

represent marginalized stories and identities. 

The conflict between Mackey’s and Silliman’s positions cuts to the center of the 

relationship between innovation and identity.  In Silliman’s model, innovation is defined 

as an exclusively white province because it is assumed that dominant writers are the only 

ones who question the naturalness of subjectivity formation.  New Narrative writer 

Robert Gluck describes this move as “an aesthetics built on an examination (by 

subtraction: of voice, of continuity) of the ways language generates meaning” (Gluck, n. 

pag.).7  In this subtractive model, he suggests, the prescribed result is the denaturalizing 

of subjectivities that are figured as central, while naturalizing the subjectivity of 

marginalized peoples.  (The model Gluck describes corresponds well with Houston 

Baker’s assertion that modernist writers sought to “adopt a style that refuses to represent 

any thing other than the stylist’s refusal to represent” (Modernism 5).)  Like Baker, 

Mackey’s and Glissant’s models assert that there is nothing “natural” about subjectivity 

formed in situations of dominance and oppression.  Indeed, they associate innovative 

practice explicitly with the interrogation and dismantling of regimes of dominance. 

The question of innovation’s relation to dominance and to political and economic 

structures more generally has been an ongoing one in aesthetic theory and is responsible 

for much of the contradictory use of the term “avant-garde,” which is used synonymously 

                                                
7 Here, Gluck is specifically describing the practice of the Language School, which is also Silliman’s 
primary referent. 
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with descriptors such as “innovative” and “experimental,” yet also frequently refers to 

privileged modernist and postmodern modes of aesthetic representation.  These modes 

have been criticized by Thomas, Baker, Aldon Nielson, and Fred Moten for their 

tendency to enshrine privilege, obscure racial and economic inequalities, and elide the 

wide-ranging traditions of innovation by writers whose work reflects social concerns and 

literary contexts other than those of European and Anglo-American modernisms.8  These 

dual concerns of innovative practice—at once grounded in social reform and in formal 

and aesthetic development—create contradictions in theories of avant-gardism.  Yet the 

definitions are partly contradictory because they often, but not always, intersect.  Indeed, 

as Jerome Rothenberg, Bruce Andrews, and Erica Hunt have argued, innovation divorced 

from the social can produce a poetics reduced to “surface experimentation” or a 

“fetishism of the new” (Bernstein 25). The formal programs of the works I investigate, 

however, are inseparable from their critique of dominance.  Therefore, for the purposes of 

this dissertation, formal innovation indicates a renovation of representational and social 

forms, often a renovation of social forms through a critique of representational forms. 

 

READING RACE, GENDER, SEXUALITY, AND POETIC HISTORIES 

 
This dual emphasis on aesthetic exploration and social justice has long been 

critical to African American innovative formal practice.  Lorenzo Thomas’ study, 

                                                
8 See especially Baker, Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, 2-8; Nielson, Black Chant, 50-54; and 
Moten, In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition, 32-40.  I develop this discussion of 
disparate innovative traditions at length in chapter one. 
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Extraordinary Measures: Afrocentric Modernism and Twentieth Century American 

Poetry, attends to Afrocentric writers’ “commitment to both the modernist aesthetics of 

art and the common ideal of social justice” (8, quoting Mootry); Thomas particularly 

investigates “how such a commitment could often be problematic” (8).  To this end, 

Thomas highlights the Afrocentric (rather than Eurocentric) modernisms of Fenton 

Johnson, Melvin Tolson, and others, diversifying the available history of early twentieth-

century American poetry. Thomas’ work resists rooting African American poets’ 

linguistic and textual innovations in European traditions, linking them instead to African 

American vernacular traditions, such as jazz, folk traditions, and figurative uses of 

language. This insight is not a new one: Zora Neale Hurston enacts a similar formalist 

reading of vernacular traditions in her 1934 essay “Characteristics of Negro Expression.”  

Aldon Nielson’s work similarly serves to diversify the map of American poetry, 

in particular, the map of mid-century experimentalism.  In Black Chant, this 

diversification leads, importantly, to an emphasis on the interconnection between oral and 

textual strategies in African American poetry and like Mackey, he is most interested in 

work that does not reflect a realist approach to content and language.  Nielson’s work 

documents the experiments of pre-Black Arts Movement African American 

experimentalists, emphasizing the particularly textual nature of their experiments and 

reading them as significant precursors to strategies developed by later innovators, 

including the Language poets.  He argues that in the past fifty years, prominent mid-

century poets and schools, such as the Dasein and Umbra groups, have been forgotten as 

anthologies and syllabi favor a few, mostly realist, voices that reflect an apolitical and 
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ahistorical Black unity (11).  

As the examples above indicate, many of the strongest precedents for placing 

poetic form into conversation with social identity have come from the work of critics of 

African American poetry—and not only recent critics, but also earlier studies by Stephen 

Henderson and Eugene Redmond.  And while these models importantly pluralize the 

forms and precedents for poetic innovation and articulate an explicitly African American 

poetic theory—one that examines political, cultural, and linguistic dominance—their 

approaches nearly entirely elide gender and sexuality.  Indeed, these works 

overwhelmingly investigate heterosexual, male poets.  A few women, such as Margaret 

Walker and Jayne Cortez, do appear in these texts, but the critical treatments of these 

writers do not situate gender and sexuality as significant axes of analysis for reading their 

poetry.   

For example, Nielson’s discussion of poet and performance artist Jayne Cortez 

addresses her critique of Duke Ellington’s problematic, gendered metaphor in his 

recording a Drum Is a Woman (1957).  Nielson suggests that Cortez’s poetic response to 

Ellington, “If the Drum Is a Woman,” resists the “aestheticization of the figure of 

woman” implicit in Ellington’s metaphor, and indeed, attempts to reclaim or recast the 

trope in feminist terms (227).  Yet, in Nielson’s reading, Cortez’s gendered critique must 

ultimately fold under the larger cause of the jazz tradition, represented here as largely 

male: Cortez’s version, Nielson argues, ultimately results in “rescuing the positive 

connotations that Ellington had in mind” (227).  While gender (here, female) is 

subordinated to jazz (here, male) in Nielson’s text, gender and sexuality are even more 
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fully elided in Mackey’s work.  Mackey’s discussion of Robert Duncan, for example, 

neglects to address his homosexuality, though he focuses on return, recursiveness, and 

“self-cannibalization” in Duncan’s work, tropes which have been read as quintessentially 

queer in the works of poets such as Gerard Manley Hopkins and Gertrude Stein.9  In my 

emphasis on gender and sexuality, I want to be careful not to suggest that analyses of 

these identities are only important or necessary in the cases of female or queer subjects—

that is, in the case of figures which represent a gender or sexuality that is marked or 

oppressed.  Rather, I want to point out that even in their discussion of women and gay 

men, much criticism does not acknowledge gender or sexuality as significant identities—

indeed, identities that intersect in meaningful ways with blackness, despite the important 

work in black feminist and black queer studies that stresses intersectionality as a 

foundational critical framework in African American and queer studies.10  

Meta DuEwa Jones’ recent work has made significant strides in placing race, 

gender, sexuality, and poetic form into critical relation.  Jones’ readings centralize 

performance, visuality, and embodiment in their approach to identities; indeed, her 

assertion that African American poets have experience with the “dangers of making 

assumptions based on an exterior form” demonstrates the relationship between visuality, 

embodiment, and literary form that her critical work pursues (“Slam Nations,” n. pag.).  

Her readings proceed partly by drawing attention to African American female poets and 
                                                
9 See, for example, Julia F. Saville, A Queer Chivalry: The Homoerotic Asceticism of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2000) and Really Reading Gertrude Stein: A 
Selected Anthology with Essays by Judy Grahn (Freedom, CA: Crossing Press, 1989). 
10 See, for example, Black Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology, ed. E. Patrick Johnson and Mae G. 
Henderson (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005) and Sharon P. Holland, Raising the Dead: Readings of 
Death and (Black) Subjectivity (Durham, NC : Duke University Press, 2000). 
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artists such as Erica Hunt, Alyson Saar, Jessica Care Moore, and Elizabeth Alexander 

who are often left out of critical conversations and anthologies of African American 

poetry, and partly by complicating formal understandings of African American poetry.11  

Indeed, Jones places pressure on critical practices that elide formal concerns in readings 

the work of African American writers, but also challenges conventional assumptions 

about the aural and textual strategies of poets such as Langston Hughes and Amiri 

Baraka.   Finally, her readings challenge critical and social practices that divide 

vernacular and literary poetry communities.12  Indeed, she notes the critical tendency to 

read the innovative formal characteristics in Harryette Mullen’s work as derived from 

European-American modernists such as Gertrude Stein and the more vernacular aspects 

as being “socio-culturally rooted.”13  

 A queer poetics criticism on the scale of the work of Nielson, Mackey, Thomas, 

Mullen, and Jones has only just begun, largely in the form of a number of recent 

anthologies of gay and lesbian poetry.  While there have been some important studies 

linking poetics and sexuality, including work on Walt Whitman, Emily Dickinson, and 

Gertrude Stein, critical approaches all too often concern themselves with using textual 

evidence to elicit truths about the author’s sexual identity or sexual practices.  While this 
                                                
11 See Jones, “Black Feeling, Black Talk, Black Judgement.”  Rev. of Every Goodbye Ain’t Gone, ed. 
Aldon Nielson and Laurie Ramey.  American Book Review 28, 2 (Jan/Feb 2007): 3-5. 
12 See Jones, “Descent and Transcendence in African American Poetry: Identity, Experience, Form.”  
Rattle 31.15.1 (Summer 2009): 81-90. http://rattle.com/blog/2009/12/descent-and-transcendence-by-meta-
duewa-jones/ 
13 See Jones’s essay “Slam Nations: Emerging Poetries, Imagined Communities,”  HOW2 1.5 (Spring 
2001).  24 Nov 2007.  
<http://www.asu.edu/pipercwcenter/how2journal/archive/online_archive/v1_5_2001/current/in-
conference/american-lit/jones.html>.  See also Marjorie Perloff’s reading of Mullen’s Muse and Drudge in 
“After Language Poetry: Innovation and Its Theoretical Discontents” in Contemporary Poetics.  Ed. Louis 
Armand (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2007), especially p. 27. 
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method has been valuable for providing evidence for histories of queer intimacy—and 

perhaps especially helpful for historicizing sexual identities (as in Lillian Faderman’s 

work on romantic friendship or David Halperin’s work on Greek homosexuality)—these 

inquiries tend to rely rather heavily on realist literatures and representational linguistic 

strategies. Recent work on John Ashbery and Frank O’Hara, however, has begun to 

explore poetic form in relation to queer space.14  In addition, John Vincent’s Queer 

Lyrics: Difficulty and Closure in American Poetry (2002) and Mary E. Galvin’s Queer 

Poetics: Five Modernist Women Writers (1999) examine sexuality in relation to formal 

aspects of the poetry of Whitman, Dickinson, Stein, and, Ashbery, but also Marianne 

Moore, Hart Crane, and Jack Spicer, Amy Lowell, Mina Loy, Djuna Barnes, and H.D. 

These recent studies draw heavily on D.A. Miller’s concept of the “open secret,” 

and more pervasively, Eve Sedgwick’s articulation of the closet.  Sedgwick has 

suggested, however, that the closet is a less useful concept for mapping women’s 

eroticism, in its focus on homo/hetero definition as the primary erotic issue (Kerr).  

Because of its relation to the strict, public policing of homo/hetero definition, the closet 

becomes a less relevant concept for a queer, mobile approach to identity-formation—

which certainly describes the complex, intersectional identity constructions in the works I 

investigate.  Indeed, the closet is not a primary concept in the works of Oliver, 

Bridgforth, and Notley.  Furthermore, Galvin’s study, despite its title, enacts lesbian, 

rather than queer, readings of these six modernist writers.  Her readings of Dickinson, 

                                                
14 See Terrell Scott Herring, “Frank O’Hara's Open Closet” PMLA 117, 3 (May 2002): 414-27 and 
Catherine Imbriglio, “‘Our Days Put on Such Reticence’: The Rhetoric of the Closet in John Ashbery’s 
Some Trees,” Contemporary Literature, 36, 2 (Summer 1995): 249-88.  
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Lowell, Stein, Loy, Barnes, and H.D. bring the exploration of sexuality and gender 

identity in their works to the fore, partly to address the denial of lesbianism by some of 

these writers and the erasure of others from the literary canon.  Furthermore, Galvin and 

Vincent discuss only white poets; neither critic places sexual identity in dialogue with 

other categories of identity, and, in fact, Galvin does not define “queer,” using it 

interchangeably with “lesbian,” which reduces and stabilizes its potential meanings and 

suggests that queer, here, is a not a methodology.   

Sedgwick and Judith Halberstam, however, have both emphasized the potential 

capaciousness of “queer,” when queer is used not to fix identities, but rather to resist 

traditional taxonomies.  Traditional taxonomies, Sedgwick argues, don’t admit 

difference.  Instead, Sedgwick advocates for the invention of unsystematic “nonce” 

taxonomies, which would resist essentialism and exclusion through their very 

idiosyncrasy and provisionality (Epistemology 23), while Halberstam, similarly, 

characterizes this interdisciplinarity, this mixed methodology, as queer for its refusal of 

conventional boundaries, its pairing and grouping of unlike objects.  Sedgwick’s and 

Halberstam’s suspicion of taxonomies is much like the critique of categorization and 

canons in Mackey’s and Baker’s analyses.15  Likewise, my project extends such a critique 

of categories by centralizing identity constructions that exceed not only the categories of 

political identity, but also the boundaries of particular bodies and temporalities. 

Yet the connection between sexuality and poetry is indeed an ancient one.  Sexual 

identity, sexual anxiety, desire—these are central concerns of the lyric tradition.  A few 

                                                
15 Baker, Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, 2. 
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recent anthologies—The New Fuck You, edited by Eileen Myles and Liz Kotz (1995) and 

Timothy Lui’s Word of Mouth: An Anthology of Gay American Poetry (2000)—combine 

interests in gay, lesbian, and queer experience with interests in issues of form and 

representation.  In addition, the third issue of EOAGH, entitled “Queering Language,” 

published in 2007, features 112 writers of widely varying poetic and sexual 

identifications who engage in formal, linguistic, and sexual boundary-breaking in their 

writing. kari edwards, one of the issue’s editors who died during production and to whose 

memory the issue is dedicated, writes in hir editorial note:16 “boundaries are not queer, 

sovereign boundaries are colonial, location of the self within the state. queer location is a 

discontinuity within the panoramic whole, taking into account the unaccountable” 

(EOAGH 3 n. pag.)  edwards suggests that, indeed, boundary-defying critical practices 

allow for the emergence of a multitude of identities and formalisms that rigid taxonomies 

would elide, yet these practices do not result in dehistoricized or departicularized 

readings, but rather attend to the specificity of “queer locations.”  

Therefore, while the critical projects of queer and African American literary 

history and theory have much in common, including critiques of identity, of dominance, 

and of “sovereign boundaries,” the African American poetic histories largely eclipse 

issues of gender and sexuality, while the queer approaches eclipse race.17  Yet the works 

of Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley demand that the reader view identities in interrelation 

                                                
16 In my use of lower-case letters and the third gender pronoun “hir,” I adhere to edwards’ own 
conventions for representing hir name and gender. 
17 The pattern of exclusion I describe here is somewhat particular to poetry and reflects the relative scarcity 
of approaches in poetics criticism.  Indeed, significant critical studies that draw race, gender, and sexuality 
together have attended more frequently to fiction and performance literature rather than poetry. 
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and also in relation to poetic form.  Indeed, these poems locate identity at the intersection 

of personal experience, social identity, the body, historical and cultural structures, and 

literary tradition; they refuse to isolate single elements, emphasizing the importance of 

understanding identity categories in contact.  In addition, all of the poets I discuss in this 

dissertation recognize spiritual or metaphysical subjectivity as something valuable that is 

lost with identity fragmentation. 

 

POETRY,  INTERSECTIONALITY,  AND CULTURAL STUDIES 

 
The emphasis on complex, intersectional identifications in these works has led me 

to read them in dialogue with black feminist theory, black queer theory, and trauma 

theory. As early as the 1970s, the Combahee River Collective’s concept of “simultaneity” 

stressed the need to consider identities in relation.18  Similarly, in the 1980s, Black and 

Latina feminists, including bell hooks, Cherrie Moraga, and Gloria Anzaldúa were 

developing concepts of multiple identities and intersecting oppressions that challenged 

feminist theory’s single-issue approach that insisted on gender’s primacy as an identity 

and axis of oppression, overlooking disparities among women’s experiences. Legal 

scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw, who is credited with first modeling “intersectionality” 

                                                
18 Indeed, in “Queer Aztlan: The Reformation of the Chicano Tribe,” Cherrie Moraga points to Sojourner 
Truth’s 1851 speech, “Ain’t I A Woman,” as an early example of intersectional analysis (Moraga, Queer 
Cultures, 233).  
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specifically, centralizes the body by imagining identity as a violent “crash” or collision 

site at the intersection of multiple identity discourses.19  

Like Crenshaw, Gloria Anzaldúa similarly emphasizes the body in her theory of 

intersectional identity. Anzaldúa imagines the site of contact as a border that is 

experienced as both exterior to and inside the individual, both constructed and essential to 

bodily experience, through theorizing the image of the mestiza as a border dweller. 

Anzaldúa emphasizes the epistemological implications of border identity and its sensual 

quality as a site of touch: the mestiza has access to the multiple languages, multiple 

histories, and multiple mythologies of the borderland, which is imagined as a site of 

cultural/bodily touch, encompassing both violent and intimate contact.  Similarly, Sharon 

Holland stresses the reality of intimacy, of non-separation, despite the fiction of 

separation imaged by the language of identity, but articulates the intimate intersection in 

double terms, at once as threat and promise.  So, as the numerous examples described 

above suggest, models for identity that stress multiplicity and relationality are not a new 

idea—Analouise Keating proposes the term “radical interconnectedness,” while a number 

of scholars, including Jacqui Alexander, Omi Osun Jones, and Anzaldúa herself have 

referred to “spiritual archaeology” or “spiritual activism” to describe similar methods or 

modes of complex identification.  

Intersectional identification, and indeed, the radical transpersonal, psychic, 

transbodily, and transhistorical identifications that characterize the works of Notley, 

                                                
19 See Crenshaw, Kimberlé W.  “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence 
against Women of Color.” Stanford Law Review 43, 6 (1991): 1241-1299.  
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Oliver, and Bridgforth, often depend on identifications that are highly metaphorical.  At 

the same time, as Saidiya Hartman suggests, metaphor-making can result in imprecision 

and in projective investments and “narcissistic identifications that obliterate the other” 

(4).  Such metaphor-making has too often characterized work by white scholars in Black 

studies, as Hartman, Toni Morrison, Anne DuCille, Hortense J. Spillers, and Carla 

Peterson have persuasively argued.20  In Scenes of Subjection, Hartman explains that the 

“value of blackness resides in its metaphorical aptitude…as the imaginative surface upon 

which the master and the nation came to understand themselves” (7). Toni Morrison 

similarly suggests that slavery and its ongoing analysis in literary and cultural theory 

presents “surrogate selves for meditation on problems of human freedom” (7, quoted 

from Hartman).  Anne DuCille suggests that such symbolic transfer is common around 

race studies.  She writes, “black culture is more easily intellectualized (and canonized) 

when transferred from the danger of lived black experience to the safety of white 

metaphor, when you can have that ‘signifying black difference’ without the difference of 

significant blackness” (600).  Hartman’s, Morrison’s, and DuCille’s analyses suggest that 

by metaphorizing blackness and valuing its conceptual capacities—often constructing 

blackness as a mirror—white scholars have once again dehumanized black lives and 

disindividuated black experiences.  Here, the literal is political. 

My emphasis, however, on the metaphoricity of identification—expressed in the 

transbodily and transhistorical models these texts present—does not seek to elide specific 
                                                
20 See Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America; 
Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination, DuCille, “The Occult of True 
Black Womanhood: Critical Demeanor and Black Feminist Studies”; and Peterson, “Eccentric Bodies” in 
Recovering the Black Female Body: Self-Representations by African American Women. 
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bodies and specific histories.  Indeed, these poetries centralize bodies—white bodies, 

black bodies, queer bodies, gendered and transgendered bodies, historical bodies, 

contemporary bodies, enslaved bodies, sexualized bodies, and hybrid bodies. What I want 

to suggest here is that radically intersectional identifications—especially the more 

abstract ones figured in these poems—may have something to do with the nonce 

taxonomies that Sedgwick describes, or what Judith Butler calls “strategic provisonality.”  

Butler writes,  

There is a political necessity to use some sign now, and we do, but how to use it 
in such a way that its futural significations are not foreclosed?  How to use the 
sign and avow its temporal contingency at once?  In avowing the sign’s strategic 
provisionality (rather than its strategic essentialism), that identity can become a 
site of contest and revision, indeed take on a future set of significations that those 
of us who use it now may not be able to foresee.  (“Imitation” 311-312) 

 
Akilah Oliver suggests a similar delay or deferral in the meaning of an identity-sign, 

which reflects a recognition of indeterminacy, instability, multiplicity, and difference. 

Oliver characterizes this analytical gesture — holding open a “space of queerness”  — as 

an expression of a “queer sensibility” (“Hold the Space,” n. pag.).  It is this mobile, 

capacious, and indeed creative possibility that I want to emphasize in these metaphorized 

identity constructions.  Oliver’s observation also demonstrates a correlation between 

poetry and theory that my readings endorse.  Indeed, these poets are theorists; their 

poems do the work of theory. 

My emphasis on radical, relational identifications may seem unduly optimistic.  

At worst, my approach may seem to promote the eliding of difference, a particular 
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concern given my own positionality as a white scholar working in African American 

literary studies.  Yet I see these identificatory—and indeed epistemological—modes as 

strategies that seek to counter the persistent privileging, indeed the valorization, of 

hybridity, fragmentation, and rupture, which, as Thomas reminds us, are also 

epistemological modes.  Indeed, not only poems, but also persons are subject to 

fragmentation, as DuBois’s concept of double-consciousness reminds us.  Critical 

approaches that aestheticize or value fragmentation rarely take into account the peril of 

living in a state of fragmentation or at the risk of psychic or bodily rupture.  In her 

testimonial to the life and work of Anzaldúa, Linda Alcoff writes,   

Given the painfulness of hybridity, [Anzaldúa] argued that it is essential to 
provide some degree of coherence to avoid the incessant cultural collisions or 
violent compensations that result from the shame and frustration of self-
negation… In Anzaldúa’s view, incoherence is neither inevitable nor acceptable.  

(257)   

 
What Anzaldúa does advocate throughout her work is a coherent pluralism: “unity,” she 

writes, “is another Anglo invention” (“En Rapport” 145–46, quoted from Schweitzer). 

The political and psychic necessity of coherent pluralism, rather than fragmentation, 

hybridity, or unity, marks these texts, which endorse multiple languages, multiple 

positionalities, multiple racial identities, ethnicities, genders, sexualities, histories, and 

mythologies. 

 As I read these poetries in relation to black feminist theory, black queer theory, 

and trauma theory, I argue that these theories—which are often associated with cultural 

studies—are crucial aesthetic and cultural contexts that contribute to and shape 
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innovative poetic practice—contexts necessary for crafting an expansive definition of 

poetic innovation. Indeed, Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley draw upon many and varied 

histories of innovative practice.  Indeed, I argue that the contexts of intersectional 

feminism, black queer theory, and trauma theory are the aesthetic contexts that frame 

these poetries, at least as much as the European and Anglo-American aesthetic traditions 

that are more frequently positioned as aesthetic theory. 

INTERSECTIONAL POETICS AND THE POLITICS OF LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL 
INNOVATION 
 

Indeed, the texts that I treat in this dissertation exist at the intersection of multiple 

literary and cultural traditions.  Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley are, to differing degrees, 

influenced by developments in African American, Anglo-European, postcolonial, 

feminist, and queer poetics.  All three poets produce formally inventive, investigative 

texts, drawing upon as well as resisting received representational traditions and creating 

innovative, intersectional identities in their works.  Further, as these poems do the work 

of theoretical texts, they self-consciously address and reconfigure major questions in 

aesthetic, linguistic, and representational theory. 

Therefore, it makes sense to read their work in dialogue with the many and varied 

programs of aesthetic theory that have been articulated by these disparate, intersecting, 

and at times, conflicting traditions.  These intersecting traditions, however, claim 

differing relationships to theories of innovative cultural production, locating a range of 

political, economic, and linguistic contexts for innovative practice.  These theories both 
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diverge and overlap; indeed, while each tradition articulates a relationship to an 

innovative and often politicized poetics, the function, context, values, and politics of 

innovation differ widely.  While many contemporary critics, including Mackey, Nielson, 

Susan Stanford Friedman, Lynn Keller, Robin D.G. Kelley, and Jennifer Wilks, carefully 

define and delimit the motivations for innovation within these traditions and, at times, 

bring multiple traditions into play in their discussions, the work of the writers I discuss in 

this dissertation demand a more complete parsing of the relationships and divergences 

among aesthetic traditions and the implications of both shared meanings and differences.  

The following discussion, therefore, will serve to articulate some of these relationships 

for the formally innovative, intersectional poetics that Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley 

practice. 

While aesthetic controversies, broadly defined, are relevant to my readings, 

theories of avant-garde practice, more specifically, figure prominently in the theories of 

aesthetics I discuss.  Yet, the concept of the avant-garde, as I noted earlier, is a vexed 

one.  As aesthetic historian Matei Calinescu explains, “even as a historical notion, avant-

garde is employed in a bewildering variety of terminological oppositions.” (118).   

Because a range of distinct, historically- and culturally-situated programs of avant-garde 

practice have been articulated since the mid-nineteenth century, the term has greater 

historical particularity than those terms, such as innovative and experimental, with which 

it is often used interchangeably in contemporary criticism.  Indeed, as Calinescu’s 

comment suggests, theories of avant-gardism are valuable as sites of exploration because 

of the term’s historical particularity as well as its expansiveness.  In addition, theorists of 
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the avant-garde tend to tie their aesthetic positions explicitly to political and economic 

motivations and commitments.  By mining instances of the articulation of particular 

avant-garde ideologies and practices in European, Anglo-American, African American, 

postcolonial, feminist, and queer literary theory, I both locate and pluralize the notion of 

avant-garde poetic practice and explore the term’s ongoing utility and limitations for 

twenty-first century poetics and criticism. 

In the title of this dissertation, “After Rupture,” I suggest that there is a 

chronological, even progressive movement away from fragmentary poetics.  As I will 

show, this pattern demonstrates itself strikingly in the emergence of aesthetic theories 

that enter into dialogue with, revise, and offer alternatives to European models.  As these 

theories increasingly tend toward intersectionality, they question the utility of modernist 

forms and epistemological modes for an aesthetic practice invested in intersectional 

identity construction.  Indeed, many of the aesthetic theories I will discuss do not result in 

the centralization of fragmentation in twentieth-century practice.  In fact, African 

American and postcolonial aesthetic theories direct our attention to histories of 

innovative practice that are not primarily rooted in those nineteenth and early twentieth 

century European experiments that figure so heavily in European and Anglo-American 

theories of avant-garde practice.  

Further, this dissertation posits intersectionality as a keyword that operates on a 

number of different levels and therefore, calls for some definitional expansion.  By 

intersectionality, I refer to the term’s conventional use as a method of identity 

construction that attends to race, gender, and sexuality at once.  But here, intersectionality 
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also operates as an approach to poetic form and as a critical approach.  As an approach to 

poetic form, it means situating poetry in relation to multiple lineages and reading across 

traditions, sometimes adapting, as Mackey advocates, the insights of postcolonial 

criticism to an African American context, revealing the relevance of traditions which 

arise from distinct, but interconnected historical and political contexts.  As a critical tool, 

intersectionality similarly challenges categories of identity and aesthetic production that 

appear both discrete and normative.  By invoking an intersectional poetics, I mean all of 

these. 

To demonstrate each lineage’s distinct investment in innovative practice, I will 

treat each individually in the following pages. This method of organization falsely 

separates aesthetic traditions that do, as I argue throughout, respond to and revise each 

other.  Yet, by attending to each tradition separately, I am able to fully attend to the 

distinct locations and motivations of innovative practice within each.  Finally, I draw 

these positions together by suggesting that a theory of innovative, intersectional poetry 

might adapt a comparatist methodology to accommodate the multiple and conflicting 

theoretical contexts that underlie these texts.  Drawing on Jennifer Wilks’ Race, Gender, 

and Comparative Black Modernism, I show how a theoretical model that privileges 

“atypical” over universal or “representative” locations may serve well in theorizing an 

aesthetics of intersectionality (Wilks 21). 

Historical Avant-Gardes and the Turn to Form Within European Aesthetic Theory 
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Theories of Anglo-European, African American, postcolonial, and feminist 

aesthetics alike agree on a few core features of innovative practice.  First, each theory 

observes, to some degree, a turn to and problematization of form in innovative texts.  

Second, each contextualizes the aesthetic in relation to economic and political contexts.  

Finally, each raises the issue of art’s autonomy.  Though critics can agree on these core 

features, they locate them quite differently in relation to historical and cultural contexts. 

Renato Poggioli, in his influential Theory of the Avant-Garde (1962, translated 

1968), offers one classic explanation: he traces the beginning of what he terms the 

“avant-garde” to a cynicism around language, which he suggests is a result of the 

detrimental effects of “bourgeois, capitalistic, and technological society” for individual 

expressivity (107).21  Poggioli views linguistic strategies of avant-garde writing as a 

“necessary reaction to the flat, opaque, and prosaic nature of our public speech, where the 

practical end of quantitative communication spoils the quality of expressive means” (37). 

Thus, in Poggioli’s view, the avant-garde’s interest in novel, strange, opaque, obscure 

forms and representational strategies is a vigorous response to social tensions engendered 

by economic shifts that affect the quality of language. 

In his Theory of the Avant-Garde (1974), however, Peter Burger writes that 

linking the avant-garde to a cynicism around language would suggest that avant-gardism 

should be traceable to at least the early nineteenth century, rendering the term “avant-

garde” too historically broad to be useful, particularly for defining an early twentieth-

                                                
21 I extensively engage Continental theories of avant-garde practice here because they frequently appear as 
referents in discussions of innovative poetics.  Yet as I will show in this section, these explanations tend to 
elide the racist and imperial politics of the very economic and cultural theories they expound.  
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century avant-garde.22  Instead, Burger posits a model that links the emergence of the 

avant-garde to a critique of the development of art as an autonomous cultural institution 

that is marked as art and thus, has no social function. Burger explains, “As art becomes 

problematic to itself, form becomes the preferred content of the works.  The apartness 

from the praxis of life that had always constituted the institutional status of art in 

bourgeois society now becomes the content of works” (xiii).  Thus, Burger argues that 

avant-garde’s particular version of the turn toward form, its problematization of art itself, 

should not be seen as a continuation of the skepticism of language and form in the 

context of commercial development that Poggioli describes.  Rather, Burger elides 

economic forces, arguing that the turn to form represents a turning-against the institution 

of art and therefore, against art’s autonomy, an attempt to turn back toward social praxis. 

In Five Faces of Modernity: Modernism, Avant-Garde, Decadence, Kitsch, 

Postmodernism, Matei Calinescu draws these positions together by exploring the avant- 

garde’s relationship to economic changes as well as its use by both social and aesthetic 

radicalisms, which have differing agendas for art.  Indeed, Calinescu suggests that the 

many contradictions of the avant-garde—its tendency toward, at once, nonconformity and 

rigid militarism, its “elitist-antielitist approach” (104)—derive from these relationships.23  

                                                
22 Jochen Schulte-Sasse, in the preface to Burger’s text, notes that social developments that attended 
“bourgeois-capitalist society” affected literary production not because writers are reproducing and 
responding to social change with such great fidelity, but rather, because of the tremendous importance of 
the emerging book market for the eighteenth-century economy.  He notes the dual emergence of mass 
literature and competition, which produced a confrontation between “autonomous ‘high’ literature and a 
literature given over to the ideological reproduction of society” (Burger ix).  In his reading, the mass book 
market’s confrontation with high literature becomes the producer of “linguistic skepticism,” rather than any 
particular sensibility on the part of writers. 
23 Indeed, many avant-garde practitioners, including Arthur Rimbaud, Oscar Wilde, and Andreas 
Huyssman gathered under the rallying cry, “epater de bourgeois” (“shock the middle classes!”) (45), and 
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Tracing the evolution of the term avant-garde from military contexts to social and artistic 

contexts, Calinescu notes that the term retains its militaristic connotation in both social 

and aesthetic usage.  Yet, social and artistic avant-gardes have very different ideas about 

art’s relationship to political change.  The aesthetic avant-gardes insist “on the 

independently revolutionary potential of art, while the former tend to justify the opposite 

idea, namely that art should submit itself to the requirements and needs of the political 

revolutionists” (104).  But both start from the same premise: “life should be radically 

changed” (104). 

Another element of the paradox of the avant-garde comes from its intense 

preoccupation with being ahead of its time: “To be a member of the avant-garde is to be 

part of an elite —although this elite, unlike the ruling classes or groups of the past, is 

committed to a totally antielitist program, whose final utopian aim is the equal sharing by 

all people of all the benefits of life” (Calinescu 104).  Indeed, Donald Egbert notes, “by 

the 1880s, at least, Marxists were becoming accustomed to using avant-garde as a 

political term, one result being that during the 1890s numerous provincial French 

newspapers connected with the Marxists… were named L’avant-garde or bore titles 

beginning with that word” (123).  Further, Lenin “defined the party as the avant-garde of 

the working class in What is to Be Done (1902)” (Calinescu 114).  In Calinescu’s 

analysis, the paradoxes of the avant-garde—its tendencies toward nonconformity and 

militarism, its elitist-antielitism, and its diverging uses by aesthetic and political 

                                                                                                                                            
emphasized nonconformity with middle-class mores, while Andre Breton’s First Surrealist Manifesto 
demanded “absolute discipline” (Calinescu 111). 
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movements may, in fact, be a key to the concept’s staying power.   Indeed, he suggests 

that the concept of avant-garde survives into the late twentieth century because of its 

contradictions and may defy death because of its death-of-art aesthetics.24 

Yet the avant-garde’s being ahead of its time may also be understood as its 

separating itself from its own time.  Indeed, in the midst of industrialization and 

enormous economic changes, avant-garde artists who touted antielitist programs 

distanced themselves from an emerging and increasingly diverse middle class.  Thus, 

Calinescu suggests, avant-garde practice amounts to “self-exile” (42) in the face of the 

“expanding modernity of the middle class” (42).  These analyses suggest that the 

aesthetic avant-garde’s commitment to individualism and its refusal to serve a social 

agenda amount to its paradoxical relationship with elitism, as the “politically independent 

artist…borrow[s] terms from the language of radicalism” to condemn culture and 

aesthetics.  Calinescu’s final analysis of the contradictions implied in the radical 

programs of the political and aesthetic avant-gardes calls up Houston’s Baker’s assertion 

that what is falling at the end of The Wasteland are the “towers of privilege” (8).25 

Fred Moten goes further, asserting that, in many ways, “racism produces the 

social, aesthetic, political-economic, and theoretical surplus that is the avant-garde” (31). 
                                                
24 Calinescu does draw a distinction between the cultural usage of the concept and his more strict, 
periodizing definition.  While he notes many proclamations of the death of the avant-garde as a result of its 
acceptance by the middle class, and notes that the postmodern, pluralist approach to time negates the 
progressivist condition of the avant-garde, he goes on to show how the term remains in circulation, 
particularly among contemporary American critics. 
25 This formulation may risk collapsing avant-garde entirely into modernism. Calinescu offers this 
distinction: “The avant-garde is in every respect more radical than modernity.  Less flexible and less 
tolerant of nuances, it is naturally more dogmatic—both in the sense of self-assertion and, conversely, in 
the sense of self-destruction.  The avant-garde borrows practically all its elements from the modern 
tradition but at the same time blows them up, exaggerates them, and places them in the most unexpected 
contexts, often making them almost completely unrecognizable”  (96). 
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He argues that the European-American construction of the avant-garde is “necessarily not 

black” (32).  He defines the European avant-garde not as a neutral economic shift or a 

revolutionary, “democratic-social” program, but rather as a “codification of aesthetic and 

political energies that emerge out of the specific condition of possibility of modernity, 

namely European colonization” (32).  Thus, Moten describes the specific aesthetics of 

European avant-gardes—breaking down barriers, writing universal manifestoes—as an 

essentially expansionist, imperial gesture.  

Representation and Innovation in African American Aesthetics 

 
As suggested by Baker’s and Moten’s comments above, African American 

aesthetic theory frequently enacts a critique of Anglo-European avant-gardism, yet many 

poets and critics, including Langston Hughes, Amiri Baraka, and Aldon Nielson, find 

utility in the term “avant-garde,” and construct African American avant-gardes 

specifically in relation to African American literary and cultural contexts.   Thus, while I 

attend to a wide range of theories of literary and cultural innovation in this section, I am 

interested in the utility of this particular term for theorists of African American poetry, 

given its highly problematic history in European aesthetics. 

Indeed, much recent African American poetics criticism stresses innovative 

practice, valuing characteristics such as opacity, difficulty, and the use of non-realistic 

language. Aldon Nielson terms such practices “avant garde,” while Mackey prefers to 

describe them as “dissidence and experimentation” (Discrepant 1).  Moten, meanwhile, 

states, “the avant-garde is a black thing… and… blackness is an avant-garde thing” 
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(Moten 32-33).  Emphasizing characteristics such as difficulty and anti-

representationality, however, allows these critics to address the politics of categorization 

and canon formation, politics that have often excluded African American writers from 

critical constructions of modern and postmodern poetics. 

Indeed, the critique of categories and canons has been crucial to articulating an 

African American tradition of poetic practice that inserts African American writers into a 

history of innovative poetry, while redefining the terms, definitions, and characteristics of 

that practice.  In Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, for example, Houston A. 

Baker, Jr. explains that “the very histories that are assumed in the chronologies of British, 

Anglo-American, and Irish modernisms are radically opposed to any adequate and 

accurate accounts of the history of Afro-American modernism, especially the discursive 

history of such modernism” (xvi).  Baker notes that modernism’s capaciousness and 

flexibility, both temporally and formally, “allows us to select structural features that we 

will call distinctively modern” (2).  To this end, many theorists of African American 

writing manufacture new terms to more aptly describe the work of twentieth century 

writers. 

For example, Wilks explains her choice of the terms “Comparative Black 

Modernism” over “Harlem Renaissance and Negritude” to demonstrate her critical 

commitment to “the themes of provocation and disorder” (2). Lorenzo Thomas, similarly, 

characterizes the writers he discusses as “Afrocentric modernists,” rooting their important 

formal innovations in African and African American modes of linguistic experiment, 

including the use of jazz poetics, folk traditions, and vernacular language.  Nielson 
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retains the term “avant-garde,” but identifies specifically African American modes of 

non-realist language use, including the invention of intricate typographic strategies, 

graphic experimentation, and “unpronounceable delineations” for representing speech 

and musical references (35), showing the relationship between textuality and orality in 

African American traditions. 

Indeed, the relationship between oral and textual language is a crucial locus of 

African American formal experimentation that is not represented by European models.  

Brent Hayes Edwards writes, “If we can define a black poetics, it may be elaborated most 

consistently in what Albert Murray terms practices of “reciprocal ‘voicing’”—the 

relations between the words and the music, sound and sense, in black expressive practice. 

A black poetics works that interface, in other words, mining the fertile edge between 

“orality” and ‘literacy.’”  Edwards’ attention to “the fertile edge between “orality” and 

“literacy” is an expansion and revision of methods of earlier criticism such as those laid 

out in Henderson’s Understanding the New Black Poetry.  Henderson’s study refuted 

more naturalistic approaches to Black orality, making visible instead a history of 

conventions for typographically representing African American orality, especially 

vernacular speech.  Edwards’ model reconfigures the issues introduced by Henderson, 

restating them as a constant dialogue between oral and textual modes, one that is not 

unidirectional.  Meta DuEwa Jones amplifies Edwards’ insight: “Edwards’ exhorts 

scholars of African-American poetics to refocus our critical lens so that it blurs the facile 

dichotomies made between ‘orality/literacy, craft/politics, and (inarticulate) music/ 

(articulate) writing’” (66, quoting Edwards 580). 
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The analyses of Edwards and Jones emphasize that complicating and playing 

along this interface, this “edge,” has been a significant locus of African American 

experimental language practice.  Jones notes practices such as June Jordan’s “soul script” 

and “voiceprint” that implicitly draw orality and textuality together: they “associatively 

link the technology of writing with the sign of racialized speech” (66).  Jones’ analysis 

insists that the transcription of the vernacular is an implicitly textual practice.  She notes 

the use of complex “multiphonemics”—repeated letters and stretched words—along with 

the poetic representation of musical sounds, such as Coltrane’s scream.  These devices 

translate verbal and nonverbal sounds into textual and graphic forms, often through 

“excessive orthographic alteration” (74).  Nielson, too, emphasizes the graphic 

experimentation of African American poets, noting the use of slashes, “interdictive 

punctuation,” and visual, spatial strategies for graphically representing sound.  These 

highly detailed, formalist readings enacted by Jones and Nielson are particularly 

important in combating the critical tendency to naturalize the innovative aspects of 

African American writing as non-crafted expressions of an indigenous (and usually 

singular) black essence.  Indeed, Wilks notes that African American experimentalisms 

were often attributed to various forms of essence or “soul”: she writes, “those African 

diasporic (identified) writers who did choose to experiment with language and form were 

credited not with artistic virtuosity but with tapping into some fundamental aspect of their 

Negrohood” (13).   Anne F. Herzog has noted a similar naturalizing away of formal 

devices in Lucille Clifton’s impeccably crafted poetry. 
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Houston Baker translates many of these issues of language in African American 

literature as a broader function of widely differing scenarios of language contact.  He 

explains that experiences of language are “bifurcated” along racial lines (123).  Baker 

links this difference to culturally different signification systems and to radically different 

histories of contact with English.  Signification in a colonial language, he argues, is 

rooted in violence, rule, misnaming and renaming, trade, and commerce, but also carries 

along the previous, specific traditions of signification—for African-American literature, 

the relations between the word and the folk and metaphysical traditions of West African 

religious culture (124).   Harryette Mullen develops this idea in “African Signs and Spirit 

Writing.”  She emphasizes the different meanings of black textuality, given the different 

meaning of script in “a folk milieu that valued a script for its cryptographic 

incomprehensibility and uniqueness, rather than its legibility or reproducibility” (625).  In 

all, the theories of Thomas, Nielson, Edwards, Jones, and Mullen show specifically 

African American motivations for formal experimentation, motivations that are not 

contained in European theories of innovative writing. 

Prior to these contemporary critical traditions, African American social and 

literary critics had long been debating the form and function of black writing.   W.E.B. 

Du Bois and Langston Hughes were among many cultural figures who put forth 

competing theories of the appropriate form, content, and function of African American 

writing in a debate that framed its own questions of art’s autonomy, its relation (or non-

relation) to social and political movements.  In his 1926 essay, “Criteria of Negro Art,” 

W.E.B. Du Bois calls for a black art that portrays “the kind of people you know and like 
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and imagine,” rather than the mammies and Uncle Toms that pervade the history of 

American literature (21).  While Du Bois calls for a critique of representations of 

blackness—a move that remains central to the work of the writers I discuss—he 

simultaneously claims that “All art is propaganda and ever must be,” and thus encourages 

only representations of “Beauty” (22).  Langston Hughes’ “The Negro Artist and the 

Racial Mountain,” written in the same year, resists the notion that black writers must “be 

respectable, write about nice people, [and] show how good we are” (29).   Instead, he 

argues that African American writers must represent the full range of black experience: 

Hughes asks, how is “the would-be racial artist to... discover himself and his people”? 

(28).  These questions of what African American art should represent, for whom, and to 

what end are central conversations of early twentieth-century African American 

aesthetics.  Indeed, Wilks notes James Weldon Johnson’s desire to get away from “the 

distorted dialect of minstrelsy,” while Jessie Fauset sought to portray the middle and 

upper classes and was critiqued for that (13), showing both the pervasiveness of these 

questions of representation and the connection to the contested tradition of representing 

vernacular speech discussed above. These concerns are central to questions of innovation 

because they ultimately lead to questions of form: how might histories of representation 

be established and revised?  How can language do this work of revision? 

Ralph Ellison speaks directly to this link between form and content in the 

representation of blackness.  In his address, “Brave Words for a Startling Occasion” 

(1964), he claims that “diversity” itself produces a literature that is excessive of the 

bounds of dominant American literary conventions.  Ellison argues that representing “the 
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diversity of American life with its extreme fluidity and openness” requires a different 

kind of language—a mixed, heteroglossic style, “slangy in one stance, academic in 

another, loaded poetically with imagery at one moment, mathematically bare of imagery 

in the next” (67).  Ellison argues that early-to-mid twentieth century stylistic trends—

most markedly, the aesthetics of understatement—were ineffective for individuals or 

groups whose experience is, at once, unrepresented and “overflowing,” “gushing,” and 

“mixed,” thus, excessive of the conventions of contemporary representation.  Ellison 

writes, “To attempt to express that American experience which has carried one… from 

freight train to Pullman car, from contact with slavery to contact with a world of 

advanced scholarship, art and science, is simply to burst such neatly understated forms of 

the novel asunder” (Ellison 67).26 

Indeed, theories of innovation in African American literary aesthetics are 

plentiful, and while they share selected features in common with European theories—an 

interest in form, in economic and political contexts, in art’s relation to social function—

they define these factors in terms specific to the historical and cultural contexts of 

African American cultural production. 

Creolization and Postcolonial Aesthetic Theory 

 
Ellison’s description of an African-American writing that is mixed or 

heteroglossic resembles the idea of creolization, a foundational concept in postcolonial 
                                                
26 The “understated forms” that Ellison refers to here are the “tight well-made Jamesian novel” and the 
“‘hard-boiled’ novel, which its dedication to physical violence” (66).  Yet, the issues of aesthetics Ellison 
raises clearly apply beyond these specific trends in fiction to the larger field of twentieth century and 
contemporary literature. 
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linguistic and cultural analysis. Simon Gikandi poses the question of postcolonial 

aesthetics this way: “Since the colonial language is an instrument of domination and 

submission, how is it going to be adapted to the narrative and discourse of liberation? 

How can literary language face the pressures of its objective conditions and yet liberate 

itself from them?”  In Gikandi’s writings, the concept of creolization relates specifically 

to the context of identity production in colonial situations, but as Ellison’s remark 

suggests, it is highly applicable to African American cultural production and has 

significant implications for the issues of formal practice, aesthetic function, and the 

political and economic contexts of innovative writing practice. 

Gikandi’s frames creolization in positive terms because he focuses on the 

potential for liberation.  Gikandi writes that “The colonial anxiety does not necessarily 

disable the colonized writer; rather it enables a narrative of liberation in the colonizer’s 

language.  The colonized writer who suffers a crisis of identity because he or she cannot 

feel at home in imposed colonial spaces is inevitably driven to subvert the given form and 

language” (12).  Gikandi’s articulation of creolization constitutes a reappropriation of the 

term from more pejorative usage, which devalued indigenous Caribbean languages and 

developing creole vernaculars.  Kamau Brathwaite’s discussion of creolization, however, 

notes that the relation of indigenous and colonial languages are never equal, and thus, his 

theorization of the concept is somewhat more ambivalent, noting the effects of both 

liberation and erasure for colonial and postcolonial subjects.  Brathwaite “recognizes that 

the kind of syncretism which some Caribbean writers seem to find in creolization 

portends a will to cultural synthesis which sometime obscures that racial, ethnic, and 
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caste tensions that often militate against the formation of a unified national or Pan-

Caribbean culture…In other words, modern Caribbean writing will not be predicated on a 

theory of a unified organic self, or the nonproblematic relationship among this self, its 

world, and language” (quoted from Gikandi 18).  Gikandi’s and Brathwaite’s 

understandings of creolization carry slightly different valences, diverging on the issue of 

the formation of identity in relation to language.  Gikandi sees creolization as a means of 

addressing such a “crisis of identity,” while Brathwaite argues that a new theory of 

language in a postcolonial context may require a new theory of self. 

In its most positive usage, however, creolization interrupts the progress narrative 

of colonial history in the same way that Edwards’, Jones’, and Mullen’s emphasis on a 

bidirectional interface between orality and textuality interrupts a notion of textual forms 

as an evolution away from orality.  Gikandi understands creolization as a powerful 

expression of Caribbean “modernism because it opposes the synchronic vision of colonial 

historiography with the diachronic narrative of a cross-cultural imagination.  The colonial 

vision is presented as essentially synchronic because it insists on the fixation of the 

identity of the dominated; the narrative of creolization, on the other hand, insists on the 

transmutation and transformation of the colonial subject—and its culture—toward a 

realm of freedom” (17).  The relationship imaged here between bidirectional, diachronic 

historical and linguistic processes and identity formation—not fixity—is strongly evident 

in the theories of form and identity that I discuss throughout the coming chapters.  

While the texts of Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley do not emerge from the precise 

historical conditions of colonization, these insights are relevant for the texts I investigate 
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in this dissertation. Indeed, Mackey adapts the concept of creolization in an African 

American context, noting the mixings of linguistic registers, of large and small, of 

disparate languages and disparate kinds of language that mark African American poetry.  

Mackey, indeed, advocates this method for a dissident poetics that seeks to achieve poetic 

impurity and resist monolithic form, monolithic identity constructions, and monolithic, 

authorized histories (4-5).   

Gender, Sexuality, and Innovative Practice 
 

Feminist poets and critics, too, including Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Audre Lorde, 

and Adrienne Rich have claimed ownership of a wide range of versions of innovative 

practice, from Rich’s early abandonment of closed forms to Lorde’s scissoring line 

breaks.27  Like Rich and Lorde, DuPlessis argues that innovative formal practice is 

crucial for disrupting the gendered aesthetics of poetic tradition. In The Pink Guitar: 

Writing as Feminist Practice (1990), she issues a call to women writers to intervene in 

the history of the genre at large and of the innovative traditions of the twentieth century, 

in particular, which she argues, were strongly marked as male.28  Such intervention, she 

argues, would not only make visible the gender politics of the genre from its earliest 

roots, but also reveal the gendered underpinnings of a male innovative tradition that had, 

                                                
27 Here, I take as examples two poets who are not typically considered under the rubric of the innovative, 
but whose poetry—and cross-genre prose, in Lorde’s case--clearly invents formal strategies to revise and 
remake discourses of gender, race, and sexuality. 
28 My discussion here relies heavily on the women’s innovative tradition in Language Poetry because of its 
centralization of rupture as a key strategy.  While I question its ongoing utility, I recognize here its 
importance in the history of innovative feminist poetics.  Yet, as I discuss later in this section, feminist 
Language Poets enacted a single-axis analysis of language and power, eliding other identities. 
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through anti-representational techniques and the undermining of the personal, 

autonomous lyric “I,” set itself in opposition to expressivist, identity-based writing, 

which it constructed as feminine. 

Formally, DuPlessis calls for a feminist poetry that, in fact, adopts many of the 

techniques of modernist and avant-garde innovation.  She advocates for rupture on many 

levels—a “depoeticized” poetry that would “reject normal claims of beauty. Smoothness.  

Finish.  Fitness.  Decoration.  Moving sentiment.  Uplift” (Pink 144).  Such breakage, she 

writes, is necessary because of the gendered nature of poetic history, its forms and 

themes: “Love, Beauty, Nature, Seasonal Change, Beauty Raked by Time, Mediating 

Vision or Muse, the pastoral, the carpe diem motif, the satire—all these prime themes and 

genres from the history of poetry seem to have swirls of gender ideas and gender 

narrative blended like the marbleized end papers of old books” (140).  DuPlessis insists 

on the importance of interrogating the critical category of gender because of the way that 

gender is constructed in and by language and literary form: “poetry somehow depends on 

positioning women” (140).  Thus, DuPlessis and other innovative feminist writers 

appropriated modernist techniques of rupture and fracture—in fact, claiming that these 

techniques are, are their root, feminist—to explore identity and subjectivity, including 

personal identity, the formation of identity in dialogue with language and the social, and 

critical discourses of identity formation.29 

                                                
29 Paradoxically, as a result of their commitment to disjunctive formal procedures and to crafting theory-
based poetic texts, the work of feminist innovators such as the Language poets has had the effect of 
strengthening the apparent divide between innovative writing and “identity-based” writing that I discussed 
in the introduction. 
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In addition to producing feminist poetry, innovative feminist poets also produced 

a large body of critical and theoretical writing.  Indeed, contemporary poet-critics 

Kathleen Fraser, Ann Lauterbach, Lyn Hejinian, and Carla Harryman have all remarked 

the masculine ownership of theory and the construction of theory as a base for authority 

in postmodern and contemporary poetics.  Fraser has argued that the “high-powered role 

and resultant pressure of theoretical writing has come largely out of the male 

experience…but when you see who finally puts their imprint upon a movement or its 

reception, it is most often the writers of theory.  And that’s why women have to be 

willing to do it more” (Fraser).  Feminist poets responded to this call for theory in 

multiple genres—essays, letters, poems, and heteroglossic, multi-genred texts—effecting 

a collapse of the boundaries between critical and creative production that, as I noted 

earlier, also characterizes the writers I discuss.   

The theoretical writing of the feminist Language poets produced provocative 

results for an analysis of gender, sexuality, and genre, but nearly entirely elided racial, 

ethnic, and economic concerns.  Yet, Audre Lorde, Gloria Anzaldúa, Cherrie Moraga, 

and Harryette Mullen frame the same questions of language, power, and literary tradition 

in poetry, theoretical essays, and multi-genred, innovative texts.  In her landmark essay 

“Poetry is Not a Luxury,” Lorde makes the case for the importance of poetic invention in 

creating gender, racial, and economic justice.  She writes, “Poetry coins the language to 

express and charter this revolutionary demand, the implementation of that freedom” (37-

38).  Further, intersectional feminist approaches to innovative writing explicitly link 

innovation to relationality, rather than rupture: Ivy Schweitzer and Jacqui Alexander, for 
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example, have both remarked the important formal act of Anzaldúa’s multivocal 

anthology work.  Alexander argues that the anthology form suggests ways to “mobilize 

identification and solidarity…to see ourselves as part of one another” (265). 

Given the contradictions that the project of innovative feminist writing has 

produced, the method that Wilks proposes in her comparative study, Race, Gender, and 

Comparative Black Modernism, is instructive.  Indeed, Wilks observes insufficiencies in 

many literary models based on single identities: she critiques the New Negro movement 

for its participation in Talented Tenth politics and critiques Negritude for its total 

exclusion of actual women, while using the figure of woman as an imaginative surface to 

imagine black identities. Methodologically, Wilks suggests a shift from an analytical 

model based on “representative colored men” to one that centralizes “atypical black 

women” (21).  Wilks’ comparative project offers a useful model for both cultural and 

aesthetic innovation through its refusal to identify “representative” or normative models 

and, similarly, its rejection of a unified, monolithic, or prescriptive program.  Indeed, 

Wilks writes that a comparative literary project “contests the definition of literature (as 

well as aesthetic norms, genre definitions, literary-historical patterns, and the rest) by 

throwing examples and counterexamples at it” (3).  Here, Wilks show equal suspicion of 

“representative” figures and “aesthetic norms.”  She suggests that a comparative 

methodology, through its emphasis on the location of the “atypical,” has epistemological 

effects for literary definition.   A poetics of intersectionality, too, can draw upon this 

insight, viewing its emphasis on locationality as a means to emphasize contingency, hold 

definitions at bay, and resist “aesthetic norms.”  In this way, the poetics of 
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intersectionality can draw upon the many traditions of innovation, while refusing the 

inflexible and programmatic aspects of avant-gardes that lack nuance and create 

contradictions. 

THE POETRY OF INTERSECTIONALITY 
 

The chapters that follow, then, treat three texts published between 1992 and 2004, 

texts that exist at the intersection of identities and of disparate histories of linguistic and 

cultural innovation.  But they also respond distinctly to a late twentieth century political 

and cultural climate marked by the AIDS epidemic, by the 1992 Los Angeles riots, and 

by the September 11th attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon.  These historical 

events are important contexts for this work as each can be understood to involve one or 

more specific identity groups—gays and lesbians, African Americans, and religious 

fundamentalists, for example—and indeed, each ushered in new eras of identity politics-- 

yet these events cannot be finally understood through the lens of identity politics.  Rather, 

these events emphasize personal and global interconnectedness and, indeed, prompted 

major policy shifts in the United States, from health care to law enforcement to foreign 

policy.  This period also saw a critique of the American prison system in the form of the 

death penalty moratorium movement, which prompted a widespread examination of the 

criminalization of blackness in the United States. 

These historical events, I argue, bespeak an era when relationality and 

interconnectedness dominate as cultural logics, logics in relation to which poetry must 

too be read.   Despite arguments that technology fragments human cognitive and personal 
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functions, the technologies of viruses, activist networks, and the World Wide Web 

highlight the ways in which these technologies draw communities together, creating new 

conditions of intimacy and of subjectivity that depend on relationality.  Indeed, while 

much has been written about the influence of the World Wide Web on poetic 

communities and poetic publication,30 the poets I treat have not often used the Web as a 

publication medium for their work, and indeed, the importance of the Web for their work 

lies less in its material effect on poetic innovation, and more, in its philosophical 

ramifications—its capacity to forge a highly relational contemporary subjectivity.  

Yet, despite the relevance absence of the World Wide Web in my analysis of 

these poets, the material histories and conditions of production of each text I treat 

emphasize communities and intimacies. Oliver’s work, for example, grew out of her 

work in two communities—the Los Angeles performance community and the community 

of the Jack Kerouac School at Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado.  Indeed, her 

volume the she said dialogues: flesh memory, a PEN American Center’s Beyond 

Words/Open Book honoree, was produced via a collaboration between two entities, 

smokeproof editions (a Boulder, Colorado-based letterpress printing workshop) and 

erudite fangs (a publishing imprint), that united to publish the work.   Oliver developed 

the poems in dialogue with her performance work with the Los Angeles-based 

performance group the Sacred Naked Nature Girls, a four-woman performance group 

                                                
30 See for example, Christopher Beach, Contemporary American Poetry: Between Community and 
Institution (Evanston, Ill: Northwestern University Press, 1999); Dana Gioia, Disappearing Ink: Poetry at 
the End of Print Culture (Saint Paul, MN: 2005); Joseph Harrington, Poetry and the Public: The Social 
Form of Modern U.S. Poetics (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan UP, 2002). 
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with whom she performed from 1994 to 1997.   Bridgforth’s love conjure/blues, 

published by Lisa C. Moore’s Washington, DC-based RedBone Press, which publishes 

queer-of-color writing, emerged from her work with artistic communities in Austin, TX.  

Bridgforth developed the work in a highly collaborative practice through a series of Fried 

Chicken and Salsa parties hosted at an Austin home, where she debuted and workshopped 

sections of the in-process work.  In addition to an earlier collection of short stories, the 

bull-jean stories, Bridgforth’s career has also included significant work in community 

organizing, first as an HIV/AIDS counselor and educator in Texas and later as Artistic 

Director of Austin Latina/Latino Gay and Lesbian Organization, Texas’s only queer-of-

color organization.  Notley’s Descent of Alette—eventually published by Penguin—

similarly first emerged in collaboration.  It was first published in The Scarlet Cabinet, a 

compendium-style volume of six books by Notley and her late husband Douglass Oliver, 

published in 1992 by Scarlet Editions, the press that Notley and her late husband 

Douglass Oliver ran from their home in Paris.  Each work’s distinct material history 

speaks to the “queer location” from which it emerges. 

My first chapter, “From Rupture to Remembering: Flesh Memory and the 

Embodied Experimentalism of Akilah Oliver,” examines a contemporary collection of 

dense, paratactic, first-person prose lyrics, the she said dialogues: flesh memory (1999).  

The poems offer a very personal meditation on the violent trans-Atlantic slave trade and 

the afterlives of the logic of slavery, including the representational violence that 

produces, in Oliver’s words, “one meaning of blackness” (she said 27).  My readings 

demonstrate how rupture is shown to be an insufficient strategy for a poetry that is 
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engaged with what Hortense J. Spillers calls the “severe disjunctures” that come to be 

associated with the once enslaved body, and the African American female body in 

particular (“Mama’s Baby” 260).  I argue that in the face of the bodily ruptures the poems 

document, Oliver proposes an epistemology based on bodily or “flesh memory,” weaving 

together the voices of flesh memory in tight, paratactic mesh.  This mesh of memory 

counters the gaps and erasures of historical black bodies and experiences, producing the 

body as a site of reparative historical knowledge and offering presence and pluralism in 

place of physical and epistemological rupture.  Thus, my readings not only counter 

theories of parataxis that privilege rupture, but reveal connections between reparative 

forms of memory and identity and the integrative textual form of the prose poem. 

I build upon these connections among body, memory, and textuality in my second 

chapter, “Of Being Multiple: Voice, Body, and Text in Sharon Bridgforth’s love 

conjure/blues.” love conjure/blues is composed in the newly invented genre of the 

performance novel, a form that has received recent attention from theater and 

performance scholars.  As I advocate for the significance of this text for literary scholars, 

I show how innovative textuality serves as a primary mode of representing African 

American orality and embodiment.  Indeed, Bridgforth’s representation of African 

American bodies, voices, and desires relies heavily on orthography, typography, 

punctuation, and lineation and, I argue, this insistence on the coexistence of text and 

body, of text and voice echoes her portrayal of multiply-gendered and multiply-raced 

bodies.  My reading further suggests how Bridgforth’s emphasis on textual and bodily 

multiplicity reflects the Yoruba-inflected concept of interpersonal identity that suffuses 
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the text, emphasizing the status of ancestors and the layered relationships among the 

living and the dead.  Thus, Bridgforth’s work makes performance and textuality 

simultaneous, just as it layers genders and generations in innovative identity formations, 

offering an aesthetic and an ethic of multiplicity that is marked in the work as both a 

queer and a decolonial value. 

My third chapter, “Traumatic Histories and the Epic Genre: The Politics of Poetic 

and Bodily Forms in Alice Notley’s The Descent of Alette” places the works of Oliver 

and Bridgforth into relation with a revisionist epic by second-generation New York 

School poet Alice Notley in order to attend to their common interest in innovative bodily 

forms, literary forms, identities, and forms of memory. As in the works of Oliver and 

Bridgforth, The Descent of Alette proposes radically relational identities as a response to 

systematized oppression and violence, which the poem suggests are native to both 

contemporary society and the epic genre.  By reading Notley’s work in the contexts of 

intersectional feminism, African American poetics, queer poetics, and trauma theory, I 

show how the poem confronts a history of violence that is shown to be related to social 

structures that are at once fragmenting and totalizing—including gender, sexuality, 

militarism, imperialism, capitalism, and the epic genre itself.  Thus, Notley’s poem 

incorporates the genre of epic to investigate and critique its traumatic, monoculturalist 

logic; yet the poem’s solution is a healing, radical relationality—figured through a 

“descent” into a dark world prior to contemporary, divisive social structures where 

characters experience intersubjective states.  I argue, however, that this structural and 

imagistic move metaphorizes darkness/blackness, removing race from the field of 
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political identities imagined by the poem by converting blackness into mythological 

architecture.  As it limits the range of identities conceived as political, the poem reveals 

limitations of relational identification that, I suggest, are related to its formal structures—

not only its metaphorizing of blackness, but also its treatment of the epic form itself.   

The chapter suggests the enormous, structuring power of literary, cultural, and social 

forms, even in a feminist, anti-capitalist work that explicitly seeks to revise them. 

  My conclusion, “The Poetry of Multiple Identities” suggests that, indeed, poetries 

of social identity are a prime site to seek innovative practice, and further, that the 

innovative identities performed by these poetries are highly formal.  I suggest that as we 

look outside of the poetics of rupture, fracture, and fragmentation for innovative 

strategies, we may have to rethink what we take to be innovative and what we take to be 

formal and develop critical strategies for attending to the poetry of multiple identities. 
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Chapter One 

 

From Rupture to Remembering: 

Flesh Memory and the Embodied Experimentalism of Akilah Oliver 

 

These undecipherable markings on the captive body render 
a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh whose severe 
disjunctures come to be hidden to the cultural seeing by 
skin color.  We might well ask if this phenomenon of 
marking and branding actually “transfers” from one 
generation to another?  
 
—Hortense Spillers, “Mama’s Baby’s, Papa’s Maybe: An 
American Grammar Book,” 260 

 
The dense, blocky prose poems of Akilah Oliver’s 1999 collection the she said 

dialogues: flesh memory are packed like the sidewalk shopping carts she describes, “with 

debris of lives stacked high” (9).  Like those sidewalk shopping carts, piled with the 

parings of popular culture and personal life, the contents of Oliver’s poems crowd into 

and trace a center space of loss.  This space of loss—what Hortense Spillers describes as 

the “African-American female’s misnaming”—underlies and structures each poem 

(“Mama’s” 258).  Oliver locates this loss multiply, in literal violence against flesh and in 

representational violence alike.  Her poems cite corrupted historical narratives, 

undocumented lives, and contemporary systems of identity construction that are at once 

too limited and too determining.  All these forms of loss, Oliver suggests, are the 

afterlives of the logic of slavery that produce “one meaning of blackness” (27).   

Just as Spillers states in the epigraph to this chapter, Oliver too implies that the 

markings on and sufferings of past bodies “transfer” symbolically and 
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representationally—that indeed, past bodily experiences and inscriptions shape 

contemporary meanings of blackness and of black female identity.1  Spillers expands on 

this idea, stating, “In order for me to speak a truer word concerning myself, I must strip 

down through layers of attenuated meanings, made an excess in time, over time, assigned 

by a particular historical order, and there await whatever marvels of my own 

inventiveness” (257).  But Oliver proposes a further type of bodily transfer that has the 

potential to speak the “truer word” Spillers seeks, affecting and expanding future 

meanings.   

Oliver’s concept of “flesh memory,” performed throughout the collection, 

augments the record of markings and loss, absence and “attenuated meanings” with an 

alternative epistemology of bodily presence.  “Flesh memory”—what Oliver describes as 

the genetic memory or knowledge of the experiences of past bodies—engages the gaps 

and erasures of historical black bodies and experiences, but privileges presence over 

erasure or rupture.  And Oliver formally performs this pluralizing gesture in her prose 

poems through parataxis—juxtaposing, layering, and “stack[ing] high” the plurality of 

voices remembered and accessed through bodily memory.   

By using parataxis, which is commonly seen as serving to disrupt, minimize, or 

decenter subjectivity,2 Oliver undermines the conventional division between formally-

motivated poetics (often called “innovative” or “experimental”) and identity poetics—

and, more to point, the aesthetic and philosophical assumptions upon which such 

                                                
1 I follow Oliver in using “black,” rather than “African American” here and elsewhere this chapter.  While 
Oliver uses “African American” to refer to cultural traditions, including literature, performance, and speech 
traditions, she consistently refers to “black” and “blackness” to discuss bodily experience.  Hortense 
Spillers, Saidiya Hartman, Ann DuCille, and Carla Peterson similarly use “black” to emphasize the body’s 
visual meanings. 
2 See, for example, Jameson, 28-29; Hejinian, “The Language of Inquiry”; Perelman, and Silliman.   
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divisions are based. As I discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, many poets and 

scholars, including Juliana Spahr and Erica Hunt, have pointed out how the familiar 

critical division between “experimental” and “expressive” poetry does not adequately 

reflect the poetry being produced now—or the poetry that has been produced for the past 

100 years—these categories powerfully persist in criticism and reception.  These critical 

categories become particularly pernicious because much of the poetry that is classed as 

expressivist is identified by the presence of a personal, autonomous, coherent—often 

gendered or racialized—lyric “I.”  Harryette Mullen describes “this idea that you can be 

black or innovative” (Rankine and Spahr 12) as “aesthetic apartheid” (Mullen 29).  

Houston Baker, Aldon Nielson, and others have worked to problematize the critical and 

popular division between a formalist or innovative Modernism and a formally 

conservative, identitarian Harlem Renaissance.3  In addition, critics have sought to 

centralize and complicate the profiles of well-known African American writers such as 

Langston Hughes, Amiri Baraka, and Lucille Clifton.4  These attempts to trouble the 

critical map, however, tend to involve annexing more and more writers under the banner 

of the experimental rather than interrogating the values and the composition of this 

privileged critical category itself.   

This chapter, then, shows how Oliver uses the technology of flesh memory to 

write a pluralist poetry of black queer female identity and how she figures this pluralism 

formally through parataxis.  My analysis suggests that her use of parataxis not only 

                                                
3 For more on the racialization of poetry criticism and reception, see Houston Baker, Modernism and the 
Harlem Renaissance, Harryette Mullen, “Poetry and Identity,” Erica Hunt “Notes for an Oppositional 
Poetics,” Simon Gikandi, “Race and the Idea of the Aesthetic,” Juliana Spahr, “Astonishment and 
Experimentation,” and the introduction to Hinton and Hogue, We Who Love to Be Astonished. 
4 See, for example, Meta DuEwa Jones’s “Politics, Process, & (Jazz) Performance: Amiri Baraka’s ‘It’s 
Nation Time’” and “Listening to What the Ear Demands: Langston Hughes and His Critics.”   
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undermines the division between experimental and expressivist poetics, but further, 

interrogates the common, limiting equation between innovation (or experimentalism) and 

rupture.  Oliver’s parataxis, I argue, does not primarily operate on the logic of rupture—a 

logic often ascribed to the formally innovative poetries of modernism and those poetries 

that were their inheritors. Rather, I argue that Oliver’s parataxis, as it bears out the 

knowledge of flesh memory, aggressively privileges a logic of relation.  By using 

parataxis relationally—re-membering the “language activated in the body’s memory”—

Oliver’s poetry contends with representational traditions and historical loss, highlighting 

the inadequacy of rupture as a literary and analytical technology, given the history of 

physical and representational violence against African Americans and African American 

women in particular.  Though flesh memory and parataxis, Oliver’s poems not only state 

a “truer word” for black female identity, but also pluralize its possibilities. 

 

THE POLITICS OF RUPTURE AND BLACK REPRESENTATION 

 
Oliver’s she said dialogues certainly serve to disrupt and interrogate 

representational traditions in African American literature and in identity discourse more 

generally, but rupture—the agrammatical breaking of syntax or other disruption of verbal 

or semantic continuity—is not the primary logic of her poetry.  As I discussed in chapter 

one, however, rupture has proven to be an important political and literary tool in 

twentieth-century feminist poetics, one that feminists have productively used to explore 

gendered identity, the formation of gendered identity in dialogue with language and the 

social, and the particular gendering of poetic language.  In this way, rupture becomes a 
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powerful feminist political aesthetic with significant consequences. As Spahr states in her 

introduction to American Women Poets in the Twenty-First Century: Where Lyric Meets 

Language, the feminist poetics of rupture does not centralize the practical or institutional 

circumstances of women’s oppression, marginality, or equality: “Instead much of this 

work investigates representation itself” (3).5 

Similarly, parataxis has been shown to be a strategy for a socially- and critically-

motivated poetics that engages the terms of representation itself.  In “Parataxis and 

Narrative: The New Sentence in Theory and Practice,” Bob Perelman writes, “The 

incantatory lyricism of the [old] poetry sentence where writer finds voice and universe 

fitting together without struggle, is an ideal environment for aggrandized sensitivity and 

myopic or minimized social context” (316).  Parataxis, he argues, shifts attention away 

from the subjectivity of the writer and instead, directs the reader toward finding the 

connections, and ultimately, toward engaging critically with the systems that organize 

images and information.6  In this way, parataxis keeps easy unities at bay (317).7  While 

                                                
5 In this passage, Spahr is describing the work of the twenty-first century poets in the anthology whose 
work  “does not appear conventionally feminist” (3), but the statement applies to earlier poets as well, as 
the poets Spahr references are influenced by those modernist innovators that DuPlessis describes. 
6 Older definitions of parataxis similarly emphasize the reader’s role in creating meaning from paratactic 
texts.  The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics notes that in texts ranging from Pope’s Essay on 
Criticism to Beowulf, parataxis allows for the author to allow multiple meanings or express “controlled 
equivocations,” as the relationships among paratactically-arranged parts is not defined absolutely by syntax 
(880, quoting from Fred C. Robinson, Beowulf and the Appositive Style (Knoxville: University of 
Tennessee Press, 1985)).  Further, while hypotaxis, or the use of extensive subordination, is not exactly 
parataxis’s opposite, it does have the effect of emphasizing and specifying “logical or temporal 
sequencing” (Princeton 880).  The absence of such strict sequencing, in paratactic construcions will be 
relevant to my subsequent readings of Oliver’s poems. 
7 Perelman’s analysis here responds to discussions of parataxis by Ron Silliman and Frederick Jameson, 
both of whom interpret it as a quintessential postmodern mode, much like montage, but want to rescue its 
critical capacities in various ways.  Perelman summarizes, “Both [Jameson and Silliman] are trying to fight 
reified parataxis—commodification—with a more committed, critical parataxis—the finding of hidden 
categorical similarities” (Perelman 323).  Perelman is making a similar point, but wants to further retrench 
the discussion by showing how parataxis is emerging from more abstract techniques.  He emphasizes its 
popularization in the 1970s as an engaged alternative to more abstract poetic methods, including linguistic 
fracture, field poetics, cut-ups, found poetries, and bop-derived sound poetries. Perelman explains, “For 
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Perelman is interested in keeping “in check” the mechanism by which parts—here, 

sentences—build toward “larger narrative, expository, and ideological unities” (317), he 

suggests that subjectivity is one of those easy unities that must be kept at bay. 

Oliver’s paratactic prose poems, however, center on the idea that for the African 

American female, subjectivity is no easy unity.  Indeed, in her poems, parataxis 

originates from the struggle felt where voice and universe meet.  Thus, Oliver’s poetry 

clearly “investigates representation itself” (Spahr 3), urging the reader to investigate the 

systems that structure knowledge and knowledge’s absence.  But her poetry also urgently 

represents the black female body as well as gendered and racialized oppression, 

marginality, and asymmetry.  Indeed, Oliver’s images insist on the particular body and 

the body’s experiences, sufferings, and desires.   

Her poetry, intensely concerned with sensory and sensual experience, makes the 

raced, gendered, and sexualized body present on nearly every page. Oliver names skin, 

mouth, tongue, teeth, eyes, eyelashes, ears, pubic hair, thighs, vulva, crotch, belly, butt, 

armpits, thumb, fingers, nipples, breasts, penis, legs, spine, scars, stretch marks, sweat, 

placenta, and menstrual blood.  Oliver’s strategy of representing the body part by part, 

and my reproduction of it here, may appear to risk extending the dismemberment of the 

raced and the torture and dismemberment, the rupture of the enslaved body.8  Her 

                                                                                                                                            
some language writers, writing in sentences was one way to bring practice, politics, and daily life closer 
together” (Perelman 315).    
8 Indeed, in Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America, 
Saidiya V. Hartman explains, “I have chosen not to reproduce Douglass’s account of the beating of in order 
to call attention to the ease with which such scenes are usually reiterated, the casualness with which they 
are circulated, and the consequences of this routine display of the slave’s ravaged body…Only more 
obscene than the brutality unleashed at the whipping post is the demand that this suffering be materialized 
and evidenced by the display of the tortured body or endless recitations of the ghastly and the terrible” (3-
4). 
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imagery, however, traces the body with the fidelity and precision of a lover’s touch.9  At 

other moments, the imagery demands that the reader attend to “what the body 

remembers” (81), from “protruding belly” (65) to “erect nipple” (45).  

That Oliver’s poetry centralizes and represents the black female body is important 

because of the historical tendency toward both hypercorporealization and 

decorporealization in representations of black women. Spillers writes that slavery made 

black women “the principle point of passage between the human and non-human world” 

(“Interstices” 199), thus the location of the black female remains not only physically and 

sexually, but analytically “exotic.”  Because historical black female sexuality is nearly 

entirely interpolated through structures of domination and commerce, Spillers claims, her 

sexuality becomes an analytical impasse—a point where analysis stops short.  Thus, 

Spillers notes that the position of the black woman is often read as an “interstice,” a 

chaotic, empty, or excessive location, a structural gap (199-200).  Oliver, however, 

aggressively represents (while investigating the representation of) the black female body 

and black female desire, using parataxis to layer together representation and its critique: 

“when I grow up I’m going to be an assassin daddy.  when I grow up I’m going to be a 

healer daddy.  when I grow/ up I’m remake a lie daddy” (58).   

                                                
9 Jami Ake, in “Glimpsing a Lesbian Poetics in Twelfth Night” (Studies in English Literature 43, 2 (2003): 
375-394) describes a similar lesbian rehabilitation of the blazon, the Petrarchan convention that depicts the 
female body in pieces and parts.  Nancy J. Vickers describes the dismembering effect of this convention in 
her classic essay, “Diana Described: Scattered Woman and Scattered Rhyme” (Critical Inquiry 8, 2, 
(1981): 265- 279). Vickers observes, “We never see in the Rime sparse a complete picture of Laura…. 
Laura is always presented as a part or parts of a woman” (266).  Vickers suggests that Petrarch’s poetics of 
the female body strives to counter the threat of female erotic power through the use of a particularizing 
poetry that dismembers the female body and silences the female voice.  Ake’s analysis reverses this 
dismembering effect in her reading of the erotic encounter between Olivia and Cesario/Viola: “As she 
defies the fragmentation of female speech and bodies upon which such Petrarchan poetic subjectivity relies, 
Olivia dismembers the Petrarchan rhetoric in prose even before it can dismember her in verse” (379).  
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Oliver’s poetry thus suggests the inadequacy of rupture as a primary formal 

means, given the interstitial position of the black woman.  While rupture proved 

productive for a feminist poetry that sought to expose the ubiquitous gendering of 

language and poetic tradition by disrupting representation and poetic language itself, 

Oliver’s poetry suggests that rupture is not a sufficient strategy for a poetry that is 

engaged with the “severe disjunctures” that come to be associated with the enslaved body 

(“Mama’s” 260). 

 

“IF I SAID/ THE SHIPS”: FROM RUPTURE TO REMEMBERING  

 
As Oliver’s poetry moves beyond rupture, it moves toward alternative 

epistemologies.  Indeed, Oliver introduces the concept of flesh memory because of the 

loss of documented information about historical black experience, combined with a very 

present sense of knowledge or “genetic memory” of slavery (4). In a key poem in the 

collection, “she said loss, lost,” Oliver’s speaker describes the loss of history and the 

consequences of this loss:10 

i want to know what the eyes smelled at the bottom of the 

ships.  i’ve seen that look of terror before.  any asshole on  

the bus pants hanging off his butt.  X terrorizing a fashion  

statement on hats & tee shirts.  any black boy beautiful or  

ugly could be of my blood.  one meaning of blackness.  this  

                                                
10 I have chosen to present Oliver’s poetry as wholly as possible, though I have had to excerpt in some 
instances.  I choose this method of quoting Oliver’s work because the work’s paratactic structure depends 
on the adjacency of its parts, but also to avoid enacting further rupture in my reproduction of the poem 
here.  The current poem is quoted from line 16 to the end.  
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arbitrariness of circumstance.  know it’s all possible &  

nothing’s true. 

   where’s the national museum with the slave ships.  whips.   

neck silencers.  irons.  chains.  mouth bits.  if i said  

the ships.   

why wouldn’t we all immediately have a common reference.   

where is the national tongue.  the informed language for 

this thing called slavery.  i don’t know of anyone who knows 

the names of their great great great great grandfathers.  not 

the mythic ones or adopted ones.  the exact people who  

birthed you. i don’t know of anyone who knows the faces 

of their grandmothers’ rapists.  not any face.  the face.  i don’t 

know anyone who can sing an old freedom song.  where  

are the stories of the torture.  what did women do with their 

hair.  where are the seers.  what the hell does raw cotton feel 

like.  bales & bales & generations of it.  (26-27)  
 

In this poem, violence comes in two forms—first, presence, then, absence.  Present, in the 

first seven lines of the excerpt, is the immediate, semantic violence of homogeneous 

readings of blackness.  Here we see the transhistorical “look of terror” that the speaker 

recognizes on the bus and the overdetermined, over-simplified, and commodified 

signifier “X,” which is, itself, seen as “terrorizing” in the clipped, sound-bite context of 

“hats and tee shirts.”  These over-available images, emotions, and identities—the results 

of racism and a dearth of representational possibilities—produce “one meaning of 

blackness.”  Such abbreviated, decontextualized representation—“X terrorizing a fashion 
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statement on hats & tee shirts”—is precisely what Frederic Jameson is describing when 

he discusses postmodern parataxis as commodification (4), and it is important that Oliver 

paratactically reproduces such images of commodified representation and shows them as 

a direct effect of “one meaning of blackness.” 

This violence of what is representationally present in the first seven lines is tied to 

a violence of absence in the list of missing torture artifacts that follows: “slave ships.  

whips./  neck silencers.  irons.  chains.  mouth bits.”  Here, the speaker points to gaps in 

the material historical record by naming, one by one, those implements of slavery and, 

implicitly, the acts of torture that are not publicly named and recognized by a “national 

museum.”11   The names of the torture devices themselves emphasize the body and the 

silencing—the radical destruction of voice—implicit in enslavement: “neck 

silencers…mouth bits.”  In these lines, and the lines that follow, Oliver suggests that 

these signifiers of slavery fail to fully signify without the physical presence of artifacts 

and the authorized meaning conferred by a “national museum.”  The brokenness of the 

statement that follows, split into three lines, is demonstrative, and is one of the few 

instances in which line breaks appear in the collection: 

if i said  

the ships.   

why wouldn’t we all immediately have a common reference.   

 

                                                
11The U.S. National Slavery Museum, which was to be located in Fredericksburg, VA, is still working to 
raise the $200 million it seeks to begin construction.  The Museum, founded by L. Douglas Wilder, Mayor 
of Richmond, VA and former Governor of Virginia, was first proposed in 1993 and launched its first 
traveling exhibits in 2004 and an online exhibit in 2005.  See www.usnsm.com, Klein, “A Slavery Museum 
Negotiates the Treacherous Route to Funding,” and Gould, “Slavery Museum’s Future in Doubt.” A 
Smithsonian National Museum of African American Culture and History is being planned for the Mall in 
Washington, DC and is scheduled to open in 2015.  (See http://nmaahc.si.edu/.)  
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The punctuation after “ships” suggests that this word alone should comprise an obvious 

cultural reference, a fully signifying, complete thought—that the speaker should be able 

to stop right there.  Instead, the next line is required in the absence of a “national tongue,” 

the lack of a “common reference.”   

While these three lines are the first lines italicized in the collection, Oliver uses 

italicized language frequently—in over 40 separate passages throughout the book—

usually to designate language that has the status of a language object.12  Thus, the use of 

italics here suggests that these words—“slave ships.  whips./  neck silencers.  irons.  

chains.  mouth bits”—are being put under the microscope as words by the poem, perhaps 

as words that fail to function as more than language objects because of the lack of 

material history, of an “informed language for/ this thing called slavery.”  If these words 

no longer convey meaning, then not only are the actual artifacts missing, but their 

symbolic location is emptied.  The implication is that a national tradition of silence, 

misrepresentation, and the treatment of trauma as unrepresentable—as an empty, 

excessive location—impedes the future of meanings.  Here, the national tradition of 

slavery and torture falls into an “interstice”—a space or gap necessary to the larger 

structure—in the same way that the black female body does. 

Because of the problem of the language illustrated by the italicized lines, the lines 

that follow use an anaphoric figure that emphasizes knowledge: “i don’t know of anyone 

who knows.”  Here, the speaker mourns the absence of specific, family information: the 

exact “names of their great great great great grandfathers” and “the exact people who 

                                                
12 Elsewhere, she italicizes familiar lyrics—“What’s love got to do, got to do with it” (79), along with 
language that’s being examined by the poem, often language about language: “language makes things false.  
conditional and subject to agreement” (34).  “i learned to say boombox” (79).  “they have a banishment for 
lesbian in our language he said” (82). 
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birthed you.”   The absence of “the faces/of their grandmothers’ rapists” speaks to the 

loss of information about both sexual violence and heredity, emphasizing the connection 

between the two.  The speaker also mourns the absence of the collective memory of 

“bales & bales & generations” of the “feel” of “raw cotton.”13  In her mourning of family 

information and collective memory, as well as a “national tongue,” or an “informed 

language” for speaking about slavery, the speaker suggests that these absences all reduce 

the meanings of blackness, leading to the kinds of representational violence rendered in 

the excerpt’s opening lines, and she suggests that having this information would pluralize 

the meanings of blackness. This work of pluralizing is what Oliver uses flesh memory to 

accomplish. 

 

“DID HARRIET TUBMAN EVER FUCK ANYBODY OR WAS SHE TOO BUSY?”: THE 
TECHNOLOGY OF FLESH MEMORY 

 
Oliver’s exploration of “flesh memory” begins with the assumption that to engage 

with the systems that organize images and information about African American identity 

is to engage with gaps, corruptions, simplifications, and silences.  In the face of these 

gaps and the representational violence that is their result, Oliver describes a process for 

accessing a version of historical and personal knowledge.  “Flesh memory” attempts to 

travel beneath existing organizing structures, including the structures of historical 

knowledge and personal identity itself.  In the Foreword to the she said dialogues, Oliver 

defines “flesh memory.”  She first offers a literal, dictionary definition of each term.  

Quoting from the American Heritage College Dictionary, Oliver cites: “flesh (n):  1. the 
                                                
13 In addition to imaging the absence of collective memory, these sensory images also specifically evoke 
Oliver’s positionality and participation in an African American literary tradition. 
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soft tissue of the body of a vertebrate, consisting mainly of skeletal muscle and fat.  2. the 

surface or skin of the human body” (4) and proceeds to offer a similarly standard, 

dictionary definition for “memory.”  She then offers her own, highly metaphorical 

definition of flesh memory: 

flesh memory  1.  a text, a language, a mythology, a truth, a reality, an invented 
as well as literal translation of everything that we’ve ever experienced or known, 
whether we know it directly or through some type of genetic memory, osmosis, or 
environment.   2.  the body’s truths and realities.  3.  the multiplicity of language 
and realities that the flesh holds.  4.  the language activated in the body’s memory. 
(4)  

 
By placing the literal definitions of “flesh” and “memory” alongside her metaphorical 

definition of “flesh memory” in the Foreword to the collection, Oliver shows through 

juxtaposition that she privileges and politicizes non-literal knowledge—a gesture that 

defines her approach to knowledge-construction throughout the work.  Oliver’s 

understanding of “flesh memory” claims the body as a primary site of historical 

knowledge, but it also suggests that this knowledge may not derive from the body’s 

direct, sensory, or literal experience, but may instead come indirectly, through “genetic 

memory, osmosis, or environment” (4).  By recognizing indirect knowledge, Oliver 

suggests that bodily experience and bodily memory is neither primarily literal nor entirely 

individual; indeed, Oliver recognizes knowledge that is “invented as well as literal,” 

suggesting that she counts as knowledge those memories, histories, or useful fictions that 

must be created or imaginatively constructed where the record is missing, erased, 

obstructed, or corrupted.  These useful fictions, though clearly constructed, are 

constructed in resistance to corrupted histories and commodified images. 
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 Oliver’s first, documented explorations of the concept of flesh memory occurred 

through performance work with the Sacred Naked Nature Girls, a four-woman 

performance group based in Los Angeles with whom she performed from 1994 to 1997 

(“Les Demoiselles” 70-1).  The Sacred Naked Nature Girls performed nude and used 

their differing racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual identities to perform multiple, 

intersecting, and conflicting ideas about the female body and its relationship to desire and 

memory.  In an interview with performance artist Coco Fusco, Oliver and Fusco discuss a 

moment in a Sacred Naked Nature Girls performance when Oliver asks, “Did Harriet 

Tubman ever fuck anybody or was she too busy?” 

Coco Fusco: To me, that was the ultimate transgression…It did stir an enormous 
emotional response, making me realize how I’ve been socialized to have a very 
limited idea of Harriet Tubman as a human being. 

Akilah Oliver: Often black women are not looked at as human beings, we’re 
mothers, martyrs, caretakers, sluts, we’re Harriet Tubmans, but we’re not human 
beings. That scene, like the rape/rape fantasy scene, crosses a lot of lines inside 
people’s heads.  (Fusco) 

 
Here, Oliver articulates the truly transgressive nature of “flesh memory,” as she and other 

performers reimagine the historical record, expanding and altering, pluralizing and 

dehomogenizing the meanings of historical events and figures such as Harriet Tubman, 

challenging violent simplifications of raced and gendered lives.  Oliver claims that “flesh 

memory” insists on and centralizes the humanity of historical African Americans, 

especially African American women.  Oliver explains, “This is what I call genetic 

memory, or cultural memory. I feel it really intensely. I feel slavery very intensely” 

(Fusco). 
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Oliver’s “flesh memory” parallels Toni Morrison’s “rememory,” as well as other 

theories of bodily memory that have been suggested by trauma studies.  Indeed, 

“rememory” and bodily memory suggest that memories, particularly traumatic memories, 

are stored in one’s mind or body.14  Oliver’s “flesh memory” emphasizes a transpersonal 

and transhistorical capacity in bodily memory; that is, Oliver suggests that historical 

violence can be felt among historically-distant bodies.15 By defining “flesh memory” this 

way, Oliver acknowledges the effects of historical trauma on future subjectivities and 

recognizes the way trauma ricochets through time, registering effects on bodies and 

subjectivities far separated by the literal registers of geography and temporality.  

In addition, locating historical knowledge, especially knowledge about racial and 

sexual violence, in the body—rather than, for example, in national archives, interview 

transcripts, or legal, governmental, or medical documents—offers bodily memory as an 

alternative site of historical knowledge. Marianne Hirsch uses the term “postmemory” to 

describe a similar phenomenon of transpersonal transference.  In Hirsch’s version, 

postmemory is knowledge that is neither characterizable as history or immediate, literal 

memory, specifically the second-generation ‘memory’ of collective traumatic events: 

“postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational distance and from history by 

deep personal connection…its connection to its object or source is mediated not through 

recollection but through imaginative investment and creation” (22).  Hirsch’s model, 

                                                
14 Judith Herman, for example, stresses the importance of converting traumatic memory from “frozen” 
images and “sensation” into a narrative, verbal account that is “oriented in time and historical context,” 
which can be integrated into the survivor’s story of her life (177).  Oliver’s flesh memory is a more positive 
version of memory stored in the body—not a frozen, nonnarratable experience, but an epistemological 
resource—but she takes a similarly integrative approach to bodily memory: “The goal of recounting the 
trauma story is integration, not exorcism” (Herman 181).  Indeed, Oliver’s claiming of other bodies’ 
memories is a radically integrative approach to history.  See also Lisa Woolfork, Embodying American 
Slavery in Contemporary Culture (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009). 
15 Morrison’s “rememory” also carries this suggestion of transpersonal, transhistorical bodily memory. 
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which she developed specifically in relation to the experience of children of Holocaust 

survivors, focuses on those who “grow up dominated by narratives that preceded their 

birth, whose own belated stories are evacuated by the stories of the previous generation 

shaped by traumatic events that can be neither understood nor recreated” (22).  Hirsch’s 

postmemory addresses the effect of the overwhelming presence (but unavailability) of 

parents’ own traumatic experience on their children’s production of identity narratives. 

Oliver’s “flesh memory,” however, inverts and expands these relations, offering presence 

(bodily immediacy, “genetic memory,” “osmosis”) in the face of historical loss that is at 

once conceived as more distant—possibly generations removed—and more intimate, 

figured not only as narrative, but as bodily experience.   

 Oliver performs the knowledge of flesh memory in an early poem in the 

collection, which I quote in full.  In “once upon a time, she said,” Oliver writes: 

old folks.  scotch & malt liquor in da living room.  do the 

mash potato child.  break it up.  upholstery plasticized.  uncle 

spooky tales sandwiched between floorboards.  justify the 

continuation.  lives go on & on.  so free of godly instincts. 

open those doors & let me breathe.  no sea takes me home. 

i witness bones on the atlantic floor.  chiseled faces.  short  

vowel sounds trapped under centuries of sediment.  let the  

cow jump over the moon.  tell momma you love her. don’t  

think you can live no more in that room.  all the exquisite  

summertime.  gone.  mash potato.  child.   (13) 
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This poem opens with images from a childhood home—“old folks,” “scotch & malt 

liquor,” and “upholstery plasticized”—but quickly moves to a more distant “once upon a 

time” as the speaker recalls historical bodily feelings.  The statement, “open those doors 

& let me breathe” could be spoken by a captive on a slave ship or a child in a house 

where “lives go on & on.”  Similarly, intermixed with childhood memories and voices are 

“chiseled faces” and “short vowel sounds trapped under centuries of sediment.”  The 

speaker uses the first person only once in the poem, in this powerful statement of flesh 

memory: “i witness bones on the atlantic floor.”  Here, the speaker claims immediate 

knowledge of those bodies that were abandoned at sea and lost to history.  

In addition, the poem emphasizes the highly linguistic nature of flesh memory, 

which Oliver described as “text,” “language,” “translation,” “the multiplicity of 

language…that the flesh holds,” and “the language activated in the body’s memory” in 

her definition of the term.  This definition suggests that the flesh carries linguistic 

artifacts or memories of language.  In the lines above, these linguistic memories include 

public language such as the nursery rhyme line, “let the cow jump over the moon,” 

familial or intimate language, such as “tell momma you love her,” and the more distantly 

remembered statement, “open those doors & let me breathe.”  All these texts, Oliver 

suggests, are stored in the flesh, but unlike the “undecipherable…hieroglyphics of the 

flesh” that Spillers describes, these linguistic memories result in knowledge and 

connection, not disjuncture or repetitions of “initiating moments” of violence (Spillers 

260).  

Oliver’s use of parataxis in this poem juxtaposes images from multiple contexts 

and multiple speakers, shifting from “do the mash potato child” to “open those doors & 
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let me breathe” to “tell momma you love her.”  Oliver suggests, however, that such 

multivocality is not disjunctive—that it does not disrupt or undermine subjectivity.  

Rather, Oliver suggests, this multivocality or inherent pluralness is a condition of the 

remembering body’s subjectivity. Far from implying a removal of subjectivity, Oliver’s 

form performs the remembering body’s knowledge, the depth and plurality of experience 

accessible through the body.  Thus, Oliver reconfigures the relationship that parataxis 

describes, revising the meaning of this juxtaposition, this adjacency, and presenting it as a 

device that makes room for representational pluralism. 

Further, the paratactic sentences enact the knowledge of flesh memory, insisting 

on the relation of fragments from the present, recent past, and distant past to each other 

through the contemporary speaker’s bodily memory.  Here, because the experiences of 

specific past bodies are accessible through flesh memory and, Oliver suggests, potentially 

constitutive of contemporary subjectivity, the paratactic sentences become specifically 

related, not randomly juxtaposed.  The paratactic structure binds these parts into tight 

relation, despite their temporal distance, performing the same act of merging or 

overlapping that happens in the remembering body, as bodily experiences that occurred 

over large expanses of space and time become intimately connected and accessible 

through flesh memory.  Oliver suggests that the speaker’s witnessing of “bones on the 

atlantic floor,” “chiseled faces,” and “short vowel sounds” serves to recover and restore 

information about African American history, language, and bodily experience, making 

available new and useable resources for contemporary identity formation.  In this way, 

exploring the body’s memory becomes an act of historical witness, epistemic remedy, 

and self-making. 
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Indeed while the speaker is recalling and witnessing, she is clearly doing her own 

work of identity production.  She states, “no sea takes me home,” suggesting her distance 

from the historical Africans who were transported in slave ships and asserting a degree of 

ambivalence about an Afrocentric concept of African American identity.  Oliver’s 

resistance to Afrocentrism recurs in images throughout the collection.16  Here, the 

speaker’s claim that “no sea takes me home” suggests that the gesture of flesh memory 

does not represent or endorse a wishful blurring, a desire to disregard differences in 

bodies or bodily experiences.  That is, these poems do not represent a wish to 

dehistoricize or departicularize historical knowledge—to transcend specific facts of 

bodies and their histories. Rather, Oliver’s flesh memory always roots knowledge in the 

body, but affirms that bodies contain a vast history of knowledge that exceeds the bounds 

of one body’s literal experience.  Thus, “flesh memory” constructs the individual body as 

a site of larger and longer historical knowledge than one literal life experience affords, 

while parataxis binds this disparate knowledge together formally in the body of each 

prose poem. 

Indeed, Oliver’s poetry suggests that the individual is not entirely bounded and 

discrete, but exists in very intimate interrelation with contemporary and historical others.  

Sharon Holland describes a similar recognition of the reality of intimacy, of non-

separation, despite the fiction of separation imaged by the language of personal 

identity—those categories, axes, and terms we use to define ourselves as black, brown, 

                                                
16 For example: “in front of k-mart a man collects coins for a pan-african jesus” (17), “somalians in bloated 
stomach costumes wrecking my panafrican day” (43), or “somalia is closer than watts so let’s send the 
relief mission there” (37).  Oliver often highlights commodified images of Africa and pan-Africanism, 
decontextualized for consumers (again, parataxis as commodification).  In these lines and others, Oliver 
resists the construction of Africa as a utopian site, home, or source of wholeness or sacredness; she writes, 
“abundant melanin makes no one holy” (38).  
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white, self, other.  Holland writes, “We do not create intimacy; it is there awaiting our 

recognition….We are bound intimately to others whether we realize or acknowledge such 

connection” (416).  Holland’s analysis suggests that our relationality—our being “bound 

intimately”—must undermine or augment the organizing, distinguishing, and separating 

logics of our systems of personal identity and difference, though our reticence to “realize 

and acknowledge” attests to the importance of those systems. 

Ultimately, Oliver’s poetry expresses significant ambivalence about the status of 

“personal identity” in its modern, Western iteration, while acknowledging the ways 

historical and contemporary trauma threaten identity construction.  The ambivalence of 

this model shows Oliver’s skepticism about identity systems as effective models for 

organizing and mobilizing information about the relationships among individuals and 

knowledge/power structures, yet also recognizes that identity construction is necessary 

(personally, practically, politically, spiritually) for individuals—particularly in light of 

the ways this process is obstructed and imperiled by traumatic events and representational 

gaps.   

 

“GIVE UP THE GHOSTS OF EASY BLACKNESS”: FROM COMMODIFICATION TO 
PLURALISM 
 
 In her poem, “pick any curtis mayfield song to accompany this,” Oliver engages 

in an incisive meditation on the tradition of African American representation and the 

struggle of black female self-making.  She concludes:17 

all the way to the fair the innocent child blows bubbles. little fatalities. 

                                                
17 These are the last eight lines of a 47-line poem. 
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pick up a doll girl.  learn the necessities of survival.  braid its hair 

& caress.  call her yourself.  evil is everywhere etched in minstrel.   

dance.  it’s all right now. hold that brother’s hand.  dance.   

it’s all right now.  think of ways feet crossed swamps.   

give up the ghosts of easy blackness. i know what  

the visionaries want.  i was willing to buy.   

the motherland myth.  i want a way out too.  (39) 

 
Here, the directness and force of the rapidly juxtaposed images, crafted through 

imperatives— “pick up,” “learn,” “braid,” “caress”— render these gestures, which might 

be strong acts of independent agency, as acts of social reproduction, or “necessities of 

survival.”  Their imperative construction leaves little room for play, making a fairly 

ordinary image of playing with dolls (and practicing adult social behaviors) into a coping 

mechanism or powerless copy in the face of the incommensurable material of memory 

and representation: “evil is everywhere etched in minstrel.”  Similarly, the image of  

“dance…dance” feels frenetic and double: at once, the elicited, parodic dance of 

minstrelsy and the ‘authentic’ performance of self-expression or bodily pleasure.  At the 

same time, the call to “dance…dance” bookends the imperative, “hold that brother’s 

hand,” suggesting a context of compulsory heterosexuality.  

The last lines of the poem highlight the doubleness of the previous sentences and 

emphasize the problem of both black self-making and black meaning-making in light of 

the commodified state of representations of blackness. Here, in spite of the speaker’s 

sympathy with the “visionaries” (she relates to what they “want”), she also portrays them 

as sellers—the sellers of the “motherland myth” that the speaker admits she also was 
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“willing to buy.”  Oliver suggests that curtailed, commodified, mass-produced images are 

the “ghosts of easy blackness,” which the speaker rejects.  Instead, she elects to 

remember, to invent and pluralize African American imagery, to “think of ways feet 

crossed swamps.”    

Here, as elsewhere, Oliver uses parataxis to accomplish this pluralizing, this 

critiquing and expanding of representational possibilities.  The rapid succession of 

sentences recreates the rapid succession of new commodities, except that the poem, and 

the concept of flesh memory, refuses the replacement of old with new, electing instead to 

keep them side by side.  Rather than recreating parataxis as commodification or as 

rupture, Oliver uses it to critique the commodification of blackness and to move beyond a 

literature of rupture to create expansive, critically-engaged representations of black 

female identity production. 

 

“SHE SAID”: DESIRE AND SELF-MAKING 

 
 At this point, I want to underline the fact that Oliver is performing this very 

extensive critique of identity and representation in a collection of love poems.  I don’t 

introduce the genre of the love poem to bury or push aside the subject of violence and its 

physical, affective, and epistemic repercussions, but indeed, to emphasize the connection.  

These love poems are grappling with questions of history, violence, and their effects on 

identity, even while they are addressing a “you” who is, at least some of the time, a lover.  

Indeed, the sentences, in side-by-side relation, form a lover’s discourse in the tradition of 
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Roland Barthes or Monique Wittig, so that desire or the “discourse of absence” (in 

Barthes’ terms) becomes the occasion for all discourses to enter.18  

This sense of the poems as an extended lover’s dialogue starts with the titles 

themselves.  Oliver’s collection is called the she said dialogues because of the “she” 

voice in the title of nearly every poem: “she said, loss, lost,” “once upon a time, she 

said,” “summon, she said, her by the name you loved.”  Tisa Bryant has written that the 

she of the she said dialogues is “the self, the lover, the inspiration…the mirror…memory, 

time itself.  The multiplicity of the self, of experience, of desire….[a]nd perhaps even 

God, or god-as-conscience” (n. pag.).  The “she” voice, which offers suggestions, gives 

instructions, and makes inquiries, frames the questions of knowing, recovering, 

remembering, forgetting, and integrating that are taken up by the poems.  As the “she” 

voice instructs the speaker to document her body, state her desires, and interrogate her 

losses, the poems begin to link and correlate historical desire—that is, this longing for 

deleted history, for not-directly-accessible memory—with sexual desire.   And both kinds 

of desire are involved in the way the poems construct identity—in the desire to state the 

self. 

Take for example, the poem “summon, she said, her by the name you loved.”19  

what was I supposed to say 

the possibility of your breasts more enticing more 

beautiful than a threat of rain across hard earth.  the scribes 

lost their way somewhere between the native wailing ghosts 

                                                
18 See Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill, 1979) 
and Monique Wittig, The Lesbian Body, trans. David Le Vay (New York : Morrow, 1975). 
19 The quoted section falls early in a three-page prose poem.   
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of new mexico and south carolina cotton fields.  or was there 

sugarcane there.  someone who knows should tell the 

urban black kids of uzi mtv and comic strip breakfasts.  hail 

the gains of integration and cross the divide of race  

mythology.  something is always lost when something is  

gained.  who was prepared to pay the price for memory’s  

transference from the sacred to the profane.  from  

porkchops to mcdonalds.  working backwards.   (34-5) 

 
Here, the facts of history are irretrievable (cotton or sugarcane?), the scribes are lost, and 

integration is collapsed into a past-tense “gain.”  Oliver suggests that any of these 

sources, separately, are highly problematic bases for contemporary identity production: 

“something is always lost.”  Yet desire (which motivates memory throughout this text) 

draws these disparate historical, cultural, and literary materials into relation to make 

knowledges and identities that are foremost contingent.  The desire for historical 

knowledge and for language (“what was i supposed to say”) is reflected and amplified by 

the “possibility of your breasts” and the “threat of rain.”  And parataxis, again, serves as a 

formal correlative for this discourse of sexual and historical desire, as it places cultural 

materials into relation and refuses to present categories or discourses singly or in 

isolation.  Together, parataxis and desire cause discourses to become imbricated.   

For this reason, I call this form of knowledge-construction queer—because it 

exceeds not only the boundaries of heterosexual discourse, but also the boundaries that 

organize the canonical discourses of slavery, sexuality, mythology, race, history, gender, 

past, and present.  Oliver writes, “one girl said we will tell/ them when they ask for a 

definition of relationship that i/ am your white slave bitch and the other girl she laughed/ 
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she felt it was an appropriate twist of an appropriation” (67).  Oliver’s performance of 

flesh memory likewise represents “a twist of an appropriation”—a taking back, a 

reclaiming of the black female body and its representation. 

Rather than reproducing the logic of rupture, further breaking bodies, voices, or 

epistemologies, Oliver’s critical poetics of identity turns to bodily memory as a reparative 

mode of knowledge.  As a metaphorical, transpersonal, and transhistorical technology, 

Oliver’s flesh memory walks a line that resists essentializing approaches to identity, yet 

carefully attends to the racialized, gendered, and sexualized body, expanding its history 

and its representational possibilities.  And in the service of flesh memory, Oliver’s 

parataxis comes to mean the crowding out of limited definitions, reductive images, 

singular knowledges, and restrictive systems of identity.  In these ways, Oliver’s poetics 

makes room for many representations, for many meanings of blackness. 

Scholars of the prose poem have often noted its capaciousness, its “dialogical” or 

“heteroglot” nature (Delville 8), and its ability to hold many disparate kinds of materials.  

Michael Delville writes of the genre’s “potential…for dialogizing what Bakhtin called 

the ‘monological’ tendency of the lyric” (14).  Indeed, he asserts that the prose poem 

“stands in direct opposition to the notion of a pure, self-contained ‘poetic’ speech that 

would betray no sense of historicity or of the social determinations of its own language” 

(14). Oliver’s prose poems, however, marry dialogism and lyric.  They create 

heteroglossia not only through disparate materials, but also through their engagement 

with the dialogue genre, their performance of address.  Thus, in the context of the prose 

poem genre, parataxis becomes a device not of disruption, but of address, voice, and 

dialogic connection.   
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Chapter Two 

 

Of Being Multiple: Orality, Embodiment, and Textuality 

in Sharon Bridgforth’s love conjure/blues 

 
When we first get a glimpse inside the juke joint in Sharon Bridgforth’s love 

conjure/blues, we see the singer “sway step smile sway step smile” (10) onto the floor 

of bettye’s, “the best blues inn in the country” (8).  The narrator describes the scene: 

 

(10, italics and slashes in original)1 

As the lineation, syntax, typography, and punctuation of the above lines indicate, love 

conjure/blues is performance literature that provides a heightened textual experience 

for the reader.2  Termed a “performance novel” by the author, Bridgforth’s work has 

                                                
1 The slashes in lines two and four of this passage (after “suddenly” and “time”) are a typographical 
feature of this text.  Because slashes are a formal feature of this text, I will use double slashes to 
represent line breaks in quoted passages whenever they are not set off as block quotes.  
2 While this work exists in the textual form I discuss in this chapter, it also exists in a wide variety of 
performance versions.  I will discuss the importance of these multiple versions later in the chapter. 
Bridgforth’s website provides a clip from one of these performance versions, filmed at Northwestern 
University’s Black and Latino Queer Performance Festival in April 2008: 
http://sharonbridgforth.com/content/bookscdsdvds/theatre/love-conjureblues/the-love-conjureblues-text-
installation/.  Two more versions exist on YouTube—a film version produced by Jen Simmons 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bv8aNsZ63fs), and a live performance video shown at Goddard 
College: (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQHRRMZ9P40).  
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been embraced by performance scholars and practitioners, including E. Patrick 

Johnson, Omi Osun Jones, Ramon Rivera-Servera, Jill Dolan, and Baraka de Soleil.  

Yet the inventive textuality of the above passage indicates that her work is highly 

relevant to literary scholars.  Indeed, Bridgforth’s textual strategies perform orality and 

embodiment—concerns that are central to the work.  In this passage, we see the blues 

singer big mama sway’s first appearance on the floor at bettye’s.  The slow string of 

verbs, “sway step smile sway step smile” mirrors her saunter to the center of the stage 

and captures the room’s waiting, its being suspended in the still moment before sound.  

More than the modifier “suddenly,” it’s the slashes that signal the suddenness, the 

smash of the onomatopoeic “aaaaaaawwwwwwhhhhhh” that explodes from the trio, as 

Bridgforth scores the sound of voice, guitar, and piano in an smattering of consonants 

and vowels.  Bridgforth’s textual strategies allow the reader to experience the sound 

and the utterly untextual motion of “bodies feeding the feeling,” twining tightly 

together literature, orature, and bodily experience. 

In keeping with the author’s description of the work as a “performance novel,” 

theater and dance scholar Omi Osun Jones, who wrote the introduction to the RedBone 

Press edition of the text, has linked Bridgforth’s work to the theatrical jazz aesthetic 

because of its formal features and its genealogical relation to works by theater artists 

such as Ntozake Shange and Laurie Carlos, with whom Bridgforth has studied and 

collaborated.  Jones characterizes this African American performance tradition as a 

hybrid text/movement genre that “uses gestural language as counterpoint to the verbal 

text” (599).  I contend, however, that this work accomplishes its performance of queer 

African American embodiment and orality through innovative strategies that appear not 
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only in live performance, but also on the intricately arranged page.  In other words, 

textuality is a primary performative medium of this work.  Indeed, Bridgforth dubbed 

the live performance incarnation of the work, which debuted in Austin, Texas in 2007, 

a “text installation.”3   

Because of the emphasis on linguistic and textual innovation in love 

conjure/blues, I want to bring this work into conversation with contemporary poetry, 

and in particular, to examine it in relation to recent debates about the poetry’s 

relationship to orature and literature, and indeed, the relationship between orality and 

literacy in poetry.  These debates have come to a head around the discussion of slam 

and performance poetries, which some critics would like to dismiss as non-literary 

activity.4  This dismissal hinges on an assumption that performance poetry is not 

sufficiently textual, that is does not always translate well to the page.  But the dismissal 

also comes from the same racialized critical practices that marginalized the poetry of 

the Harlem Renaissance in relation to a central and formalist High Modernism.  love 

conjure/blues, however, troubles all these distinctions. By focusing its innovative 

textuality on portraying African American embodiment and orality, the work critiques 

                                                
3 The debut of this work in Austin, Texas is important because it locates significant African American 
cultural production in a the Midwest/Southwest, a region of the United States not usually associated with 
African American culture.  Indeed Bridgforth has been instrumental in the development of artist 
community here through her directorship of Austin Latina Latino Lesbian and Gay Organization 
(ALLGO), a statewide queer people of color organization, but also through her work with the Austin 
Project, an group of artists, activists, and academics formed in 2002 under the directorship of Omi Osun 
Jones, which facilitates collaborative writing and performance work among Austin’s women of color and 
their allies. 
4 Maria Damon, Meta DuEwa Jones, and Christopher Beach have well documented such dismissals.  
See, for example, Damon’s The Dark End of the Street: Margins in American Vanguard Poetry.  
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993) and Jones’ “Slam Nations: Emerging Poetries, 
Imagined Communities” (HOW2 1, 5 (Spring 2001): 
<http://www.asu.edu/pipercwcenter/how2journal/archive/online_archive/v1_5_2001/current/in-
conference/american-lit/jones.html>).   
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an aesthetic system that separates performance poetry from literary poetry, formally 

innovative poetry from identity-based poetry, and orature from literature.  

Indeed, Bridgforth’s innovations are notably linguistic and textual.  Her text is 

constructed from diverse materials, combining language from many sources and 

registers, including scraps of gospel songs, family stories, and local history.  Its syntax, 

orthography, typography, capitalization, punctuation, and lineation challenge the 

generic conventions of drama, poetry, and the novel and of Standard American English 

more broadly.  In all, the text uses orthographic and typographic strategies to represent 

at least 12 distinct African American vernaculars, including the imagined recreation of 

a number of historical vernaculars.  In addition, the text makes extensive use of 

onomatopoeia to suggest the sounds of cries and sighs, the squeal of horns, and the 

voices of drums, literally inventing its own language.   

These and other strategies allow the author to create a unique linguistic universe 

on her own terms, building not on any single precursor or lineage, but on an array of 

sources and traditions.  The texture of this work is fast-moving, oral, and 

heterogeneous, but Bridgforth uses her innovative formal strategies and colliding 

materials not to disorient the reader or decide on indeterminacy;5 rather, her hybrid text 

creates the conditions for a decisively collaborative community of readers at the 

intersection of disparate textual locations.  By drawing upon the multiple formal and 

cultural contexts—innovative poetry, avant-garde theater, performance art, dance, jazz, 

                                                
5 Many contemporary critics cite disjunction and semantic indeterminacy as goals of formally innovative 
writing. For example, Michael Bibby writes that poetic experiment is—and has been since the advent of 
early 20th century Modernism—about registering “disruption” of culture (i.e., disaster) in language.  
(“What is “innovative” after 9-11-01?: Reflections from the MSA 01 Conference,” HOW2 1, 7 (Spring 
2002): 
http://www.asu.edu/pipercwcenter/how2journal/archive/online_archive/v1_7_200/current/in_conference/
pp911wd/bibby.htm.) 
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blues, gospel, black feminism, queer and transgender experience, African and African 

American history, U.S. southern rural history, African-based religion, and the histories 

and literatures of sexual and racial trauma—Bridgforth demands a multilingual, 

multiliterate audience that meets her at the site of intersection that she designates—this 

turn-of-the-century “jook jernt” where sorrow, violence, sex, and music mingle and 

sway with the past and the future: “it was the sound of heat/perfectly pitched” (21).  

In this chapter, I argue that Bridgforth’s performance of African American 

bodies, voices, and desires relies heavily on a textual performance of orthography, 

typography, punctuation, and lineation.  Indeed, its textual performativity makes this 

work a crucial one for literary scholars, in addition to performance studies scholars, to 

claim.  My close readings show how Bridgforth’s material textual strategies intensify 

the work’s depiction of African American embodiment and orality.  I argue that this 

insistence on the coexistence of text and body, of text and voice echoes Bridgforth’s 

portrayal of multiply-gendered and multiply-raced bodies, which further reflect Yoruba 

concepts of time and the relationship of the living and the dead—concepts that are 

central to her text.  By emphasizing text, voice, and body, Bridgforth’s work endorses 

aesthetic multiplicity, just as it endorses a version of gender and racial identity that is 

similarly multiple and historically layered.  Ultimately, the text’s formal conventions 

present multiplicity as a resource and strategy for confronting the effects of epistemic 

rupture and historical violence and further, position multiplicity as a significant 

aesthetic in contemporary American poetry. 

 My discussion begins by situating Bridgforth’s project in the context of 

contemporary American poetic and performance communities, including a further 
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discussion of the relation of the “performance novel” to the theatrical jazz aesthetic and 

other precursors.  Next, I discuss the voices and bodies that are at the heart of 

Bridgforth’s text and the textual strategies she uses to represent them, including the 

presence of ancestral voices in the text.  Here, I discuss how Bridgforth’s textual 

strategies serve to create a community of language, noting also how the text builds 

upon communal concepts in Yoruba culture.  Finally, I examine two further instances 

of textual innovation—the translation of the drum-voice into language and the final 

subsuming of the narrative voice within the voices of the ancestors—to show how an 

aesthetic of textual multiplicity endorses bodily multiplicity. 

 

COMMUNITIES, LITERACIES, AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN POETRY 
 
 For a contemporary poetry audience, the importance of a performance work that 

directly imbricates textuality, orality, and embodiment comes partly from the ongoing 

discussions of the relationship between orality and literacy in poetics generally and in 

African American poetry specifically.  As I discussed in my opening chapter, scholars 

of African American literature have increasingly argued that the relationship between 

orality and literacy may be understood as an “interface” that operates bi-directionally, 

privileging neither oral nor textual forms, showing instead their influence on each 

other.  This idea of a bi-directional interface resists two opposing models.  On one 

hand, it counters the model proposed by Walter Ong, which posits a teleological 

progression from orality to literary (115).  At the same time, it unsettles the notion, that 
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performance is primary while text is secondary (Harris 109-110), forming “merely a 

score for the performance” (Bernstein 7).6   

Charles Bernstein’s edited collection Close Listening: Poetry and the Performed 

Word supports the notion of the simultaneity of textual and performance forms.  Indeed, 

he suggests that “performance-based criticism”—whether live performance, recorded 

performance, or textual performance—promotes plurality, resisting the primacy of any 

one version.  In his introduction to the collection, he presents a theory of performance 

that hinges on promoting textual, oral, aural instantiations of a poem to equal footing—

seeing all as equal performances (8).  For Bernstein, “the problem is being stuck in any 

one modality of language” (20). Kenneth Sherwood, too, speaks of “versionings” as a 

framework for approaching the work of “print/oral/aural poets” (119).   

While Bernstein’s argument for performance’s plurality is useful to my 

argument, it is rooted in an interest in the critical value of the vast audio archives that 

have amassed especially since the 1950s, more than in the relationship between orality 

and literacy in a specifically African American tradition.  Indeed, the bridging of 

textuality, orality, and embodiment in Bridgforth’s work is crucial partly because of 

segregation within and across poetry communities.  In a 1997 interview with literary 

scholars Farah Griffin, Michael Magee, and Kristen Gallagher, the poet Harryette 

Mullen describes the shifts in audience that have occurred around her work, at first 

unwittingly, but more recently, as a result of her own efforts:  

                                                
6 William Harris makes this assertion in his analysis of Baraka’s poetry.  Indeed, Baraka represents a 
contradictory figure in relation to these issues.   In an interview with Harris, Baraka stated, “the text is 
less important to me” (147, quoted from Bernstein 24 n. 3).  At the same time, Aldon Nielson discusses 
at length how “Baraka did not offer a simple reversal of the speech-writing opposition” (Black Chant 
21); rather, he viewed text and performance as dialectical and interdependent.  Meta DuEwa Jones’ “Jazz 
Prosodies: Orality and Textuality” supports this notion, showing how Baraka uses visual and 
orthographic strategies to represent musical sounds such as John Coltrane’s “scream” (74-75). 
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Well, one reason I wrote Muse and Drudge is because having written 

Tree Tall Woman, when I went around reading from that book there 

were a lot of black people in my audience. There would be white people 

and brown people and maybe other people of color as well. Suddenly, 

when I went around to do readings of Trimmings and “Spermkit,” I 

would be the one black person in the room, reading my poetry….I 

thought, “How am I going to get all these folks to sit down together in 

the same room?” Muse and Drudge was my attempt to create that 

audience. I wanted the different audiences for my various works to come 

together….I didn't think I was any less black in those two books 

[Trimmings and “Spermkit”] or any more black in Tree Tall Woman. But 

I think that the way that these things get defined in the public domain is 

that, yeah, people saw “Spermkit” as being not a black book but an 

innovative book. And this idea that you can be black or innovative, you 

know, is what I was really trying to struggle against.  

 (Griffin, Magee, and Gallagher 1997)   

Mullen’s comments here about the segregation in poetry communities and its 

connection to poetic form reveals the significance of Bridgforth’s formal innovation, 

the performance novel, which, I will show, emphasizes the creation of community 

across differences in both its performance and textual forms.  Here, Mullen explicitly 

links formal characteristics of poems to bodies in the room, “black people…white 

people and brown people,” and suggests that “how things get defined in the public 

domain” ultimately pits textual form against bodily form—not black but innovative.  
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Clearly, the “public domain,” including the heavy lines drawn between poetic camps, is 

structured not only by the desire to find like-minded artists, readers, and communities, 

but by the desire to demarcate aesthetic value.  The poet and critic Nathaniel Mackay 

reminds us that aesthetic taxonomies are rarely innocent, noting the “exclusionary, 

conquistadorial uses to which classificatory schemes tend to be put” (4-5).  For this 

reason, he advocates for reading across poetic brands or schools.  He writes, “Creative 

kinship and the lines of affinity it effects are much more complex, jagged, and 

indissociable than the totalizing pretensions of canon formation tend to acknowledge” 

(3).  Mullen’s and Mackey’s comments urge audiences to read between the lines 

imposed by canons or formal categories.  Likewise, my project posits reading across as 

an approach to identities and poetic communities.  

Reading across lines, however, can be very difficult, as both Mackey and Meta 

DuEwa Jones have acknowledged.  In “Slam Poetries, Imagined Communities,” Jones 

discusses the frequent attempts that occur around spoken word poetry to draw and 

police a boundary between literature and popular culture.  Her essay troubles the 

boundaries between three contemporary poetic camps—spoken word, innovative 

formalism, and neoformalism—by showing how very many formal, musical, and 

referential concerns are shared among the work of three African American poets, 

Jessica Care Moore, Harryette Mullen, and Elizabeth Alexander, who represent three 

camps—spoken word, innovative formalism, and neoformalism, respectively.  Like 

Mackey, Jones demonstrates how much more richly we might read poems by Moore, 

Mullen, Alexander, and others if we prioritized textual/poetic affinities over 

aesthetic/social affinities, reading across the organizing lines that critics—and 
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audiences too —seem so determined to maintain.  But this example also shows how 

very much formalism, a concern clearly shared by the above groups, acts as a tool of 

separation.  In this way, as aesthetic, but also social structures, formalisms act as 

ideologies through which critics and audiences of poetry interpolate themselves, 

producing individual and group identities through very crude approximations, with 

detrimental social effects for both poetry and community.7 

The desire to read and write across lines that Mackey, Mullen, Jones, and 

Bridgforth all share arguably represents a key departure from the culture of innovative 

writing that surrounded high modernist textual experimentation.  In Of Women, Poetry, 

and Power, Zofia Burr argues that the difficult poetries of modernism sought a “select 

readership in the face of mass literacy” (33).  Houston Baker similarly describes 

modernism’s anti-representationality as an elitist refusal to represent in the face of 

“threats of ‘democratization’ and a ‘rising tide’ of color” (4).  Burr’s and Baker’s 

analyses clearly suggest that for some innovative writers and critics, success meant 

excluding popular audiences.  The perception that small, select audiences correspond to 

high quality poetry persists in multiple poetic communities. In her essay in the 

collection Close Listening: Poetry and the Performed Word, Maria Damon suggests the 

effect, inverted—that a wide audience can result in the devaluing a poem or poet.  

Damon writes, “It is assumed, both in traditional critical circles and also among the 

experimentalists that poetry that reaches for a wider field of conversants or emphasizes 

values other than craft and subjectivity necessarily suffers a diminution in subtlety and 

sophistication” (326).  

                                                
7 See Athusser, “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses” in Lenin and Philosophy, and Other 
Essays. Trans, Ben Brewster.  (New York, Monthly Review Press, 1972).   
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At the same time, poets and critics persistently imagine ways that poetry might 

affect the social.  Erica Hunt understands this problem as one of reception, and 

advocates shifting the site of innovation from text to communities of creation and 

reception.  She writes,  

One troubling aspect of privileging language as the primary site to 

torque new meaning and possibility is that it is severed from the political 

question of for whom new meaning is produced… I would suggest that 

it is important to think how writing can begin to develop among 

oppositional groups, how writing can begin to have social existence in a 

world where authority has become highly mobile, based less on identity. 

(204)   

Here, Hunt suggests that writing can be both innovative and socially-engaged when it 

presses the question of “for whom new meaning is produced”—in other words, when it 

attends to the audiences and communities it constitutes.8  

To this end, Zofia Burr and Jerome McGann suggest what it might mean for 

poets to imagine contemporary—not deferred—readers and conspicuously address their 

poems to such a readership.  Burr argues that poetry, especially American women’s 

poetry, has been constructed as a private, reflective, metaphysical discourse meant 

neither for the public nor for contemporary readers by the ongoing critical construction 

of Emily Dickinson’s poetic persona.  In contrast, Burr notes a significant tradition of 

extremely direct engagement by twentieth-century African American women poets, 

including Gwendolyn Brooks, Audre Lorde, and Maya Angelou.  Burr argues that 

                                                
8 To Hunt’s formulation, I would add that just as authority has become more mobile, so too has identity 
become mobile and multiple, as portrayed in Bridgforth’s text. 
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addressing and engaging their contemporary audiences and involving audiences, 

demanding subsequent action or response, is central to the work of these poets.  

I’d like to return briefly to Mullen and to her description of her audience for 

Muse & Drudge, her fourth collection, and the one she explained that she authored to 

show that a poet could be black and innovative at the same time.  She writes: 

One of the things I enjoy when I’m reading that poem is seeing the 

smiles breaking out, and laughter scattering, and the heads nodding, 

“Yes, I'm with you,” in different parts of the audience as I look around 

the room. You know, the young people will get some things, the older 

people will get other things, the white people are getting one joke and 

the black people are getting another joke, and people who speak Spanish 

are getting some other joke, and the laughter ripples around the room. I 

really enjoy that. 

(Griffin, Magee, and Gallagher 1997)   

Mullen’s description here emphasizes the plural, un-unified audience response to the 

Muse & Drudge poems, which riff and pun, moving across multiple languages, 

including Spanish, Portuguese, English, French, and Yoruba. The intense heterogeneity 

of the poems, constructed from language collected from many sources, including 

Clarence Major's dictionary of black vernacular, Juba to Jive, means there is no one 

right moment to laugh, gasp, or nod and no prescribed canonical tradition from which 

to read these poems as an insider.  

 Bridgforth’s love conjure/blues similarly takes advantage of multiple literacies, 

building upon queer, trans, African-American, Yoruba, jazz, and southern histories and 
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incorporating an array of aesthetic traditions, including postmodern poetic strategies.  

In addition, Bridgforth’s work emphasizes community through her composition 

process, through the text of the piece itself, and through the communal performances of 

the work that have occurred across the United States since 2004.  Like the works of 

Hunt and Mullen, Bridgforth’s work shows that artistic innovation can combat—not 

fuel—a system of divisive aesthetics that is rooted in monoculturalism.  Indeed, the 

production of “new meaning” (Hunt 204) in a pluralist poetics depends as much on 

crafting innovative communities and reception channels as on writing innovative texts. 

To this end, Bridgforth has invented a genre called the performance novel, 

which combines elements of storytelling, poetry, movement, and performance.  

Bridgforth’s work has been described as an exemplar of the theatrical jazz aesthetic and 

has been presented in theater spaces and supported by theater scholars.  However, as I 

will show, not only does Bridgforth take language as her primary medium; she invents 

a language and textual style that brings performance to the space of the page.  Indeed, 

the work is composed nearly entirely in lined poetry.  Therefore, while my reading 

builds upon Omi Osun Jones’ discussion of the performative and embodied aspects of 

Bridgforth’s technique, I argue that Bridgforth’s text presents an opportunity for poetry 

scholars to investigate a work that positions itself explicitly at the intersection of 

textuality, orality, and embodiment.  

Jones defines the theatrical jazz aesthetic that emerged in the 1970s as an 

alternative to a mostly white tradition of psychological realist drama as well as African 

American dramatic style that tended toward monolithic, nationalist political stances 

(598).  In contrast, the jazz aesthetic allows for “non-linear, cross-genre, ritually driven 
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work” (598, quoting Paul Carter Harrison).  Jones writes, “This … ‘movement’ fused 

music/sound, dance/movement and the spoken word, was primarily initiated and 

perpetuated by women, relied on breath as the spiritual fire of the work, and set no 

limits on blackness” (598-99).  According to Jones, jazz aesthetic performances are 

characterized by “unapologetic emphasis on the subjective experience of one character, 

a memory-laden sense of time and place, a keen attention to the 

visual/physical/imagistic aspects of their work, and polyrhythmic musically driven 

language” (598).  This movement arose alongside the Black Arts Movement, out of the 

Harlem dance studio Sounds in Motion, and embraced artists such as Laurie Carlos, 

Ntozake Shange, Cecil Taylor, Sekou Sundiata, and Olu Dara. 

Similarly, Jones emphasizes that, in a theatrical jazz aesthetic, bodies speak in 

the space as much as words (599).  But on the space of the page, the situation looks 

different: in addition to words, what speaks are slash marks, fonts, jagged line breaks, 

and a range of onomatopoeic figures—“aaaaaaawwwwwwhhhhhh” and “gaga gaga 

gaga/ga.”  Bridgforth’s expressive typography keeps the body close to this text, but 

also reminds us of the ways that the body is withheld.  The gaps produced by these 

textual approximations remind us that we’re in the midst of multiple acts of translation, 

of transposition, of re-imagining.  These textual approximations produce the same 

double voicing that Jones describes as central to jazz aesthetic performances as 

performers make visible their negotiations between their own bodies/selves and their 

characters’ bodies/selves. Such body pluralism is also produced via “multiple casting” 

and through cross-casting, as non-black actors play black characters, thus rendering 

black as “something beyond phenotype” (599).  While the history of this tradition as a 
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combined spoken word/performance/movement genre is crucial to understanding the 

work as a whole, privileging the performance incarnation eclipses the work’s intricate 

textuality; it cannot account for this layer of its inherent complexity, its particular 

approach to the slippage between textuality, orality, and embodiment.   

In an article in The Austin Chronicle, Suzy Spencer discusses how Bridgforth’s 

work “defies easy categorization.”  Spencer wonders whether the work is “fiction, as 

Bridgforth calls it?  Or performance pieces?  Poetry?”  She quotes Bridgforth’s reply: 

“The way that I write is all of those things…I wouldn't be able to separate that out. It's 

not my style…I think we’re complicated, complex beings, and that’s a good thing. So 

for me, it’s in recognition and honor and celebration of my own complexity to not 

separate out my pieces, my bits, my parts.”   To this end, I want to acknowledge the 

fact that Bridgforth describes this piece as “performance literature/a novel that is 

constructed for telling” (vii).  That is, I am not interested in arguing that this work 

should be read as poetry and not as performance literature.  Rather, I am interested in 

attending to the work’s exceptional use of textual resources in its effort to document 

and perform raced, gendered, and sexualized bodies and voices. 

 

THE COMMUNITY OF THE TEXT: FIGURING BODIES AND VOICES 
 

deep woods crossroads/the dead  living 

it’s a party  (Bridgforth 1) 
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The story of love conjure/blues is set in a rural community in the American 

south and revolves around “bettye’s,” a juke joint where travelling performers come to 

play and the community gathers to eat, drink, and dance.  Rural juke joints were 

typically located at crossroads, so they attracted not only local residents, but also 

travelers, and according to Juliet Gorman, they began to appear after Emancipation, to 

give African American sharecroppers a place to gather and socialize after the week’s 

work.9  These establishments were historically black-owned, black-patronized, and 

featured black entertainment, including the emerging blues music that was developing 

as a major musical form by the early twentieth century.  While juke joints were 

established as black-only spaces as a result of Jim Crow laws, they came to function as 

an important private space for African Americans, as spaces for community (Gorman). 

The performance novel tells the stories of the community’s many characters—

49 in all—which include travelling musicians, local residents, ancestors, and the blues 

singer, big mama sway, who, we learn, is descended from an African conjure woman.  

The story is narrated by cat, who has been called by the ancestors to become a conjure 

woman herself.  The work relays story after story—such as the night bitty fon shot 

nigga red, or how big bill got his guitar, or how bettye’s heart closed up—and weaves 

these together with verses from blues songs and ritual passages in which conjurations 

call up dream-like episodes of ancestral history.  In all, the work’s non-linear course 

serves to perform a community and, ultimately, to enact the textual ritual whereby cat 

accepts her role as conjurer—a ritual that includes the ancestral community and, by 

implication, the community of readers.  
                                                
9 For more on the rise of juke joints and the cultures they created, see Juliet Gorman’s Jukin It Out: 
Contested Versions of Florida in New Deal Narratives and Katrina Hazzard-Gordon’s Jookin' 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press. 1990). 
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The passage that opens this chapter—dwelling on sound, bodies, and 

“feeling”—captures how community exists around, and indeed, forms nightly at 

bettye’s as bodies are drawn together.  Bridgforth depicts these bodies precisely, 

appreciatively tracing the gendered, racialized, and sexualized contours of each 

character.  Indeed, many of her formal innovations occur in the service of conveying 

specificities of body and voice. When the narrator observes the character, change,10 for 

example, she is described as a  

 

 

(64) 

Here, Bridgforth constructs a specifically African American language of bodily 

description, one that is explicitly celebratory in its emphasis on variations in skin color, 

in hair color and texture, and in body shape, noting her “curves,” and her “amply high” 

behind.  This language of precise bodily description communicates and codifies an 

African American standard of bodily appreciation in the work, which combats a racist 

representational tradition that objectified and caricatured African American bodies and 

bodily features.11  This language of racialized appreciation is underlined as Bridgforth 

                                                
10 Characters’ names are not capitalized throughout love conjure/blues; I will discuss this feature, and 
Bridgforth’s use of capitalization in general, later in this section.   
11 This history of representation has been extensively discussed by African American feminist critics 
including Barbara Christian, Patricia Hill Collins, Anne duCille, and more recently, Carla Peterson.  See 
Peterson’s “Eccentric Bodies” in Recovering the Black Female Body: Self-Representations by African 
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describes the way the character change uses her body and the command she has over 

the room—and the reader—as she carries “you around and around and around” on her 

curves.  In this instance, bodily depiction conveys community as change carries and 

collects the room around her, placing the racialized body at the site of community 

formation and metaphorically reversing the motif of community fragmentation that is 

central to narratives of the trans-Atlantic slave trade.  It is important that the text 

repeatedly creates intense textual experiences of gendered and racialized embodiment 

and heightens the reader’s experience of and relationship to the bodies in the text, 

drawing embodiment and textuality together.   

Such descriptions and metaphors call attention to language, but it’s always 

language in the service of imaging bodies and privileging embodiment—usually black, 

female embodiment—in the text.  Further, Bridgforth’s attention to embodiment 

emphasizes her characters’ gender, racial, and sexual identities. When the narrator first 

describes bitty, we learn that she is  

(4)   

(We also learn that she’s called “bitty” “not from the size of her body // but from the 

small of them dresses she wear” (4).)  bitty’s characterization draws attention to color, 

size, and power, and the gendering of color, size, and power: her deep, black skin, “like 

night glazed in chocolate,” her masculine height, and the “size of her body” are all 

emphasized and all eroticized.  In addition, the narrator suggests that bitty’s body 
                                                                                                                                         
American Women (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers UP, 2000).  Peterson’s theory of “empowering 
oddness” mirrors the techniques Bridgforth is using here (xii). 
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overturns and exceeds gender norms: she is “tall as any man // and just as thick.”  Even 

bitty’s name adds to the tension between—or inseparability of—masculinity and 

femininity implicit in her character description.  Further, the description focuses on her 

own body’s exercise of power and desire, “each thigh big as it want // to be.” At the 

same time, Bridgforth’s use of the second person voice—“legs long enough // to wrap 

around you two times”—suggests the narrator’s appreciation, pleasure, or fantasy, but 

also implicates the reader, as the reader becomes the “you” that each leg wraps around.   

 As suggested in the above example, just as the text demands that the reader 

relate to and celebrate the gendered and racialized bodies it presents, it also demands 

that the reader accept the community’s standard of gender and sexuality, which is not 

heteronormative.  Blues singer big mama sway sings with “guitarman” big bill, a 

woman with a powerful stride and a “large and heavy surprise” in the crotch of her 

trousers (9).  And the narrator summarizes the patrons of bettye’s as similarly gender 

diverse:  

(9)  

Bridgforth develops her own vocabulary to describe and classify these characters and to 

demonstrate how gender and sexuality are understood in the community: big bill is a 

“trouser woman” (3); bitty and peachy are “long nail girls” (3); mary is “mannish 

mary” (5) and duckie smooth is referred to as “himshe” (39).  What we learn from this 

is that gender and sexual diversity are fairly standard within the community at bettye’s, 
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complete with a wide vocabulary of classificatory terms that show how the community 

understands gender and sexual diversity.12 

Even the narrator is drawn ambiguously.  While the narrator, cat, is often 

identified as female, her age and gender are both made somewhat ambiguous, and there 

is a suggestion in the text that cat is to be read as transgendered. When cat describes 

duckie smooth, another patron who performs “female interpretations” weekly at 

bettye’s, she states, he “had done // ducked him manhood so smooth back you // 

couldn’t see not a trace of it // and i knew how much a tucking that take // cause/well // 

anyway // i just knew” (41).13  cat’s age is also ambiguous, but we know that she’s old 

enough for her “baby brother” to have been married twice (56).  From the community’s 

precise classificatory terms to the ambiguity constructed around the narrator, 

Bridgforth’s inventive descriptions serve to trace and represent characters’ bodies and 

desires, but further, they establish the racial, gender, sexual, and linguistic architecture 

of the community. 

 Bridgforth similarly uses formal strategies to capture her community’s voices, 

celebrating not only black bodies and black music, but also black speech.   Her text 
                                                
12 Randy P. Connor, in Queering Creole Spiritual Traditions: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 
Participation in African-Inspired Traditions in the Americas, assembles a mountain of evidence in favor 
of seeing sexual and gender complexity—including gay and lesbian sexuality and transgender identity—
expressed among practitioners of African-based religions in the Americas.  His argument confronts the 
condemnation of gays from inside many of these religions and the claims of Africanists who argue 
against imposing Western gender/sex terms on African bodies and identities.  Connor explains that 
gender complexity often occurs because of the relationship between initiates and the deities they serve, 
who may be male or female, so initiates may “partake” of their deity’s gender.  He also likens the act of 
being possessed, mounted, or ridden by an orisa to penetration; he notes that Yoruba practitioners also 
characterize this state as feminine (22).  Like Connor, Yoruba scholar Margaret Thompson Drewal also 
sees gender complexity and transgendered performance elements in Yoruba practices, while J. Lorand 
Matory does not, arguing that this is a misapprehension of Yoruba sexual and gender categories. Yoruba 
scholar Oyeronke Oyewumi, goes even further, arguing that Western scholars, including Matory, are 
persistently importing Western categories. 
13 While I read this passage to suggest that, like duckie smooth, cat has personal experience with such 
“tucking,” a student in my Gay and Lesbian Literature and Culture class pointed out that the passage may 
alternatively suggest cat’s intimate knowledge of duckie smooth’s body. 
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insists on orality, even as she invents specifically textual strategies to convey this 

orality.  Bridgforth’s above characterization of bitty, for example, uses a number of 

strategies to capture the rhythms, sounds, and other specificities of the narrator’s 

speech.  In order to examine the representation of voice, I’ve reproduced the passage 

below: 

 

 

  

 

(4)   

Here and throughout the text, Bridgforth eliminates most conventional punctuation 

marks, replacing them with a combination of slashes and line breaks, suggesting the 

way the speaker modulates her sentences, speeding and slowing.  Here, as elsewhere, 

the slash creates the effect of syncopation, partly by the placement of a rhyme, near-

rhyme, or chime near the slash.  For example, the hard consonants ring in “black/like,” 

and the vowel sounds similarly chime in “two times/each thigh,” “be/she,” and 

“track/and.”  This rhyme or chime means that while the slash signals a pause—breaking 

or modulating the line in the way a comma might—it creates a simultaneous push or 

rush forward as a result of the sound-patterning that occurs around it; this simultaneous 

pause and push forward, in turn, creates the feeling of syncopation, which in music 

occurs when an unstressed beat is stressed, similarly creating a temporary rhythmic 

variation.  In addition, consonance occurs across the words “black,” “thick,” and 

“track,” which all occur immediately before a slash, creating a system of subtle internal 
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rhyme that links together and accents words and sounds that are not placed in the 

normally accented position of an end rhyme, reinforcing the slash’s function as a figure 

of syncopation.  While a slash may seem to merely substitute for or replace a comma, I 

maintain that it has its own distinct formal value.  A comma typically denotes a pause 

and carries specific grammatical meanings, but Bridgforth’s slashes do not purport to 

signify logical or syntactical relationships, but instead, signal rhythmic and tonal ones.  

In this way, the slash helps capture the rhythms of the speaker’s voice while linking the 

sounds and images together in this highly formal text.  

In addition to the use of punctuation and lineation, these early narrative 

passages also introduce the highly compressed metaphorical style (“enough curves to 

spin a train off the track/an enough // behind to stack your plate on”) that will be 

common throughout the text.  These vivid visual expressions and lively metaphors, 

resembling Zora Neale Hurston’s word-pictures or thought-pictures,14 image the body 

visually and rapidly, evoking the “curves” of a railroad track or the plane of a table 

momentarily in the body’s descriptions.  These metaphors fly by quickly, creating a 

jostling, moving picture, not a still life, and they are typical not just of the narrator’s 

voice, but of nearly every voice in the text.  The emphasis on activity, indeed mobility 

in the thought-pictures explicitly associates these characters with movement—not only 

dancing, but also broader movements and migrations.  Indeed, these are not static 

characters, but characters whose depictions show the capacity to range widely across 

time and space. 

                                                
14 Hurston, Zora Neale.  Their Eyes Were Watching God.  Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 
1991: 62. 
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Further, Bridgforth documents the narrator’s particular grammatical and 

syntactical habits, her individual way of voicing words and putting words together.  The 

narrator uses occasional verb substitutions (plural form for singular, for example) in 

phrases such as “each thigh big as it want // to be” and “she got enough curves,” but the 

narrator’s voice, as Bridgforth crafts it, hews closer to Standard American English than 

the voices of the ancestral characters which I’ll discuss in the next section.  Thus, while 

Bridgforth introduces some of her more pervasive formal strategies for rendering 

individual voices on the page through the voice of the narrator, including the use of 

slashes, lineation, and word-pictures, she saves her more extensive orthographic and 

typographic inventions for capturing historical African American vernaculars.   

Bridgforth’s use of language becomes perhaps most intricate in her system of 

capitalization.  Characters’ names are not capitalized throughout love conjure/blues; 

indeed, nearly all words in the text, including the title and the personal pronoun “i” are 

rendered in lower-case.   Regularly capitalized words in the text include “Colored,” 

“White,” “Red,” “Black,” “God,” “Jesus,” “Holy,” “Holy Ghost,” “Moses,” “Praise, 

“Grace,” “Spirit,” “Soul,” “Prayers,” “Houma,” “Fon,” “Ibo,” “Yoruba,” “Wolof,” 

“Tunica,” “Choctaw,” “Chicasaw,”  “Africa,” “Earth,” “Blessings,” and “Divinity.”  

Notably, the vast majority of capitalized words appear in passages in which ancestors 

are speaking, suggesting that ancestors have greater access to the sense conveyed by 

capitalization.  Indeed, in the ancestral passages, words appear capitalized that are 

elsewhere not capitalized: “Gift,” “Fly,” “Free,” “Be,” “Mother,” “You,” “We,” and 

“Love.”  In fact, in the 100-word ancestral chant/prayer that ends the performance 

novel, a full nineteen words are capitalized, nearly one-fifth of the section’s text.  
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Lastly, Bridgforth occasionally uses capitalization visually: the phrase “V framed 

breasts” (21), employs the typographical form of the capital “V” to visually depict the 

body of big mama sway. 

 In every way, Bridgforth creates a community through language—and a 

community of language—from the narrator’s word-pictures to the representations of the 

“jook jernt” itself (4).  In her study, “Jukin’ It Out: Contested Versions of Florida in 

New Deal Narratives,” Juliet Gorman examines the patterns of representation of Florida 

juke joints in photographs and in Federal Writers’ Project narratives from the 1930s, 

including Florida guidebook references to these establishments. She suggests that the 

representational record of Florida jukes, in legal reports and in white-authored and 

black-authored narratives alike, tend to emphasize and preserve their status as outlaw, 

dangerous, even exotic.  Gorman concludes, “Evidentally [sic], jook (or juke) joints are 

still conceived of as transgressive or marginal spaces.”  Even the etymological roots of 

“jook” carry this tone.15  Bridgforth both participates in and counteracts this rhetorical 

positioning.  Bridgforth’s speakers clearly count bettye’s as their local, community 

institution.  Indeed, they make clear their insider knowledge; even the name “bettye’s,” 

we learn, is a local term.  As the narrator explains, the place, which is officially called 

“figure’s flavors,” is supposed to be run by bettye’s brother, slim figurman.  She 

explains, however, what every insider knows: “we all know // slim call himself running 

a ho house // but slim ain’t running nothing or nobody. // so the place he call figure’s 

flavors/we calls it bettye’s” (8).  Through renaming, the community asserts its 

ownership of and intimacy with the outlaw institution.  At the same time, Bridgforth 

                                                
15 Gorman summarizes the many suggested origins of the words “jook” and “juke,” including Gullah, 
Haitian, European, and French roots.  
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builds on the reputation of the juke as a transgressive space, and extends this 

connotation to include transgressive gender and sexual expression.  

 

“IT’S A SORE/A WOUND”: HOME, THE ANCESTRAL COMMUNITY, AND THE YORUBA 
CONTEXT 

 
The community around bettye’s is not united only by the music, dancing, eating, 

and partying that goes on at bettye’s.  Just as the work establishes that “it’s a party,” it 

declares: “we is peoples borned to violence” (2).  The work constructs home as a place 

of ambivalent rootedness. The narrator’s grandfather states, “this is home.  the place 

that earthed you.  it’s a sore/a // wound/this ground/the place i grew up in” (13).  While 

home is a place where “Colored blood still feed the soil” (16), it is also a place of 

community and family history.  And home is an elusive location shadowed by 

displacement and dispossession: “it’s not our home but is a place we live // the ocean” 

(47).  The work’s emphasis on home and its multivalent meanings also emphasizes the 

ancestral presence on the land in the past and in the ongoing present—and this 

continuing ancestral presence is a crucial and prominent aspect of Bridgforth’s work.   

Because this ancestral orientation has a pervasive effect on how time, history, and the 

self are figured in African-based communities and religious traditions, ancestral voices 

become one of the most important aspects of the work. 

In Bridgforth’s text, ancestral voices pervade the text.  The narrator’s immediate 

relatives are the ancestors whose voices we hear most often and most distinctly.  These 

immediate relatives are “gran-gran-daddy” (her great grandfather, also called “big 

paw”), “uncle daddy” (her grandfather), and “ma-dear” (her great grandfather’s sister) 
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(12-13), and they are depicted as dwelling in the family home, working in the garden, 

cleaning the house, taking long walks, and talking to the family in dreams (14).  In fact, 

the narrator, cat, enters the community—and the story—because the “ole folks” call her 

back to the “home house” from the city.  cat’s ancestors remain at the house because 

they are invested in the family’s and community’s present and future.  They need cat to 

return home so they can instruct her and help her realize her purpose—to become a 

conjure woman herself.  In fact, the text characterizes a conjure woman as “a city // 

gurl/too far // from home” (57), emphasizing the link between the work of conjuration 

and the work of attending to home, history, and community.  

cat’s relatives’ voices are marked distinctly in the text.  While the text does not 

use character tags to designate the speaker of each line (as a playscript would), each 

ancestor’s voice is distinguished by the use of a different font.  While the absence of 

character tags allows voices to merge toward the collective, the use of character-

specific fonts distinguishes each ancestor and reminds us that each is a distinct 

personality. When big paw first speaks, the reader sees and hears this: 
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(12) 

As big paw does here, the ancestors bear witness to the violence that lies at the roots of 

the community.  By introducing a new font and a distinct vernacular to portray big 

paw’s voice, Bridgforth asks the reader to attend to big paw’s firsthand account of 

violence, but also to his voice itself, and by extension to the distinct voice of each 

community member, living or dead, who will follow.  The text typographically signals 

the close listening it requires, through the formal appearance and arrangement of the 

text on the page, and Bridgforth uses precise orthography to deliver the exact quality of 

big paw’s voice.   While big paw’s voice shares some features in common with the 

narrator’s voice such as the onomatopoeic “aaawwwhhh,” Bridgforth distinguishes his 

voice from cat’s.  Unlike cat, big paw replaces “th” sounds with alternative consonants 

in “dey,” “tink,” and “worf,” and uses nominatives in place of accusatives and 

possessives: “dey” for their, “he” for him and his.  big paw’s voice is just one of varied 

vernaculars that Bridgforth translates textually; his voice is different than the narrator’s 

voice, and also different than the voices of uncle daddy and ma-dear.  Bridgforth’s 
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precise orthographic construction of individualized vernaculars documents and 

preserves these historical African American voices as valuable, combating the violence 

that big paw witnessed and the experience of dehumanization and annihilation that his 

account affirms.  Through delivering and individuating each voice fully and precisely, 

Bridgforth declares the worth of historical African Americans who were tortured, as big 

paw’s account describes, for believing in their own worth. 

When the ancient ancestors appear, however, their voices are less distinct; while 

they are still represented by different fonts, they are not named or identified in the text 

in the way that cat’s immediate relatives are.16  Rather, they identify themselves to cat 

by telling her only what she needs to know about them: 

 

(15) 

                                                
16 Olomo notes, “Within Yoruba culture it is said that one does not become an ancestor until seven 
generations after an individual’s death” (103).  For this reason, I make a distinction, above, between the 
ancient ancestors and cat’s immediate relatives, big paw, uncle daddy, and ma-dear, which according to 
Olomo, should not be understood as ancestors. The text seems to support this distinction, by developing 
the immediate relatives as distinct, named characters, while allowing the ancient ancestors to speak 
collectively.  Elsewhere, however, Olomo notes that “younger ancestors” (28), such as grandparents, 
often help modern Yoruba converts from the West whose religious or spiritual conditioning comes from 
Western (particularly monotheistic) religions, by serving as integrative forces: “At this initial level of my 
spiritual practice where the ancestors did some of their best work on me internally and externally, I did 
not have to throw away or completely ignore the religious tenets that had given my family spiritual 
solace for generations.  Because of ancestral veneration I could integrate them into my African 
spirituality” (15-6). 
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Bridgforth’s typographical strategy of using distinguishing fonts establishes each 

ancestor as a separate speaker, and these speakers link themselves to distinct contexts, 

actions, and social positions by referring to specific details of their experiences in 

Africa and America, as a “king/captured” or an enslaved person walking chained “cross 

state lines.”  Again, however, the lack of character tags, line breaks, or paragraph 

breaks between speakers facilitates the establishment of a collective ancestral voice, a 

chorus, even as ancestors speak individually.  In their individual and collective voice, 

the ancient ancestors offer testimony of the history of violence and resistance the 

community is “borned to.”  Indeed, the ancestors’ words move from accounts of 

violence to accounts of physical and spiritual resistance, from “captured sold” 

“shipped” and “chained” to “i am the one that got away.”  In all, the litany of “I am” 

statements, each a self-declaration, insists on the worth of each historical individual and 

that individual’s voice. 17 

In The Core of Fire: A Path to Yoruba Spiritual Activism, Aina Olomo explains 

that “[a]ncestral veneration is the foundation and core of all Yoruba derived 

spirituality…It is well understood that each human being is more than their physical 

bodies, who and what they are depends heavily on their ancestry” (15-16).18  Indeed, 

that cat’s ancestors share the same home, the same ground/wound as the contemporary 

                                                
17 These “I am” statements also echo the “I AM” statements of the Old and New Testaments of the Bible.  
See Exodus 3:14 and John 8.  There are a few instances of Christic imagery in the text, especially in 
reference to sweet t lashay (80).  Such references add to the syncretic nature of the text.  
18 I am reading this text as influenced by African-based religious traditions generally, but by Yoruba 
specifically for a few reasons.  First, certain images and rituals specifically suggest a Yoruba tradition, 
such as the emphasis on crossroads, the use of the talking drum, and the reverencing of ancestors. 
Secondly, according to Matory, Yoruba cultural influence was most prominent among American 
enslaved communities.  See Black Atlantic Religion. 
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characters, is crucial.  Olomo explains that in Yoruba cosmology, the ancestors’ 

subjectivity as humans—indeed, their non-divinity—is paramount.19  She writes,  

While the orisas [Yoruba deities] are divine, the ancestors are not 

divine; in fact, their non-divinity is crucial to their veneration…for 

example, Yemonja and Olokun, the divinities of the sea, have never 

experienced what it is like not to have a home…but we can be sure that 

there are souls among the dead that have experienced these hardships 

and much more…it is our ancestors that are most concerned with the 

events and emotions that affect our everyday lives. (87)   

Olomo emphasizes that a crucial aspect of ancestral veneration is what unites the living 

with the ancestors—the common experience of human living: “The ancestors are 

concerned about the mundane affairs of daily life” (Olomo 87).   In the case of this text, 

this theme is developed in relation to their inhabiting of the same land, which creates an 

image of grounded, embodied palimpsest between generations. 

Olomo further links ancestors’ subjective, emotional relationship to human 

problems with their role as moral guides rather than deities.  In this way, cat’s ancestors 

provide memory and emphasize the moral importance of remembering; their retelling 

of past violence is a moral force in the text.  Robert Farris Thompson stresses the 

centrality of moral living in Yoruba beliefs and symbology.  He explains that Yoruba 

art repeatedly stresses that “adherence to the moral sanctions of Earth supports us all, 

                                                
19 At the same time, Robert Farris Thompson explains that the Yoruban belief in the inherent divinity of 
practitioners.  Thompson writes, Yoruba “believe themselves to be descended from goddesses and gods, 
from an ancient spiritual capital Ile-Ile [sic?]” (xv).  This claim is echoed by Baba Ifa Karade (who relies 
on Thompson’s discussion of origins) and by Aina Olomo, who stresses not origins, but the inherent 
divinity of each practitioner and the realization of this divinity as part of each practitioner’s spiritual 
journey.  The distinction, however, between ancestors (egun) and deities (orisa) still holds. 
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safeguarding the equilibrium of the country and its people” (6) and he notes that such 

“moral sanctions” include “mystically annihilating the arrogant, the selfishly rich, or 

other targets deserving of punishment” (7). In other words, in Yoruba practice, one 

outcome of divine possession is earthly justice, based on moral ideals.20    

The ancient ancestors, however, do not appear unbidden.  big paw, uncle daddy, 

and ma-dear guide cat in performing the rites required to invite the ancient ancestors.  

This is her first act of conjuring, one she performs before she’s accepted that she, 

herself, is “gonn be a isadora Africa jr.” (57).  The ancestors ask: 

 

 (15) 
 

Here, Bridgforth portrays text as a ritual object, and the ritual context itself emphasizes 

the text’s materiality.  This ritual also makes references to practices derived from 

Yoruba religious traditions.  The description of placing “my prayers on parchment,” 

and arranging this textual object in a ritual setting echoes practices that have been 

described by art historian Richard Farris Thompson, and more specifically in relation to 

                                                
20 In keeping with this notion of moral guidance, the influence of ancestors is portrayed entirely 
positively in Bridgforth’s text.  Yet Olomo suggests that this relationship may be more mixed.  She 
explains that, unlike orisa, the ancestors’ relationship to human problems is highly subjective, based on 
their own human experiences.  Indeed, the influences of ancient and more recent ancestors may create 
conflict. 
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African American writing traditions, by poet and critic Harryette Mullen.  Mullen’s 

work stresses the importance of textuality, in addition to orality, in African language 

systems, but writes that for Africans, “graphic systems have been associated not with 

instrumental human communication, but with techniques of spiritual power and spirit 

possession.”  She refers to the ritual use of printed texts as sacred objects in African 

American folk cultures, like the use of “prayers on parchment” depicted here (“African 

Signs” 625).  Yvonne Chireau, in Black Magic: Religion and the African American 

Conjuring Tradition, similarly describes the use of printed scriptural texts in herbal 

packets made for healing and harming (25-26).  cat’s relatives repeatedly refer to 

writing down their prayers in this way and hiding them or placing them in significant 

configurations: “lay em // prayers south of de water and dirt/jes // under de light of de 

candle” (14).  Here, Bridgforth’s attention to the rituality of text underlines its 

materiality.   

In addition to the textual ritual described above, the work assigns a ritual status 

to the blues itself.  Bridgforth writes: 

 

(56)  

Indeed, the blues represents one of many forms of ritual in the text, and big mama 

sway’s position as blues singer and conjure woman emphasizes the connection between 
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the party and the ancestors, the present and the past.  In the case of big mama sway, she 

dispenses her cures in many forms, singing bettye’s guests into fits of love, lust, rage, 

religiosity, violence, and despair.  And when she’s not singing at bettye’s, big mama 

sway “be in her garden pulling weeds // talking to her flowers and herbs singing quite 

the // different song with fingers and hips and feet in the earth” (56).  Through big 

mama sway, we begin to see the breadth of what ritual means in this text, and what 

ritual can be used for, including many kinds of physical, spiritual, and sexual healing.  

Indeed, the narrator avows that big mama sway’s herbal potions “keep my bones strong 

// which I do think also keep my kitty purring/and tight” (57). 

 These rituals similarly frame and drive the action in the rest of the text, as they 

open up a lyric space where ancient ancestors appear, past, present, and future come 

together, and language itself registers changes. It is in this lyric, ritual space, beyond 

the space of narrative, that Bridgforth performs some of her most radical language 

experiments.  And these rituals, like the writing of prayers and scriptures on paper, are 

made of language itself.  

 

RADICAL TEXTUALITY, RITUAL TEXTUALITY: MAKING THE VOICE OF THE DRUM 
 
 When the narrator calls the ancient ancestors, as in the ritual described above, 

we see the following on the page, which, as I will show, indicates the voice of the 

drum.  I quote this section at length to emphasize the weight that is placed upon—and 

the textual space allotted to—this type of invented, onomatopoeic language, with which 

the text must orient the reader.  Bridgforth writes, 
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 (48-49) 
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The many references in the text to drums and drumming suggest that this figure 

represents the voice of the drum, which signals the approach of ancestors and the 

movement of time and memory in the text—the threshold of conjuration.  While 

Bridgforth could have used a stage direction, such as “sound of drumming offstage,” 

she instead chooses to translate the voice of the drum into combinations of consonants 

and vowels, creating this sound verbally and linking it to language (written and spoken) 

and to the page.  This verbal figure of drumming occupies, by itself, one and a half full 

pages of the text and is also interspersed in smaller segments throughout the text, 

usually in groups of 1, 2, 3, or 7 lines of the drum’s voice.21  

 Drumming has a ritual function in Yoruba religious culture and its function in 

this text is no exception.  As Aina Olomo describes, the goal of many Yoruba 

ceremonies is for priests or priestesses to seat a Yoruba divinity or orisa in a 

practitioner’s home, in a vessel, or to temporarily incarnate the energy of the orisa in 

the priest’s or priestess’s body, manifesting the divinity’s nature for everyone present at 

the ceremony (52-3).22 

                                                
21 In keeping with the notion of a plural text, in which no performance (live or textual) takes precedent 
over any other, I want to present both the textual form (above) and a few performance versions of these 
sounds.  Indeed, the drum sound has been rendered variously in live performances.  The first audio clip 
below documents a staged version of the text from March 2004, performed by Florinda Bryant, Daniel 
Dodd-Ellis, Daniel Alexander Jones, Omi Osun Jones, Sonja Perryman, Marlah Fulgham, Sean Tate, 
Carsey Walker, Jr., and Helga Davis.  This version includes an ensemble that performs a highly musical, 
rhythmically regularized version of the drum sound: http://sharonbridgforth.com/content/wp-
content/uploads/2008/05/lcb-cast.mp3.   
Another version, produced in two years later with Krissy Mahan and Laurie Carlos, features Bridgforth’s 
voice narrating, with shorter, sharper, more percussive drum sounds: 
http://sharonbridgforth.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2008/05/lauriesharon1.mp3.  Another version, 
this time a short film, depicts another remaking of the text, featuring Omi Osun Jones as the film’s actor.   
In this form, the percussive quality is largely produced through the overlaying of narrative voices: 
http://sharonbridgforth.com/content/bookscdsdvds/theatre/love-conjureblues/early-workns-of-the-text-
installation/.  
22 While different Yoruba scholars and priests understand the nature of the divinities differently, Olomo 
sees them as “forces of nature.”  Those who are initiated as Yoruba practitioners “have their heads or 
consciousness aligned to the divine forces through initiation rites; everyone who is initiated into the 
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Richard Farris Thompson similarly states, “Ritual contact with divinity underscores the 

religious aspirations of the Yoruba.  To become possessed by the spirit of a Yoruba 

deity, which is a formal goal of the religion, is to ‘make the god,’ to capture numinous 

flowing force within one’s body” (9).  During such rituals, Olomo explains, the sound 

of drums, prayers, and ancient songs facilitates the establishment and intensification of 

spiritual and transformative states (often likened to trances), but also serves to “ke[ep] a 

priestess connected to her physical reality, and anchored her to her place among those 

on the shore” (45).  In this way, drumming functions at the threshold of human-spiritual 

experience, giving practitioners access to spiritual realities (including the transpersonal 

and transhistorical experience of being possessed, “ridden,” or “mounted” by an 

orisa23), but also calling practitioners back to their own embodied, human experience.  

In this text, these spiritual experiences are specific and historical; conjuration often 

provides the community access to its own history. 

In this passage, for example, the drum’s voice precedes the telling of a crucial 

community story.  We learn of an earlier enslaved drummer, an ancestor of the current 

community, who was persecuted for continuing to practice African drumming on the 

plantation.  Bridgforth writes, “they took his drum. // he make another…still he drum // 

like he daddy he grand and grand and grand before // now/before crossing” (50). The 

text explains that the slave owner beat the drummer, confiscated the drum, and finally 

cut off the drummer’s fingers and places them in a jar “on kitchen table where many 

have to pass // remember stay in place” (50).  The story continues:  

                                                                                                                                         
mysteries of the orisa is connected to the orisa’s energy as it manifests in nature” (44).  While 
practitiones are priests can learn from all Yoruba deities, they are usually identified with a particular 
orisa, whom they “receive” (52). 
23 Olomo, Karada, and Thompson all consistently use the metaphor of being “ridden” or “mounted” to 
describe spiritual possession. Connor and Olomo discuss the sexual connotations of the metaphor. 
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     (50-51). 

Not only do we learn here that this textual figure represents the drum’s voice, but we 

see that the figure further represents the violent suppression of the drum’s voice, and 

finally, represents the sounds created by the drummer’s mouth and body in the absence 

of the drum.  This textual figure, therefore, as it recurs again and again to signal the 

ancestors’ entry, becomes the representation of the transfer of traumatic history, the 

remembrance of historical bodily violence.  It signals a site where text, voice, and body 

come together, as drum sounds are translated into stomping and vocalizing, and finally, 

into text: “gagaga gagaga ga.”24  Thus, the powerful, ritual act of drumming is enacted 

anew as a textual ritual as it is translated into a figure that encompasses text, voice, and 

body for the purpose of conveying community history.   
                                                
24 Fred Moten’s theorization of the scream or shriek is also helpful for understanding the function of 
force of this sound.  Moten asserts the importance of the scream as figure of “radically exterior aurality,” 
a “call of the wild” which stands outside of both speech and music, and is used since speech is forbidden.  
The scream occupies a wider range of signification than conventional language, thwarting the 
Enlightenment desire to limit and rationalize language, to codify and racialize “civilized” speech.  Moten 
reads the scream as a potentially liberating, subject-producing figure: “The emergence from political, 
economic, and sexual objection of the radical materiality and syntax that animates black performances 
indicates a freedom drive that is expressed always and everywhere throughout their graphic 
reproduction” (7).  Further, he suggests that the scream is “disruptive of the oppositions of speech and 
writing, and spirit and matter,” and thus involved in a “revaluation or reconstruction of value” (14). 
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In an interview in Lambda Book Report, Bridgforth explains, “I’d like people to 

read this book and reconsider their notions of how things should look on the page.” 

(17).  The translation of the drum sound into a typographical figure—one that occupies 

full pages in the text—is certainly one instance in which Bridgforth makes the reader 

“reconsider their notions of how things should look on the page.”  She creates an 

inscrutable figure, not reducible to a single meaning, not explicable through etymology.  

In this way, Bridgforth creates a figure that enacts, rather than describes, the ritual the 

text aims to create. 

 Indeed, the drum’s significance comes partly from the slaveholders’ fear of the 

drum, of its history and its power. Bridgforth continues:  

 

 

 

(51-52) 

The jar that isadora holds is empty and “ole marsa” understands that he has consumed 

the drummer’s fingers for lunch.  The drum’s rhythms continue to raise winds, which 
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throw the master and the overseers to the ceiling and slam them to the floor ten times, 

blowing open the kitchen doors.  The conjuration ends: “we just walk off // ain’t no 

plantation no more never since that time/ not // on these grounds. // us // we come here.  

This has been our home // free // for a long time now” (53).  In this text, conjuration 

provides spiritual remedies similar to those of the healing and harming tradition that 

conjuration usually signifies25, but in this case, the remedies often center around 

historical information, ancestral knowledge, and community history.  Indeed, the text 

presents stories as strong cures.   

Because the drum voice often signals the beginning of conjuration in the text, 

when ancient ancestors return to speak to the living, the drum attends the collapse of 

present and past in the text, functioning to create a sense of lyric time, or the lyric 

moment in the text—a sense of transhistoricity.   Indeed, the text depends on the 

porousness of time, as ancestors participate in present moments.  This temporal 

porousness, in fact, appears in the first juke joint scene that opens this chapter, as 

bodies are drawn together and out of time, from the “start of the weekend” (9) until 

“sunday sunrise.”  In this way, while the narrative is ostensibly set in a rural setting in 

the American south, perhaps two or three generations after Emancipation, the work 

continually makes much of spatial and temporal inspecificity, emphasizing the 

connections between present, past, and future. 

                                                
25 In Black Magic: Religion and the African American Conjuring Tradition, Yvonne P. Chireau notes 
that conjuring was extremely lucrative, provided personal protection against white slaveholders, was a 
source of strength, empowerment, confidence, and was widespread and well-documented.  “Nearly every 
plantation had at least one, who laid claim to be a fortune teller…” (13, quoting William Wells Brown).  
Chireau defines conjure as “a magical tradition in which spiritual power is invoked for various purposes, 
such as healing, protection, and self defense” (12). 
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This coexistence of time in the world of this community, imaged by the 

participation of ancestors in the present, informs the work’s theories of race, gender, 

and sexuality.  The text suggests that neither gender nor race is discretely bounded in 

individual, autonomous, historically-confined bodies; rather, race and gender both have 

a transhistorical dimension.  For example, when the master and overseers die, 

Bridgforth writes, “they gone // come back slaves next time.”  In this way, the text 

portrays race as contingent upon temporal and interpersonal relationships.26  Indeed, 

race is depicted as a palimpsestic expression of the generations-deep relationship 

between and among slavers and enslaveds—a bodily layering of centuries of violence 

and intimacy.  Race is shown to be a long term relationship—often unwilling and 

unwanted—among bodies.  Similarly, transgendered identity is explained 

transhistorically: Bridgforth writes, “sweet t was a man last life // is na a woman/feel 

like a man…a man then // woman now/neither really” (79-80).  By portraying race and 

gender as functions of multiple incarnations or transhistorical relationships among 

bodies, Bridgforth suggests an understanding of the individual and of identity that takes 

historical, ancestral, and other interpersonal relationships into account.  Like the 

multiple nature of the work—stressing embodiment, voice, and textuality 

simultaneously, Bridgforth’s portrayals of gender and race similarly endorse 

multiplicity.  She illustrates this idea most fully in the final scene, as the community is 

gathered together in a final textual ritual. 

 

CONJURING COMMUNITY 
 

                                                
26 This passage also suggests a further reading, that “next time,” slaves will not be black.  
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In all, there are 49 named characters in the text plus a number of unnamed 

ancestors, such as those who speak above. Near the end of the text, Bridgforth presents 

a full character list, a complete recitation of the names of each member of the 

community, including bettye, slim figurman, cat, bitty fon, change, duckie smooth, as 

well as “big paw uncle daddy ma-dear // the drummer the Houma the Fon the Ibo the 

Yoruba // the Wolof the Tunica the Choctaw the Chickasaw,” and six generations of 

conjure women, named isadora African jr.  (83-84).  This character list, placed into the 

body of text, creates a sense that all of these characters are present in the final scene.  

While cat has served as narrator throughout the text, now the narration is performed by 

the ancestors, who are discussing cat’s progress in becoming a conjurer: “our gurl she // 

carry the conjuration her mama she mama she mama she mama and that first African 

woman pass on  this scare her from // time to time” (84).  As the work 

closes, cat speaks 28 lines in concert with the ancestral chorus.  We can tell that they 

are speaking together because of the appearance of two distinct fonts and two columns, 

indicating each speaker’s voice on the page, and showing the same words for both 

speakers: 
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As cat relinquishes the narrative voice to the ancestral chorus, she speaks in unison with 

the ancestors in the final lines: they are “here with me here in me/are  me….” (84).   

Each Yoruba priest or scholar uses a different model or metaphor to describe the 

subsumption or relation of the individual practitioner to the larger, transhistorical, 

global Yoruba community.  But in every model, the individual is not just the body, nor 

just the soul, as souls reincarnate as the “the human consciousness needs to pass 

through stages of human development in order to attain the highest levels” (Karade  

23).  Olomo refers to this relationship as “collective consciousness,” while Randy 

Connor describes the Yoruba world as “‘intersubjectively constructed’ through the 

combined agencies of divinities, spirits, and practitioners” (150, quoting Mason).  But 

the goals of human life dictate that lives are not separate and singular.  Rather, they are 

intimately and intersubjectively linked, as humans partake in knowledge from 

ancestors, from divinities, and from multiple incarnations in different places, 

circumstances, positions, and in different kinds of bodies. Connor writes, “To view 

each person as an island is to dismember the body of God” (143, quoting Afolabi). 

Thus, Bridgforth’s text not only shows the transhistorical linkages and 

relationships across bodies, portraying these in relation to gender, sexual, and racial 

complexity.  She also suggests that this ethic of relationality and multiplicity—which 

she performs also by insisting on the simultaneity of body, text, and voice—represents 

a significant strategy for confronting the effects of separation and violence.  In this 

way, celebrating tradition, memory, and community do not represent an endorsement of 

a static and mythical past that remains past; rather they pluralize the possibilities for 

living in the present and creating more supple, ethical, multiplicitous identities.        
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Further, the text’s heterogeneity—its building upon a range of textual, musical, 

cultural, religious, and performance traditions, its intricate typographic texture, its 

multiple instantiations—all these offer considerable resources to a contemporary 

American poetry that is increasingly interested in complex, multi-genred forms, as 

evidenced by the recent publication of American Hybrid: A Norton Anthology of New 

Poetry (2009).  Yet Bridgforth’s text goes far beyond the model described by the 

anthology’s editors, who trace the genealogy of “American hybrid” from two streams, 

“one thread that inherited a pastoral sensibility from British Romanticism,” and a 

“second prominent line of poetic thinking [that] stems from the urbane modernism of 

Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Mallarmé, and Apollinaire” (xvii-xviii).  The editors of this 

major anthology observe: “serious students are often exposed to both the conventional 

and the experimental; but unlike their elders, they don’t necessarily have to choose 

between them” (xxiv).  Bridgforth’s text, and the many traditions and aesthetic contexts 

it draws upon, however, clearly lives outside this dualism and demonstrates the 

reductiveness of such a map of contemporary poetry.  Far from negotiating a path 

between expressive Romanticism and “dramatic rupture” (xviii), love conjure/blues 

offers a model for an “American hybrid” that not only does “not necessarily have to 

choose,” but more, draws upon a wider range of aesthetic and historical resources for 

the making of complex contemporary poetries.  
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Chapter Three 

 

Traumatic Histories and the Epic Genre: 

The Politics of Poetic and Bodily Forms in Alice Notley’s The Descent of 
Alette 

 

Alice Notley’s The Descent of Alette is a book-length poem written explicitly in 

dialogue with the epic tradition—a tradition that, the poem suggests, is at its deepest roots 

a narrative of trauma.  As the poem opens on an urban subway, Notley presents a 

continuous stream of images of trauma’s individual effects: in one subway car, an 

“agonized” young man in a military uniform “gnaw[s]” a piece of meat and speaks in his 

sleep: “I need to find” “our father”… “I killed for him” (7).1  In a second car, a woman 

crouches, naked except for a dirty shawl; she says, “Under my shawl” “I try to be, I” 

“am” / “another world” (14).  On a station platform, a veteran in a heroin-dream mutters, 

“When I was born,” “I’m not / allowed” “to remember when I was” “the little baby” (15).  

In a fourth car, women in business clothes perform the motions of work, “actions” 

“without objects” / “As if in pantomime” “without papers” “without machines” (19).  In a 

fifth car, a woman cradles a dead baby.2  These serialized images of static suffering form 

                                                
1 Notley uses pervasive quotation marks throughout this text as a metrical device, which I’ll discuss at 
length later in the chapter.  When I cite the text, whether in block quotes or in in-text passages, I will 
represent Notley’s quotation marks only, not adding further markings to indicate quotations from this text.  
This practice is consistent with that of other scholars who have written on this text. Further, Notley often 
features speakers’ voices in her text, using single quotes within her standard, metrical device of double 
quotes.  Therefore, whenever embedded quotations appear in my text, they are original to the poem and 
indicate a character’s speech.  The slashes in the above passage, however, are not part of Notley’s text; I’ve 
used them conventionally to indicate line breaks. 
2 While I do quote a number of passages at length in this chapter, I will frequently use series of brief 
quotations such as the list above.  By including many brief quotations, often single images, I aim to 
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the setting of the poem, the underground world through which Notley’s epic hero moves.  

The images accumulate to suggest that gender, sexuality, and the experience of living in a 

militaristic, mechanized, modern society are all contexts of contemporary trauma. 

As the epic’s hero, Alette, roams from subway car to subway car, she gradually 

becomes aware of her mission: she must heal the world by killing the “tyrant,” a mythical 

figure who is 

“in charge of” “the fact” “that we were”  

“below the ground” “endlessly riding” “our trains, never surfacing” 

“A man who” “would make you pay” “so much” “to leave the subway” 

 

“that you don’t” “ever ask” “how much it is”  (3) 

To complete her quest, Alette descends below the subway to a series of fleshy caves, then 

below the caves, to a forest, and finally, further down to the basement of the tyrant’s own 

house.  Alette’s descent forms a subterranean exploration of the forces that create and 

contribute to trauma—not only direct, physical violence, but also the social and psychic 

structures that determine lives, govern memory and, the poem suggests, make some kinds 

of experience nonnarratable.  

 Notley’s text has often been called a feminist epic, and certainly, it is a text that 

posits a female epic hero whose journey serves to confront gendered violence, imaged in 

the figure of the masculine tyrant.  Previous critical treatments have focused on Notley’s 

creation and centralization of a female epic hero and her overturning of the gendered 

                                                                                                                                            
represent the imagistic, episodic, fast-moving, and highly associative nature of this poem.  Indeed, new 
characters, new settings, and new situations are introduced on nearly every page.  Therefore, the collages of 
quotations that appear in this chapter attempt to efficiently introduce a sufficient quantity of the vast 
material of the poem, but also replicate its dream-like texture, its own chain of images. 
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dynamics of the genre, in which women are traditionally figured as “peripheral and static 

tempters, rewards, or symbols” (Friedman 219).  Such treatments show how the poem 

addresses and overcomes women’s confinement and reduced personhood in the context 

of patriarchal structures.  Susan McCabe goes further, suggesting that Notley’s text 

explores the constructedness—and thus reconstructability—of gender, noting that the 

poet “radically questions[s] the constrictive modes of embodiment and gender imbricated 

in epic claims” (43).  In their exclusive focus on gender, however, these critical 

treatments become both one-dimensional and celebratory.  In particular, their celebratory 

tone—their exclusive focus on feminist triumph—fails to take account of the poem’s 

pervasively melancholic tone and its emphasis on widespread and disparate cultural 

trauma, as shown in the above images. 

Yet this emphasis is central to Notley’s choice of epic as the genre through which 

she writes about trauma.   In a 1995 talk on The Descent of Alette at the New York State 

Writers Institute, Notley explained:  

My brother, who’d been a sniper in Vietnam, was beginning to be in 

emotional trouble… and this is as important as any talk of technique and 

strategy and aesthetic, my brother began to enter a state of extreme crisis 

which I (we) came to understand too gradually and too late.  He developed 

acute post-traumatic stress disorder, became heavily addicted to drugs, 

was admitted to a succession of hospitals which didn’t seem to know how 

to treat him; finally, entered a rehab and underwent a kind of cure.  That is 

he kicked the drugs and found out a lot about himself, managed, in his 

mind, to give some of the guilt back to the national community, where it 
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belonged, but still died, accidentally, OD’d a week after leaving that 

rehab.  (“The Feminine Epic,” 171-2, emphasis mine)3 

Notley’s explanation of the relevance of her brother’s story to her writing of epic—and 

her unapologetic preface to that explanation—“this is as important as any talk of 

technique”—illustrates the centrality of trauma to her approach to the epic genre. 

Notley’s Descent of Alette may be more profitably read if we understand Notley’s 

choice to position her text in dialogue with the epic tradition not only as a critique of 

epic’s gendered terrain, but as an expression of the poem’s project of addressing cultural 

traumas, widely conceived.  Indeed, Notley stages her epic in a subway—outside of the 

realm of historical war—to represent traumatic experience that does not necessarily 

conform to the account of trauma constructed around the experiences of men in combat.  

Indeed, as psychiatrist Judith Herman has shown, traumatic experiences may include 

repeated, daily, ongoing threats such as incest, domestic violence, or situations of 

persistent poverty, hunger, or domination that threaten to destroy one’s physical or 

mental integrity.4  Indeed, Herman writes, “Not until the women’s liberation movement 

of the 1970s was it recognized that the most common post-traumatic disorders are those 

not of men in war but of women in civilian life” (28).  But further, as Ann Cvetkovich 

explains, trauma emerges not only from direct exposure to extreme events, but also “in 

response to the demands of grappling with the psychic consequences of historical events” 

                                                
3 “The Feminine Epic,” quoted here, is just one of many essays Notley has authored about the female epic, 
which include “Homer’s Art,” “Women and Poetry,” “What Can Be Learned From Dreams,” “Epic and 
Women Poetics,” and “Dreams, Again.” 
4 In Trauma and Recovery, Judith Herman’s aim is to recommend a new diagnostic category, complex 
post-traumatic stress disorder, to address survivors of repeated, daily violence, but also to illustrate the 
pervasiveness of women’s experiences of trauma and to place these on par with the accepted psychological 
understanding of trauma, developed in relation to male war-time experience.  She demonstrates 
convincingly that while much early research by Freud and others concerned women’s experiences, the 
study of trauma was legitimized in relation to the treatment of combat veterans.   
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(18).  These ongoing, even mundane experiences of trauma, which are not legitimated by 

clinical diagnoses or national narratives, become hidden: Cvetkovich writes that the 

nation is “adept at using one trauma story to suppress another” (16).   

Not surprisingly, epic, which is in the business of offering narratives of national 

identity, is similarly adept at “using one trauma story to suppress another” and this 

insight is central to Notley’s text.  Indeed, Notley exposes trauma that is the result of 

various narratives of cultural unity, including but not limited to national unity.  Indeed, 

Notley’s mythical “tyrant” represents a principle of unity, holds the power to control 

form, dictates which stories are can be told, and governs cognitive structures, including 

memory.  Thus, Alette’s quest is directed at defeating this tyrant—this principle of 

cultural unity that epics endorse—including the binaristic structures of domination, the 

extermination of cultural others, and the logic that determines which stories are 

narratable.  In this way, Notley’s long poem confronts epic as a totalizing structure and 

engages the epic form to destroy its unitary, monoculturalist logic. 

Yet as Notley writes into the epic tradition, centralizing the gendered, sexualized, 

and militaristic trauma at the tradition’s roots, she posits two interrelated motifs that have 

considerable implications for a “feminist epic.”  First, Notley proposes radical bodily 

metamorphoses and intersubjective states as a means for her hero to undo the systems of 

war, poverty, oppression, and separation.  This movement toward bodily instability and 

intersubjectivity depends on a second motif, the “descent.”  This second motif ultimately 

depends on allegorizing darkness/blackness, positioning darkness as knowledge and 

aligning it with an idealized past prior to structures of differentiation that become 

traumatic.  Thus, I argue in this chapter that while gender, class, and disability all 
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function as political identities in the text, blackness is, instead, rendered as a mythic or 

metaphorical category, not a political identity.  In Scenes of Subjection, Saidiya Hartman 

discusses such use of “blackness” for its “metaphorical aptitude…as the imaginative 

surface upon which the master and the nation came to understand themselves” (7).5   

Thus, while Notley works toward a critique of domination through the construction of 

innovative, intersubjective identities, she reproduces a racialized metaphor that limits the 

feminist poem’s critique of dominance—a reproduction that I suggest may be tied to the 

form of epic itself. 

This chapter begins by situating Notley’s poetic practice in relation to twentieth-

century poetic communities and placing her text within some divergent theories of the 

genre of epic.  I then discuss Notley’s treatment of identity—first, her construction of the 

epic hero as an individual who has lost her identity as a result of traumatic events, and 

then, her introduction of bodily metamorphoses and intersubjective states as a means to 

allow the hero access to an identity that is notably collective, ultimately critiquing 

privatized individuality.  As I examine scenes of metamorphosis and intersubjective 

experience, I show how these motifs ultimately lead to a fantasy of undifferentiation that 

metaphorizes blackness and I suggest some implications of this erasure for a poem that 

emphasizes both intersubjectivity and social justice.  Finally, I conclude by connecting 

these factors to form, including the forms of bodies, the forms of gender, and poetic 

form—including the use of allegory, pervasive quotation marks, episodic structure, and 

the genre of epic itself.  I finally suggest that these formal attributes impact the poem’s 

                                                
5 Anne DuCille further suggests that such symbolic transfer is common. She writes, “black culture is more 
easily intellectualized (and canonized) when transferred from the danger of lived black experience to the 
safety of white metaphor, when you can have that ‘signifying black difference’ without the difference of 
significant blackness.” 
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goal of addressing cultural trauma and writing individual and national histories of 

traumatic events. 

 

“SORRY, POSTMODERNISM”: NOTLEY, GENDER, AND THE NEW YORK SCHOOL 
 
 Notley published her first book of poetry in 1971—around the same time she 

moved to New York City’s Lower East Side with Ted Berrigan, whom she met while 

both were pursuing M.F.A.s at the Writers Workshop at the University of Iowa.  Despite 

her prominent role in the New York City poetry community, Notley’s work received little 

critical attention until 1996, when The Descent of Alette was published by Penguin.6  To 

date, Notley has published over 30 books, including 24 books of poetry, two volumes of 

selected poems, a play, two critical volumes, an autobiography, and editions of the works 

of Berrigan and Douglas Oliver. Eschewing the culture of academy-based poetry, Notley 

has taught extensively for independent cultural institutions such as St. Marks Poetry 

Project, the Paris Writers’ Workshop, the British Institute, and the Summer Writing 

Program at the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa University in 

Boulder, Colorado. 

Notley is, in fact, renowned for this distain for academic poetry culture, with its 

“climate of preconception and jargon” (Coming v), and the institutional structures by 

which it explicates, promotes, and reproduces itself, despite the denseness, allusiveness, 

and labored typographical surface of a work like The Descent of Alette.  Notley has 

written, “one must not make poetry boring by reasoning the human figure, the poet with 
                                                
6 The Descent of Alette first came into print in a compendium of six books entitled The Scarlet Cabinet, 
published by Scarlet Editions, a small press run by Notley and her late second husband, Douglas Oliver.  
The work was re-released by Penguin in 1996, and is currently out of print, though parts of it were 
republished in a 2006 edition of Notley’s work entitled, Grave of Light: New and Selected Poems 1970-
2005.   
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mouth and tongue, out of it—leaving only the mannered tracings of a mind which, by 

constantly denying its own existence as “someone,” becomes of interest only to 

translators of difficult discourse, to critics” (Scarlet vi).  Notley’s barbed comment 

distances herself from practitioners of depersonalized poetry, including many 

experimentalists of the 1970s through 1990s.  Indeed, she associates these strategies with 

the male tradition: “I knew I wasn’t that, that male-ish tradition as I’d been given it; and I 

did and do want to find my real voice (sorry, Ron Padgett poem ‘Voice’) and my real self 

(sorry, Postmodernism) and make them in some way coincident with the poem” (Coming 

After 133).  Notley’s emphasis on voice and identity ties her to many New York School 

writers, but also to the tradition of innovative identity poetry that this dissertation traces, 

including writers such as Oliver and Bridgforth, as well as many women epic authors, 

including Elizabeth Barrett Browning, H.D., Mina Loy, Gwendolyn Brooks, Sonia 

Sanchez, and Lisa Robertson.  

Because of Notley’s complex and sometimes contradictory relationships with 

various poetic communities, including the New York School, the Iowa Writers 

Workshop, academic poetry culture in general, and the various experimental schools, 

most studies of Alice Notley, which have nearly all been published since and primarily 

treat The Descent of Alette, acknowledge her iconoclasm.  Indeed, her expansive, long-

form, visionary, feminist verse exceeds her primary classification as a Second Generation 

New York School poet.  Many characteristics of Notley’s work—her use of humor, 

playfulness, proper-name-dropping, quotidian details, self-interruptive asides, and 

attention to the patterns of speech—share much in common with First Generation 

predecessors like Frank O’Hara and John Ashbery and Second Generation 
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contemporaries such as her late husband, Ted Berrigan.  Yet the spiritual tone and epic 

scope of her recent work distinguishes her from the mainstream of New York School 

writing—though, as Maggie Nelson reminds us, that mainstream conception has never 

really been revised to encompass the work of writers other than those prominent first-

generation male poets.  In “A Note on Women and the New York School,” Nelson 

argues, “Not only have these women consistently enlarged the notion of what New York 

School-related art is or can do, but their pivotal, often defiant presence on the scene 

continues to throw a wrench in to the mythmaking procedures of literary and/or art 

history, in which the exclusion or simple neglect of women writers and artists remains 

commonplace” (251).  Indeed, feminism and gender issues fall outside the “myth” of 

New York School writing, despite the fact that three of the most prominent Second 

Generationers, Alice Notley, Anne Waldman, and Bernadette Mayer, all made a point to 

address experiences of gender, motherhood, and childbirth in their poems. 

Despite Notley’s reputation for iconoclasm, critics were still shocked by the ways   

Notley’s epic offended the conventions of contemporary, experimental poetry—the 

poetry with which Notley is frequently associated.  The Descent of Alette is a fairly 

continuous, narrative poem, with a discernable plot; it features fairly stable characters, 

including figures who represent Notley’s father and brother; it is socially engaged, 

addressing homelessness, poverty, trauma, mental illness, and their social causes, as well 

as gendered social life, including gendered violence and poverty.  In addition, Heather 

Thomas notes that Notley’s poem “reconsidered imagination and soul—two virtually 

taboo terms among the avant-garde” (38).  Alette is critiqued for being too linear, being 
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unfragmented, not being avant-garde enough.  Some critics decry the poem’s overt 

feminism, while other critics argue that Notley is too invested in male precursors.7 

Rather than extending these conversations about Notley’s relationship to various 

movements and styles, I read The Descent of Alette, instead, within the wider interpretive 

frame of the poetry of trauma and identity, a poetry that, as I’ve shown in the previous 

two chapters, is also deeply in invested in its own questions of form.  As I have argued 

throughout this dissertation, I seek to complicate a story about American formal poetics 

that reduces the available formal tradition to the forms and logics of High Modernist 

experimentalisms and the inheritors of those experimentalisms.  This story, I argue, tends 

to segregate formal investigation from the exploration of social identities, which are also 

formal and in dialogue with cultural and literary forms—those of Modernism, but also 

others.  Indeed, I have sought to reveal the formal investigations and inventions of 

diverse American poets, not by appending or annexing them to privileged 

experimentalisms (such as High Modernism), but by examining their own forms and 

traditions, noting especially where they exceed or depart from those privileged, foregoing 

experimentalisms.  

“WHAT COULD BE MORE ARRIÈRE-GARDE?”:8 EPIC, IDEOLOGY, AND FEMINISM 
 

Much of the criticism of female epics to date has addressed the question of 

whether a woman writer can author the epic, or rather, whether epic, an arguably 

masculine and “complete” genre, “no longer flexible,” as Mikhail Bakhtin describes it, 

                                                
7 See Eric Murphy Selinger, “That Awkward Glance” (Parnassus: Poetry in Review 21.1-2 (Winter 1995): 
298-324) and Fred Chappell, “The Contemporary Long Poem: Minding the Kinds” (Georgia Review 51 
(1997): 141–54). 
8 DuBois, 86. 
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can be feminized.  In “Epic and Novel,” Bakhtin identifies three main features of epic: a 

national epic past that is an “absolute past,” a “national tradition (not personal experience 

and the free thought that comes out of it)” that epic relies upon entirely for its sources, 

and an absolute distance between the epic past and contemporary reality (13).  Bakhtin 

stipulates that the epic past and contemporary reality are always entirely divorced and 

that the epic’s author may exercise no creativity, may show no “ideological initiative” 

(35) in his presentation of the epic past: “To portray an event on the same time-and-value 

plane as oneself and one’s contemporaries (and an event that is therefore based on 

personal experience and thought) is to undertake a radical revolution, and to step out of 

the world of epic into the world of the novel” (14).9   

In their introduction to Dwelling in Possibility: Women and Poets and Critics on 

Poetry, however, Yopie Prins and Maeera Shreiber argue that genres can no longer be 

understood as natural, ideal, or absolute forms, as Bakhtin’s definition suggests, but 

rather are situational, cultural, contextual, and contingent:10 “Generic categories, like 

categories of gender, are … not innate but constructed for specific ideological purposes” 

(4).  From this perspective, they ask, “What happens… when taxonomies no longer serve 

to naturalize what they identify, and when the function of genre is no longer taxonomic?” 

(3).  Prins and Shreiber note that as genre studies moves away from a goal of taxonomic 

                                                
9 Yet Bakhtin also allows that, since the rise of the novel to prominence as a “high genre,” all genres are 
now subject to novelization: “novelization implies [genres’] liberation from all that serves as a brake on 
their unique development” (39).  Curiously, Bakhtin’s description of novelized genres resembles key 
characteristics of New York School poetry.  He writes, “They become more free and flexible, their 
language reviews itself by incorporating extraliterary heteroglossia and the ‘novelistic’ layers of literary 
language, they become dialogized, permeated with laughter, irony, humor, elements of self-parody, and 
finally—this is the most important thing—the novel inserts into these other genres an indeterminacy, a 
certain semantic openendedness, a living contact with unfinished, still-evolving contemporary reality” (7).  
10 While Bakhtin’s definition of epic is classically rigid, his view of genres is actually quite dynamic: he 
writes that the “great heroes” of literature and language, “turn out to be first and foremost genres…trends 
and schools are but second- and third-rank protagonists” (8).   
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description and toward a method of “self-reflective critique” (3), so literary genre comes 

to “mark a horizon of creative collaboration rather than a nostalgic limit” (9).  Their 

understanding of genre as ongoing “collaboration,” not “nostalgic limit,” suggests that 

women authors who write in dialogue with epic’s historical tradition—indeed, who 

“collaborate” with tradition— might not only transform the genre drastically, but also 

transform its meanings. 

Lynn Keller similarly identifies an important shift in the theory and practice of 

genre, noting that epic has been redefined “as something always in process….Epic is 

being remade as the poems enact a search for structure and metaphysical principles and 

for histories and historiographies that can replace those of the traditional heroic narrative” 

(8).  She identities this redefinition of the epic genre as peculiarly American, noting its 

centrality to studies of American epic such as Roy Harvey Pearce’s The Continuity of 

American Poetry (1961) and James E. Miller, Jr.’s The American Quest for a Supreme 

Fiction: Legacy in the Personal Lyric (1979), which both articulate Whitmanian epic 

traditions. 

Like Prins, Shreiber, and Keller, David Quint conceives of epic as an inherently 

flexible, dynamic genre, but he attributes this flexibility to the genre itself, to its 

continual, intertextual development.  Indeed, he sees a self-conscious literary epic 

tradition established not with Homer, but with Virgil’s revision of Homeric tropes (8).  

The centrality of revision to Quint’s understanding of epic results in a rejection of the 

Bakhtinian notion of an absolute epic past as well as the requirement for absolute 

distance between the epic past and the poet’s contemporary reality.  For Quint, the 

revision of the past in the service of the present is central to the writing of epic and this 
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characteristic is what makes epic a persistently political and ideological genre. While 

Quint is interested in epic’s relationship to empire, and to the genre’s legitimization of 

the unified principle of monarchical power, it is his extensive discussion of a tradition of 

anti-imperial, dissenters’ epics that is particularly relevant to my study.    

Among dissenters’ epics, Quint recognizes Lucan’s Pharsalia, Alonso de 

Ercilla’s La Araucana, and Agrippa d’Aubigné’s Les Tragiques which, he suggests, seek 

to delegitimize empire, reject epic’s closure of history, and pose the possibility of less 

centralized forms of authority (133).  Thus, while Quint agrees with Bakhtin that epic 

reveals the power to control narrative, to “possess the full story” (34), and to present 

“imperial victory as the victory of the principle of history” (30), he is intensely interested 

in how losers and dissenters fare in epic forms, both those authored by conquering 

powers and those authored by the conquered.  He writes, “Epic’s losers, the enemies of 

empire whom epic ideology assimilates with the East, woman, nature, irrationality, and 

chaos, consequently also embody a potential, indeed, inevitable, collapse of narrative… 

The condition of nonnarratability is the condition of the vanquished and powerless, those 

who drop out of the historical narrative written by the winners” (45-46).  Quint’s analysis 

of epic’s losers shows not the erasure of these identities, but, indeed, their very overt 

marking: in The Aeneid, the conquered are sharply marked as Easternized, feminized, and 

associated with the forces of nature, irrationality, and chaos (45).  Quint’s intervention is 

critical as other analyses, such as Bakhtin’s, naturalize identities into “national tradition” 

or “absolute past” which, through their unmarkedness, appear ideology-free.   

Feminist critics, however, have observed that this marking of women as 

conquered and storyless is tantamount to the erasure of female identities within 
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patriarchal epic stories.11  McCabe, for example, writes that women epic poets “take on 

what has been one of the central conundrums within feminism over the last two decades 

and which has yet to be settled: how to enter a pervasively masculinist discourse and 

have it reflect women’s particular and erased concerns and identities?” (44).  In this way, 

McCabe shows how the epic project drives to the core of the master’s tools/master’s 

house problem posed by Audre Lorde.  Friedman, similarly, sees the markedly male 

terrain of epic as the motivation, the draw: women writers “recognized the implicit 

maleness of the epic tradition” and “wrote epics that explored their conflict with 

[patriarchal] culture and evidenced their poetic attempt to transform it” (222).  Indeed, 

feminist epics have sought to mark gender as they “explored their conflict with 

[patriarchal] culture” (Friedman 222).  In the process of marking gender, however, 

feminist epics, including The Descent of Alette, have tended not mark, but to erase 

through exclusion, identities other than gender.  Thus, in their attempt to renovate the 

identity politics of the genre, feminist epics expose the complexity in representing 

identities—marked, unmarked, erased, naturalized, denaturalized, or deconstructed. 

Gwendolyn Brooks offers an alternative way to understand feminist epic writing 

as she adopts the form not primarily to insert female actors and concerns into it, but 

rather to critique and satirize its logic.  The poems of Brooks’ Annie Allen, including 

“The Anniad,” construct a sharp distinction between the title character’s constricted 

material conditions and frustrated creative power and the gilded, textually complex 

surface of the poem.  Claudia Tate argues that in the poems of Annie Allen, form and 

content won’t “synthesize into a unified structure” (148).  That is, Brooks reveals the 
                                                
11 The paradoxical status of female identities as both marked and erased in epic is notably similar to the 
paradox of simultaneous hypercorporealization and decorporealization of the African American female 
discussed in chapter two. 
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disharmony between the genre of epic and the gendered, racialized, and sexualized 

conditions of the narrative she constructs; she refuses to harmonize these into a 

triumphant African American feminist story.  Ann Folwell Stanford writes, “The poem 

asks who thrives in such a culture, who does not, and why” (291).  Stanford’s and Tate’s 

readings of Brooks’ satirical feminist epic suggest that one possibility for revising form—

especially a form like epic—is to refuse and resist it rather than reuse or reinvent it; such 

refusal interrogates the politics of form in a way that, perhaps, revision cannot fully do 

because of its complicity with the politics of the original. 

Noting the epic-writing of so many recent women writers (though not including 

Brooks among those she discusses), classicist Paige Dubois wonders about the utility of 

this genre to so many women writers, especially given its resurgence in the twentieth 

century.12  Paige DuBois asks, “What could be more arriere-garde, trailing behind, 

looking backward, than an epic poem written at the end of the twentieth century… How 

is it, then, that the writing of epic poetry once again seems possible, this time by women 

poets, in postmodernity?” (86-87).  The epic texts of Barrett Browning, H.D., and Brooks 

suggest a range of possibilities that all conform to Prins and Shreiber’s understanding of 

epic writing as a collaborative act that may create new meanings and uses for the genre.  

Susan Stanford Friedman’s understanding of the feminized epic supports this idea of 

highly flexible, collaborative transformation of genre. In her study of Barrett Browning’s 

Aurora Leigh and H.D.’s Helen in Egypt, she argues that these women epic authors do 

not primarily model their texts on male epics, but rather, root them in conventions and 

resources from the “female literary heritage,” including the tradition of women’s novels 

                                                
12 Jeremy M. Downes offers an extensive list of women’s epics at 
http://www.auburn.edu/~downejm/womens.html. 
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(206), thus “demonstrating the transitivity and interdependence of genres marked 

masculine and feminine” (Prins 4).13  Friedman’s analysis shows that women’s 

collaborations with epic create mixed-genre texts that open up radical new meanings for 

epic.  

Notley’s epic writing, I argue, falls somewhere in between the female-centered 

epics of H.D. and Barrett Browning and the satirical epic of Brooks.  While Notley 

endorses Brooks’ critique of epic, asking, “who thrives in such a culture, who does not, 

and why” (Stanford 291), she centralizes a female epic hero who ultimately accomplishes 

her heroic task and emerges triumphant at the conclusion.  Thus, while her poem critiques 

epic’s unitary logic and undermines traditional epic values, it conforms to elements of 

epic convention, which is responsible for some of the paradoxes that I will investigate in 

the text.  

“HE WANTS YOUR THINGS” “YOUR SMALL THINGS”14: THE INDIVIDUAL AS EPIC HERO 
 

Notley’s epic poem is narrated in the first-person voice of its hero, Alette.  The 

poem begins: 

 “One day, I awoke” “& found myself on” “a subway endlessly” 

“I didn’t know” “how I’d arrived there or” “who I was exactly” 

“But I knew the train” “knew riding it” “knew the look of” 

“those about me” “I gradually became aware—” “though it seemed 

 

                                                
13 At the same time as she asserts women authors epic activity, Friedman expresses hesitation about the 
emphasis on the “long poem” in contemporary poetics, noting that the term “long poem,” through its 
simple diction, appears ideology-free, yet naturalizes an implicit division between a “big” important, epic 
poem, and a small poem.   
14 Notley, 5. 
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as that happened” “that I’d always” “known it too—” “that there was” 

“a tyrant” “a man in charge of” “the fact” “that we were”  

“below the ground” “endlessly riding” “our trains, never surfacing” (3).   

As these lines suggest, one of Alette’s earliest tasks—before she has even become aware 

of her epic mission—is to learn who she is, about the world into which she has awoken, 

and about the “tyrant” who governs the fact that the “we” she includes herself in are 

living below ground.  Indeed, Dubois writes, “the name Alette is…a play on the Greek 

word aletheia, ‘out of forgetfulness,’ often translated as truth” (90).  Notley suggests that 

Alette has lost her identity because of the structures of capitalism and patriarchy—

structures that Notley renders as traumatic, and which appear in the poem in the figure of 

a tyrant who “would make you pay” “so much” “to leave the subway” / “that you don’t” 

“ever ask” “how much it is” (3). Thus, as Alette’s journey begins, the differentiation of 

the epic hero, the recovery of her story, her past history, is crucial. 

As Alette awakes, she enters into both familiarity and unfamiliarity at once: she 

states, “I knew the train”… “knew the look of” / “those about me” (3).  As she continues, 

Alette makes discoveries about her personal lineage.  When Alette meets the owl who 

will come to serve as a crucial aid and advisor on her journey, Alette states, “I think” 

“that that owl”/ “is probably” “my dead father” (34).  Much later, when Alette is nearing 

the end of her journey, she recovers her full memory: she suddenly realizes “My name is” 

“Alette” / “My brother”  “died in battle”…. “I must” “have been searching” “for him” / 

“as well” (136).  In Tangled Memories, Marita Sturken writes, “Memory forms the fabric 

of human life, affecting everything from the ability to perform simple, everyday tasks to 

the recognition of the self” (1).  Indeed the discoveries Alette must make are, at first, 
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recoveries of personal memory.  Alette’s rediscovery of her personal identity is crucial to 

her completion of her epic task: in fact, it is the father-owl who reveals to Alette her 

mission to kill the tyrant and later, leads her to his house, and it is only after recovering 

the memory of her brother’s militaristic death that Alette understands where the tyrant’s 

vulnerability lies and gains the knowledge required to kill him.   

Part of Alette’s epic task, thus, resembles a process of memory-recovery and 

recovery of herself, since the experience of living in the tyrant’s world has resulted in the 

disintegration of the self.  Thus, Alette’s ability to stand for others, indeed, to bear the 

destiny of a community depends on her ability first to differentiate herself, to recover her 

identity as an individual.   

But how does a quest that first depends on the differentiation, indeed, the 

individuation of the epic hero serve epic’s representational economy?  Lucaks writes, 

“The epic hero is, strictly speaking, never an individual. It is traditionally thought that 

one of the essential characteristics of the epic is the fact that its theme is not a personal 

destiny but the destiny of a community (66-67).  DuBois further notes that epic’s code of 

representation depends on an economic and political system in which “the king stood for 

his people, or in which a hero, even an everyman, could found his genealogical line in an 

adventure, a series of ordeals, a long progression from elsewhere toward the beginnings 

of his people, toward salvation” (86).  Yet Notley goes to great lengths to individuate and 

personalize Alette, even using her own family’s names throughout the text. In an 

adaptation of the practice of casual name-dropping common in New York School writing, 

Notley incorporates her father’s and brother’s names in the epic’s mythology. Notley 

explains the sonic resonances she develops between Al, owl, and Alette: “My brother’s 
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name was Al, mine is Alice. Alette is more like girl-owl” (178).  Her father’s name, 

Albert Edward Notley, Sr., likewise sonically evokes “owl,” the epic’s father-figure.   

By observing how Notley codes the text with family names, I don’t mean to 

suggest that this epic should be read as autobiographical allegory.  Yet, I do want to note 

the pains Notley has taken to insist on the personal in Alette’s characterization.  Notley 

does not write a generalized hero, but indeed, writes a hero who is struggling toward 

reindividuation and whose completion of her epic tasks depend on that reindividuation.  

Indeed, Notley suggests that part of what the tyrant takes is individuality; we come to 

understand that Alette had given over these personal possessions—her name, her family 

relationships, her memory—to the tyrant, slowly being stripped of her individuality. 

Alette learns from others in the subway that “he wants your things” “your small 

things”… “your cut hair” … “your best jokes” … “your only” “silk scarf” “your tiny” 

“turquoise pendant” (5).  The tyrant claims all features and possessions that would 

empower subjected peoples as individuals.15 

That the characterization of Alette emphasizes the individual, the personal is 

especially important because of the counter-emphasis on intersubjectivity that is also 

present in the text.  Indeed, from the earliest moments of her journey, Alette often speaks 

in the voice of a collective “we,” and as she leaves the subway “for another,” “deeper” 

“unilluminated place,” “where all is” / “uncharted,” she learns that she will have to lose 

her bodily form to continue on her journey: “I looked down & saw” / “that my flesh” 

“was starting to” “disappear” / “I was becoming—” “I became—” “a shadow, literal 

                                                
15 Judith Herman notes that captors, whether in hostage situations or in situations of domestic violence, 
similarly attempt to destroy the victim’s attachments, including friends, family, and images of connection 
or personal identity: “For this reason, the perpetrator often goes to great lengths to deprive his victim of any 
objects of symbolic importance…They understand that to lose these symbols of attachment is to lose 
themselves” (80-81).   
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shadow” (41).  Thus, Notley’s epic hero must begin her quest by identifying the terms of 

difference and identification that govern the tyrant’s world, by both recognizing the 

“indissoluble threads [of] community” that link those who live underground—the 

connections that are represented in the epic through the motif of intersubjectivity—but 

also by recognizing the limits of identification. 

 

“AN ECSTASY” “OF FINDING” “ANOTHER WAY” / “OF BEING”16: FROM INDIVIDUATION 
TO INTERSUBJECTIVITY 

 
There is, indeed, a tension between individuality and collectivity in this text. 

While Alette must recover her personal history, she must also merge with others in fluid, 

intersubjective identifications.  Indeed, during Alette’s descent, bodies blur, gender is 

lost, and subjectivity becomes permeable and deindividualized.  Even earlier in the poem, 

before Alette undergoes any physical transformation, it is clear that subjectivity is 

permeable: As she is wandering the subway, Alette asks, “Which one of us spoke? did” 

“it matter?”  “Who/ saw what” “was being seen,” “knew what” “was known?”  

“Gradually/ what was seen” “became what I saw,” “to me” (4).   

Images of intersubjectivity abound in the text.  When Alette enters the first fleshy 

cave, she sees a maintenance man and asks him about the companions she was with on 

the subway.  He answers, “‘You are” “your / companions—” “your companions” “have 

temporarily” “become you” (47).  Indeed, Alette notices that “my hands’ outlines” “were 

several” “& seemed blurred” / “Likewise” “my arms and legs—” “I looked plural” (47).  

In the state of plurality, she travels through the network of fleshy caves, which the 

                                                
16 Notley, 102. 
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maintenance man tells her are “something like” … “our middle psyche” (47).  In these 

caves she searches for clues to finding a lost, first mother, who has been banished from 

the world by the tyrant and who, Alette believes, can help her defeat him.       

In the caves, Alette’s experiences of intersubjectivity teach her about the 

interrelation of forms and how forms are related to knowledge.  In one cave, Alette meets 

a basket-weaver who weaves Alette’s body into the basket she is creating.  In another 

cave, she comes upon a room of open-eyed corpses covered with a white blood-like 

substance that also appears on her own palms.17  In a third cave, she finds cave paintings 

that are quickly disappearing and observes that she has merged with one of the paintings 

just as its face disappears.  Similarly, when Alette finds the first mother, who is 

decapitated, and re-heads her, she gains a scar on her own neck. 

It is this feature of the text—the development of intersubjectivity—that much 

previous criticism has ultimately fastened upon.  McCabe argues that Notley uses 

intersubjectivity to reverse the traditional relations of epic, which would posit women as 

the spaces in which heroes move, as objects to be entered.  She writes that Notley not 

only inserts a female hero who enters, but also blurs the distinction between mover and 

space, between subject and object, letting the two collide or enter each other (48).  

Indeed, the caves (like the subway cars in the first section of the epic) resemble the 

adventures or obstacles a traditional epic hero might surmount; and while Alette must 

learn from them, the relation is not one of conquering, and indeed, she merges, at least 

                                                
17 There is a precedent for this white blood-like substance covering the bodies and floor of the cave in 
Notley’s earlier poem, “White Phosphorous,” her elegy for her brother.   The poem contains an extensive 
motif of white images, not only white phosphorous, but also “white, fresh flowers,” “magnolias and lilies,” 
“mantle dead white,” “our mantle of white,” “moment of white,” “white flowers, stars, and & white 
flowers,” and “white & grey wings.” These images are sometimes used ironically, but ultimately come to 
signify forgiveness and innocence for the soldiers, who were “sacri- / ficed” “all for a thought” (413) 
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temporarily, with each space, her identity fluctuating and expanding with each.  McCabe 

writes that this blurring “discounts a singular, bounded body and ego” (48).  

Heather Thomas’s discussion further elaborates the concept of intersubjectivity in 

the epic.  She reads these scenes in relation to psychological theories of the epic hero by 

Carol Gilligan and David Levinson who both note that in traditional epic, as well as in 

psychology, individuation is normative for development, yet in epic, this individuation is 

only valuable in the service of community; the epic hero must prefer his duty to society 

over to any other relationship.  Yet through intersubjectivity, Notley establishes 

relationality as crucial for knowledge about self and world alike.  Thomas explains that 

by constructing individuals intersubjectively, the self exists on a continuum that extends 

from the interior, to the body, to the space between people (Thomas 56-7).   

But another clue to the intersubjectivity developed in the poem is suggested by 

Notley’s earlier poem, “White Phosphorous,” an elegy for her brother published in 1988.  

Here, she writes, 

“The warriors mistake war for” “reality,  

the reality” “Because they pierce” “the centers” “the physical centers” 

“of each other” “Addicted to this?” “Addicted” “& our government 

 of men” “organizes” “this addiction” “in the guise of, protecting us all” 

“All of us part of it” “part of this addiction” “protector, protected”  

(Scarlet Cabinet 409)18 

Here, Notley reads a similar form of connection—violent connection—in wartime killing, 

as “they pierce”… “the physical centers” / “of each other.”  She links “all of us” to this 
                                                
18 Notley uses the same quotation-mark metrical scheme is this poem, and in fact, this is the poem in which 
she developed the scheme, though it crops up in a less sustained, developed manner in one earlier poem, 
“Beginning With A Stain.” 
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connection, which she characterizes as an “addiction.”  Notley further imagines the 

soldiers’ connection to each other: “We ask / to be” “with the ones that we killed” (414). 

Though this version of intersubjectivity carries a potentially reparative tone of mourning 

in the wish to be “with the ones that we killed,” it simultaneously posits a problematic 

blending as conquerors wish to merge with, perhaps obliterate, those they have 

conquered—to displace the act of violence in a ruse of connection.19  Indeed, Notley adds 

that “our government / of men” “organizes” “this addiction” “in the guise of, protecting 

us all” further affirming an ideological, imperial idea behind the subsuming of empire’s 

others. The intersubjectivity figured in The Descent of Alette, contrasted with this violent 

piercing, becomes an alternate, female, and positive image of the negative connection 

figured in the earlier poem, yet it still carries the wish for obliterative subsumption. 

Perhaps the most extreme example of relationality occurs when Alette eats a 

mouse and then is torn apart and eaten by her owl guide, undergoing a kind of death.  

“Sometimes” “I was eaten” “Sometimes I watched” … “Sometimes while I” “was being 

eaten” / “I was inside the owl”  (108).20  Animal-human metamorphoses are common in 

The Descent of Alette and some, certainly, ring of dehumanization.  For example, men in 

suits with animal heads ride in one subway car (8).  In another episode, a couple 

copulating in a subway station grow grey, feathered wings.  They say, “There’s no place 

to” “make love”/ “down here” “in the subway” “except near others” / “near all the 

others” “Like animals” “elegant animals” (28).  But more often, these metamorphoses 

                                                
19 I want to acknowledge here that for the individual soldier who comes face to face with others in combat, 
the compensatory logic of the wish for connection may carry the knowledge of recognition and a desire for 
forgiveness. 
20  I am grateful to Nandini Dhar for pointing out that this series of images contradicts a tendency in 
feminism to characterize such a chain of violence as masculine and to distance women from it, yet the 
poem clearly embraces this chain of violence as an expression of its valuation of metamorphic, instable 
bodies and intersubjective identities.   
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seem to suggest an escape from the limitations of the human, a breaking of the 

human/animal binary, one of many binaries (male/female, alive/dead, human/animal) that 

are linked in the text to the contexts of both patriarchy and privatized individuality.  

Indeed, Alette knows that her owl-guide was once human; he says, “I…Remember only” 

“a little” “about being” “a man—” and he characterizes his change into an owl as “an 

ecstasy” “of finding” “another way” / “of being” (102).  The owl expresses nearly no 

curiosity about his former human life, though Alette is fairly certain that he was her 

father. 

Notley’s freedom to play with the boundaries between human and animal forms, 

and indeed, to characterize these mergings as an escape from the confines of the human is 

one way in which this text is strongly marked by whiteness.  While Notley’s lovers 

characterize themselves as “elegant animals” (28), this comparison does not seem to 

endanger their claim to human subjectivity.  The history of chattel slavery in the 

American context, however, transforms these images of human-animal metamorphosis.  

As Carla Peterson writes, dehumanized representations of the black body served to 

establish the inhumanity of Africans required to justify slavery and inequality (ix).  The 

depoliticized images of human-animal blurring in Notley’s text thus bury racist histories 

of representation, eliding the disastrous implications of dehumanization for non-white 

bodies.   

For Alette, however, this transformation is depicted as positive, and, indeed, 

morally necessary.  When Alette is eaten and becomes part of the owl’s body, she gains 

the vantage of the owl’s mind, and thereby gains the morality of an animal, something 

she will need in order to kill the tyrant. When she awakes, she has gained a talon, a bone 
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vagina, a “hidden beak” (113), and an owl’s moral system, which the text figures as 

natural rather than human.  The poem suggests that this transformation—the death of the 

human body, the rebirth of a mixed body—is crucial for Alette’s completion of her final 

task, the killing of the tyrant, which is figured as an animal killing.  The owl, who 

removes his own talon and gives it to her, explains, “Your/ weapons” “are moral” “They 

were given you” “by an animal”/ “Manufactured” “by nature,” “were made by nature” 

“Not by”/ “the human mind” “Not a rational” “device” “not a vicious” “device” (115, 16-

19).  Thus, Alette’s transformation breaks the human/animal binary as well as the 

alive/dead binary.  Both of these transgressions are portrayed as necessary steps toward a 

new morality, one that will usher in the further transformations required by the epic. 

The text ultimately depicts Alette’s transformations, her being “plural,” as a 

positive, even pleasurable experience.  When she finally comes back to consciousness 

after her ritual death, she knows that she must “reinhabit” her individual human body and 

is reluctant:  

      “I recognized” “my own bones” “only” “by instinct” “I wondered” 

 

“what the purpose” “of my body” “had been:” “I felt” “affection 

for it” “but its individualities,” “recollected,” “seemed 

small & tame,” “its capabilities so mild,” “its sorrows” “too intense” 

“I sat beside” “my skeleton” “I knew that” “I had to” “somehow” 

 

“reinhabit it”      (112)  
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Here, Alette reveals her ambivalence about embodiment because of its intense, small, 

marked particularity.  She calls embodiment itself into question: “I wondered” / “what the 

purpose” “of my body” “had been.”  In her intersubjective state, she has experienced a 

state of capacious, interconnected consciousness and now bounded, privatized 

individuality, sharply represented by her human body, feels too particular. Yet, after her 

transformations, Alette is not precisely singular again.  She is returned to her body, but 

she is no longer purely human, purely female, or even purely alive.  The bounds of the 

body have been exceeded; the binaries have been broken. When Alette returns to her 

body (which she does by laying on top of her skeleton, “on its back,” and slowly sinking 

down into it), she experiences her bones as “full / of knowledge “the history” “of the 

planet” (112).  As she eases back into them, Alette says, “I saw amoebas” “swell & 

divide” “Saw apes die” “& be mourned” (112).  Alette’s reaction to her bones suggests 

that being bodied, being fleshed affords a knowledge, a flesh connection, that 

intersubjectivity, in its abstraction, does not afford.   

Notley’s centralization of bodies and her construction of the body as a site of 

memory closely resembles the treatment of bodies in Oliver’s and Bridgforth’s texts.  

Here, again, we have gendered bodies, raced bodies, sexualized bodies, textualized 

bodies, historical bodies, changing bodies, mourned bodies, missing bodies, and bodies in 

trauma.  As in Oliver’s poems, we find here a theory of bodily memory, a transhistorical 

and transbodily connection to others and to the past through flesh.  Yet, while both 

Oliver’s and Bridgforth’s both present similar bodily connections, the constructions of 

the body are perhaps most fantastical in Notley’s poem, as humans and animals merge, 

bodies disappear, and body parts are replaced.  Thus, all three texts represent the body as 
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an archive and a seat of knowledge and represent bodily connection as a means of 

transferring historical knowledge.    

Thus, while Notley figures intersubjectivity in visual, bodily ways—Alette’s flesh 

“disappeared” and her arms and legs became “several” and “blurred”—she figures 

intersubjectivity most fully through the images of metamorphosis, and here, 

metamorphosis does not change only the surface, but also the nature of being, as Alette 

gains an alternate code of morality; indeed her humanity, itself, is fundamentally 

changed.  Previous critics, however, tend to suggest that attaining this intersubjective 

state is the point of the epic.  McCabe suggests that positing intersubjectivity as Notley’s 

feminist intervention changes the relations of epic, promoting a more ethical relationship 

between Alette and her world, which culminates in the killing of the tyrant, who, in his 

role as the figure of unity is paradoxically also the cause of separation and inequality.  I 

agree, in so far as intersubjectivity, and its physical manifestation, metamorphosis, 

becomes not a trope of epic here, but a value unto itself, even an object of Alette’s quest: 

“an ecstasy” “of finding” “another way” / “of being” (102).  Yet I maintain that 

intersubjectivity in this text has a more ambivalent meaning, and a further purpose.   

 

INTO “TRUE NIGHT”: INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND ERASURE 

 
The goal of Alette’s epic quest is to overcome culture’s unitary principle, figured 

in the tyrant, and ultimately to establish a culture of greater diversity, in which “many” 

“forms of being” / “I had never” “seen before” can return to the upper world.  Yet the 

epic merges this quest for diversity with a wish for undifferentiation.  This desire for 

undifferentiation is suggested through the emphasis on intersubjectivity, but is most fully 
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figured in the epic through Alette’s search for and descent into an undifferentiated, 

mythic realm.  Further, the text repeatedly presents racialized figures and a racialized 

motif, the descent into darkness, to aid Alette in accessing this undifferentiated realm, 

placing race outside the temporal and political structures of the epic and rendering it, 

rather, a door to the past, to an idealized, undifferentiated primitivism.  So, like the 

animal guides from whom Alette receives instructions and advice in her journey, these 

figures, who also give instructions and advice and aid Alette’s understanding of her 

mission, similarly have bodies that are marked as other than, outside of, or prior to the 

tyrant’s world.   

For example, in a subway car, Alette comes across “A beautiful” “gaunt woman, 

a” “birdlike”  “dark woman” / “Large tall, erect” “in a white dress a” “long robe” (26).  

The woman cradles a dead baby, whose spirit cannot rise, and the woman explains that 

spirits cannot rise through the tyrant’s world: “We can only go” “down” “farther down—

” / “Down” “is now the only way” “to rise” (26).  In a later scene, a “dark woman” 

“large-/ faced” “comfortably fleshed-out” turns into diamond, “a dark shining,” and 

similarly tells Alette, “the tyrant’s failure” “& yours too?” /… “is to think that” 

“achievement” “must be evident,” “in the light—” … “What you make” / “is nothing” 

“unless it’s dark,” … “made in the dark” (40).  In a cave, a “dark-skinned woman” makes 

sexless figures out of clay, which disappear as soon as she makes them.  She tells Alette, 

“staying is the making” (66).  And when Alette is ready to leave the subway, she boards a 

“solid, black train” (41) which will take her away from the “erector set” “of lightbulbs,” 

that is the known world, into “true night” “endless night” (42).   These characters, who 

are associated with darkness, are wise advisors.  What we repeatedly see in these images 
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is the association of darkness with knowledge, but this knowledge is situated outside the 

tyrant’s world.  Darkness, here, designates a space below the subway and prior to the 

politics of the tyrant’s world.  It is premodern space, even prepolitical space. 

Structurally speaking, emphasis on darkness in myth and literature is a familiar 

trope.  This is the descent into the underworld, death and rebirth, the dark night of the 

soul, negative capability, forty years wandering in the wilderness, or the figure of the 

blind seer.  And these tropes certainly pertain to this text: we’re in the midst of a descent, 

and Alette, indeed, has died and been reborn.  Yet, darkness, in image after image, is not 

linked only to knowledge, but also to embodiment.   And embodiment is certainly 

something that this text marks as significant.  The purpose of the text’s “dark” bodies, I 

want to suggest, is not so different than the treatment of marked bodies in the classical 

epics of Homer and Virgil; dark bodies, like bodies othered by gender or race in classical 

epics, are spaces through which epic heroes travel, through which they learn and define 

themselves.  Addison Gayle, Jr., in “Cultural Strangulation: Black Literature and the 

White Aesthetic” claims that while light/dark symbolism may have originated as 

metaphysical or mystical in ancient cultures, this symbolism becomes ethnic and racial in 

eighteenth-century literature and philosophy, in the context of the colonization of Africa, 

the emergence of the trans-Atlantic slave trade, and the construction of white subjectivity 

and freedom in opposition to blackness (94).21  Gayle’s commentary suggests that a 

light/dark metaphor system—even an inverted one—can no longer be read separately 

from its racial and ethnic meanings, perhaps especially in epic form, with its history of 

legitimating empire.  

                                                
21 See also Simon Gikandi, “Race and the Idea of the Aesthetic.”   
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Given the episodic nature of this text, Alette meets a great many people, and 

nearly all of them give her information—inadvertently or purposefully—that she uses on 

her quest.  One could argue that these figures of darkness are not exceptional.  Yet, a 

pattern clearly emerges in the way this text colors knowledge.  Notley’s text depends on a 

reversal of the meanings of light and darkness: “The Light” “was a lie” (22), Alette 

states, but darkness and blackness are sources of knowledge.  Yet, blackness functions as 

knowledge in this text because it is aligned with an idealized past prior to differentiation.  

Thus, while gender, class, and mental and physical disability all function as political 

identities in this text, black is, instead, a mythic or metaphorical category, not a political 

identity. 

In other texts I have written about, there is a similar idealization of metaphorical, 

often Africanized ways of knowing.  Oliver speaks of “flesh memory” while ancestor 

veneration and conjuration serve as powerful sources of knowledge in Bridgforth’s text.  

In Oliver’s and Bridgforth’s texts, however, these psychic epistemologies are rooted in 

the body, in history, in geography, in Yoruba theology, or in specific bodily, ancestral, or 

historical relationships; indeed, in Oliver’s text, flesh memory can describe a very distant 

relationship, shared by historically distant bodies.  In Notley’s text, however, this 

knowledge is not historicized; it is entirely metaphorized.   

Notably, Notley’s descent into darkness and her development of the metaphor of 

darkness throughout the text resemble dehistoricizing treatments of Africa that equate the 

continent with the past and refuse Africans a political present.  In Imperialism, Race, and 

Resistance, Barbara Bush argues, “As the new imperial superpower, the USA also has its 

own visions of African as a continent of ‘enchanting darkness’… Africa is still 
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represented in museums as a ‘colonial spectacle’… that reproduce[s] static visions of 

Africa as past, pagan, and primitive” (274, quoting D. Hickey and K.C. Wiley).  Notley’s 

metaphor, which reproduces this sense of “enchanting darkness,” participates in this 

pattern and thus risks endorsing a racist ideology. 

 

“DOES A WOMAN HAVE A STORY?”22: IDENTITY AS FORM 

 
As I have shown, despite Notley’s commitment to intersubjective 

identifications—“‘You are” “your / companions—” “your companions” “have 

temporarily” “become you” (47)—the poem renders blackness as metaphor, not political 

identity, because of its commitment to forms.  Indeed, form and principle take precedent 

over embodied experience in this poem, which employs structures that might be best 

described as allegorical.  Indeed, just as it renders blackness allegorically as knowledge, 

it renders gender and sexuality allegorically too.  In fact, all social identity in the poem is 

constructed allegorically, and thus identities refer to broad forms.  In the world of Alette, 

the masculine principle refers to violence, capitalism, war, and commerce-driven work, 

shown in the figure of the tyrant.  The feminine principle represents interpersonal 

connection.  

Notley articulates the idea of identity as formal in her earlier poem “White 

Phosphorous.”  She writes, 

“He is covered in white, 

fresh flowers” “at home” “He’s innocent now” “& now, we won’t” 

 “let her come home,” “let someone be her” “won’t let one be that” 

                                                
22 Notley, “Epic and Women Poets,” 103. 
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“(who is she)” “first mother, & only” “& one who lives” “a spreading 

life, not a” “job, not” “doing what no one needs”  

… 

“Afraid” “of a mother” afraid” “afraid of what has no currency” 

 “the last of what” “has no currency.” 

 

“It takes so long to free him” “no light loves are left” “freeing a 

soldier from guilt” “(frees himself”) “But she can’t be free, exactly” 

“No place for a mother, no” “place for a full-time” “person is left” 

“Everyone’s just like a soldier” “everyone fights, everyone works” 

“For the army of money we guess” “Slave to a faceless” “our country is 

unthinking soldier” (Scarlet Cabinet 411, italics original) 

In these lines, Notley suggests that in a “country” dominated by a masculine principle, 

the form of femaleness is allowed no expression: “we won’t”/ “let her come home.”  In 

the allegorical sense, then, “Everyone’s just like a soldier”: all gender is contained in a 

masculine metaphor.  While, as the images that opened this chapter suggest, male and 

female characters alike suffer, Notley suggests that male suffering is narrativizable within 

this frame: “He is covered in white, / fresh flowers” “at home” “He’s innocent now.”  

Notley’s suggestion is that the engines of epic—engines that she identifies as 

masculine—sacrifice everyone equally, yet these narrative engines free their male 

protagonists through the capacity of narrating male suffering.  

 Indeed, in “The Feminine Epic,” Notley writes that “as my brother began to move 

toward his death,” 
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Suddenly I, and more than myself, my sister-in-law and my mother, were being 

used, mangled, by the forces which produce epic, and we had no say in the matter, 

never had, and worse had no story ourselves.  We hadn't acted.  We hadn't gone to 

war.  We certainly hadn't been 'at court'...weren't involved in governmental power 

structures, didn't have voices which participated in public political discussion.  

We got to suffer, but without a trajectory. (“The Feminine Epic,” 172) 

In this passage, Notley is not discussing injuries incurred in the line of duty; rather she 

emphasizes the suffering of women, civilians, and families who are “mangled” by the 

“forces which produce epic,” who suffer “without a trajectory.”23  Judith Herman 

similarly states, “when the victim is already devalued (a woman, a child), she may find 

that the most traumatic events of her life take place outside the realm of socially validated 

reality.  Her experience becomes unspeakable” (8).  While traumatic memory is often 

associated with wordlessness—Herman characterizes it as “wordless and static”—what 

Herman describes here is a structural, rather than a physical inability to speak.  In the 

above example, the women’s stories are not necessarily unspeakable because they cannot 

literally verbalize them; rather, their stories are unspeakable because they are not 

socially-sanctioned, socially-valued stories. 

This difference in gendered suffering pervades the epic.  To the young man in the 

military uniform who is talking in his sleep about finding “our father,” she responds that 
                                                
23 It is important to note that Notley portrays all veterans and figures who are directly in contact with war 
and militarism as male, despite the direct service of at least 11,500 women in the Vietnam War.  According 
to Marita Sturken, eight women, who served as military nurses, were killed in the Vietnam War, and their 
names are inscribed on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.  Yet “it is estimated that 11,500 women, half of 
whom were civilians and many of whom were nurses, served in Vietnam and that 265,000 women served in 
the military during the Vietnam War” (67).  Sturken further notes that three-quarters of the women who 
served in Vietnam were likely “exposed to hostile fire,” yet upon their return, women were excluded from 
the Vietnam veterans’ community.  In 1993, the Vietnam Women’s Memorial was erected to honor the 
service of this neglected group.  Not surprisingly, the proposal for a women’s memorial was subject to 
extensive critique and was first rejected by the Commission of Fine Arts.      
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finding “our father” would be much easier than finding “our mother” (7).  Notley clearly 

takes the sufferings of male veterans of war seriously; she characterizes the young 

veteran as “agonized.”  Yet she suggests that women’s suffering is always more agonized 

because men’s suffering is narratable.  Even as Notley portrays characters who represent 

the stories of war that we are worst at telling—homeless veterans, drug-addicted veterans, 

injured veterans, mentally ill veterans—she suggests that these figures still are contained 

within a valued narrative of epic or of empire.  Thus, Notley draws a distinction between 

embodied suffering and the story of suffering, as the impossibility of narrating suffering 

becomes another form of suffering.  Despite the more mixed, ambivalent experiences of 

bodies—and despite the emphasis on bodies and bodily experience in the epic—the genre 

of epic generally and Notley’s text specifically genders suffering because it prioritizes 

principles—forms—over particulars. 

 As I noted at the beginning of this section, another way of expressing this idea of 

social identities as principles or forms is to read this text’s approach to social identities as 

allegorical.  Indeed, Notley notes her interest in the Sumerian myth of the descent of 

Inanna into the underworld, a story that was a significant inspiration for the plot of Alette.  

The story represents Inanna, the goddess of love, fertility, and war, and her sister, 

Erishkegal, who rules the Underworld. 24  Notley states, “as goddesses, they 

                                                
24 According to Samuel Noah Kramer, “Inanna’s Descent to the Netherworld” is an ancient Sumerian myth 
written in the form of a poem, which has been partially recovered from fourteen tablets and fragments 
found in Nippur, near present-day Baghdad.  The tablets date to roughly 1700 B.C.  In the myth, Inanna, 
goddess of love, fertility and war, goes to the Underworld, her sister Erishkegal’s kingdom.  No 
explanation is given for her going in the original poem.  In the Underworld, she is stripped of her royal 
garments and her powers, she dies, and her corpse is hung on a meathook.  Eventually, the god Enki sends 
two creatures to the Underworld to negotiate Inanna’s release.  Inanna is brought back to life, but has to 
find a replacement for herself to satisfy Erishkegal.  She chooses her husband, Dumuzi as her replacement, 
because he is not in mourning.  His sister tries to help him, and they work out an arrangement whereby 
Dumuzi and Geshtinanna each spend six months in the Underworld.  The six months in which Dumuzi 
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are…principles.  Inanna is life; Ereshkigal is death, they are sisters. The story is 

allegorical, & allegory is one way in for women.  As well as for men who are tired of this 

century’s lyric “I,” or tired of fragmentation, disjunction, literary theory, and hipness” 

(“Epic and Women Poets” 105).  Interestingly, Notley links her attraction to allegory 

with her frustration with the limits of contemporary poetry—in particular, with the 

overuse of personal voice, fragmentary, disjunctive form, and poetic fashions.  Allegory, 

she suggests, offers an alternative to fragmentary—and personal—poetics, but the 

communality and continuity of allegory come at the cost of privileging principles and 

forms over embodied, historicized experience.  Indeed, agreeing to the structures of 

allegory is like agreeing to the structures of epic; genre structures the sacrifices—human, 

political, or otherwise—that the text makes.  In other words, Notley’ poem suggests that 

telling a story in broad strokes, with the unforgiving coherence of allegory—or epic—

creates some of the contradictions we find in this text.   

 Despite the strictness of allegory, Notley’s feminism in this text is a nuanced one.  

She does not merely reverse epic relations, casting the woman as the adventurer and the 

men as “tempters, rewards, and symbols,” as women were portrayed in traditional epics 

(Friedman 219).  Notley’s feminism does not focus solely on articulating the feminine or 

constructing “feminine forms,” as the works of Gertrude Stein, Rachel Blau DuPlessis, or 

Luce Irigaray and other writers of écriture féminine have been said to do.  As Thomas 

states,  “Notley’s feminism has always been complicated by an ambivalent desire to 

assert the gendered self and to escape it, going beyond gender” (40).  In fact, Thomas 

argues that Notley achieves a bigendered or androgynous authorial voice in the poem by 

                                                                                                                                            
lives in the Underworld correspond to fall and winter; the six months when his sister lives there correspond 
to spring and summer, when Inanna and Dumuzi are reunited and fertility returns. 
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incorporating the voices of male loved ones, such as her father and brother (40).   

Similarly, the myth of Inanna has been interpreted not as the diametric separation of the 

principles of life and death, as embodied in the sister goddesses, but rather, as an 

expression of their the interrelation, indeed their interdependence, through the goddesses’ 

sisterhood and through Inanna’s unexplained descent, her desire to enter the Underworld.  

This principle of interrelation of opposites suggests the interdependence, too, of the male 

and female principles and their shared suffering. 

Perhaps it is because Notley asserts social identities as forms, as principles, that 

the loss of “sex” (57) presents a particular scene of terror in the poem.  While Alette has 

found other bodily transformations—including the complete loss of bodily form—

pleasurable and positive, she becomes terrified when she loses her “sex” (57).  In an 

especially soft, fleshy cave, Alette enters and becomes immediately naked.  A bed 

appears, she sits down on it, and instantly a naked man appears, sitting beside her.  He 

says, “‘I wonder” “what it’s like” “not” “to have/ a sex’” (57).  They detach their “sex 

organs” and attach them to the cave’s fleshy walls, and they experience a vertiginous 

moment of formlessness, which is distinguished from other instances of bodily instability 

in the poem.  Alette narrates:  

“And then all at once” “I 

Couldn’t see,” “see anything” “except vaguely” “a brown-pink flesh tint” 

“I seemed to swim in it, “ride waves of it” “uncontrollably” 

“I couldn’t think” “at all” “Was formless,” “was in chaos”  

… 

“‘I want” 
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“my sex back!’ I screamed”  (57) 

Notley combines multiple referents in the term “sex”: in this episode, “sex” refers 

directly to the physical genitals, but also to biological sex and the identity that accretes 

culturally around biological sex: gender identity.  It’s not the loss of genitals, the bodily 

disintegration, in particular, that causes Alette terror in this scene; it’s the loss of gender 

identity: Alette says, “I couldn’t think” “at all” “Was formless,” “was in chaos.”  The 

man, too, “cried, ‘I’ve become lost’” (57).  Not only does the text suggest that gender 

identity is what’s lost here, but it places the experience of gender identity explicitly into 

social and sexual relation: the removal of genitals and the ensuing terror does not occur 

when Alette is alone; it occurs when she and the man lose their “sex” together.  Further, 

the experience occurs in a situation that is sexualized by their nakedness and the presence 

of the bed.  But instead of interacting sexually, they remove their genitals and lose their 

gendering, as well as their ability to interact as gendered, sexual subjects. 

Many gender theorists drive a wedge between sex and gender and between gender 

and sexuality, yet Notley merges these completely.  While the poem generally endorses 

permeable subjectivities and destabilized bodies, Notley treats “sex” as a primary identity 

factor and a nearly essential, all-consuming reality-producing system, perhaps because 

she represents it as such as capacious category.  While Notley portrays “sex” as perhaps 

the most fundamental identity in the epic—Alette is happy to part with her body, but not 

her sex—she also suggests that this gender system is constructed by the tyrant. Indeed, 

Alette and the man heavily identify with the system the tyrant produces and controls. 

Thus, in a poem that depends heavily on a gender allegory, the male and female 

characters are invested in the very structures that determine their oppression; these 
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structures are the primary ways through which they understand their identities.  The 

characters’ unremarked investment in their own, problematic forms of gender parallels 

the poem’s investment in the form of epic, which becomes similarly problematic.  

 

“HE OWNS FORM,” “DOESN’T HE?”: EPIC AND THE REWRITING OF TRAUMATIC 
HISTORY 

 
 While Notley seeks to undermine epic’s unitary logic, she ultimately constructs a 

triumphal story in which Alette succeeds in her mission of conquering the tyrant and 

healing the world.  Alette kills the tyrant by using her new, diversely-constructed body—

wings that fly, eyes that see in the dark, her owl’s talon.  As Alette emerges from the 

subway, “many forms of being” / “I had never” “seen before” …“came to light” (148).  

As Quint reminds us, “epic loves a parade” (31), and indeed, epic’s continuous series of 

regularized verse itself forms a textual parade, imitating its imagery (Quint 31).  The 

emergence of “many forms of being” at the end of The Descent of Alette remakes in 

inverse the procession of diverse peoples that surrender to Augustus in the Aeneid: “the 

conquered peoples file by in long formation, as varied in dress and arms as in languages.  

Here Vulcan portrays the Nomad race and loosely robed Africans, here the Leleges and 

Carians and the arrow-bearing Gelonians” (Virgil, 8.721-726).   In a formal inversion, 

Alette’s ending depicts diverse forms reemerging, multiplicity being reintroduced to the 

world, countering epic’s claims to unification, singularization, and the purging of 

empire’s others. 

 Yet Notley’s formal devices produce multiple and conflicting meanings for the 

text’s endorsement of “many forms of being,” because of its final emphasis on the 
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determining force of form.  Indeed, The Descent of Alette is constructed in dialogue with 

the genre of epic, but it is also employs two other significant formal features that also 

impact the text’s meaning: an episodic structure and a device of meter-producing 

quotation marks that nearly overwhelms the surface of the poem.  

Critical responses to the poem’s quotation marks alone reveal the conflicting 

meanings produced by the poem’s form.  These marks seem to score and scar the poem; 

they punctuate and puncture; they effect a ‘flickering’ like lights in a subway tunnel; they 

function as seams; they suggest tradition and violence against tradition; they allude to the 

activity of professional academics, the world of citing and being cited; they indicate that 

one’s language always already belongs to others; they signify speech, oral poetry, the 

voice and breath.   And while the marks bring continuous meter to the poem, they also 

break the language of the poem, visually and sonically.  Some critics read the marks as 

the epic’s endorsement of formal disjunction, even in the midst of continuous narrative.  

McCabe writes, “Notley’s quotation marks reveal an ongoing, unhealed sense of rupture” 

(52). 

I would argue, however, that while Notley’s form suggests continuity and 

discontinuity, fracture and wholeness, at once, disjunction is not a formal value of this 

text.  Indeed, Notley has written, “Part of what interests me in continuous narrative is the 

skill required to write it, how difficult it feels to do it after a century gone counter to that, 

& therefore how worthwhile it feels.  The old twentieth century forms are now becoming 

too easy; continuity at length is now hard (“Epic and Women Writers,” 107).   Elsewhere 

she writes, “I already knew how to negotiate pieces.  So many people in this century 

seem to” (“Feminine” 172).  While Notley’s quotation marks suggest breakage and 
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suggest that her language, her materials come from elsewhere, are old and marked, the 

continuity of the story and of the unvarying, regular measure does not allow the poem to 

result in or finally endorse fragmentation.  Rather, Notley’s quotation marks perform an 

ethics of ongoing, cultural revision.  Indeed, in Quotations Marks, Marjorie Garber notes 

that quotation marks signal repetition, which is always repetition with a difference.  She 

writes, “‘Language’ and ‘culture’ are ‘always’ in quotation marks for ‘us’” (4), 

suggesting that each quoted word extends backward into endless, multiple and 

differential reference.  “Quotation marks are a time-honored mode of typography for 

marking such multiple meanings for the reader” (5).  Notley, too, uses these markings to 

expose the materials of historical narrative as contingent and signal their revisability, 

generating a text that endorses dialogism, excavation, and pluralism.  In this way, Notley 

creates an epic in which history is explicitly negotiable, participatory. 

The presentation of history as negotiable and revisable is echoed by the poem’s 

episodic structure, which, like the quotations marks, opens up the possibility for a new 

story to be told with old materials.  Her episodic structure, which introduces new scenes, 

new subway cars, new caves, and new characters on every page, allows information to be 

continually integrated into the epic—information that is not determined by the story’s 

teleology, but is accommodated, additively, by the structure of the poem.  Like the 

quotation marks, the episodic structure designates the continual possibility for materials 

to be rearranged, repurposed, resignified, and reinvented.  The revisability conveyed by 

Notley’s quotation marks and episodic structure bears out Quint’s suggestion that 

dissenters’ epics transform the narrativelessness assigned to them by epic into formal 

devices that enable them to renovate its logic.  The devices of dissenters’ epics, he 
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explains, indicate dissention, portray history without closure, and align conquerors not 

with the principle of Fate, but with the capricious winds of Fortune.  Notley’s quotation 

marks and episodic structure, like her revision of bodies in the epic, serve similarly to 

destabilize received histories and forms of power. 

Thus, the radical bodily metamorphoses, intersubjective identifications, quotation 

marks, use of episodic structure, and even the history of collaboration and revision that 

Prins, Shreiber, Quint, and Friedman all claim are native to epic—these formal factors 

suggest that the story is infinitely revisable, expandable.  Yet, the rather strict, stark, 

unbending allegorical principles—the hard forms of male and female, light and dark—

suggest otherwise.  Notley, in fact, discusses the poem’s problem of form directly in the 

text.  A character that Alette meets in the subway, early in the poem, explains:  

“I have been trying” “to find”  

“a form the tyrant” “doesn’t own—” “something” “he doesn’t 

know about” “hasn’t invented, hasn’t” “mastered” “hasn’t 

made his own”… 

…“he owns all things,” 

 

“doesn’t he?”  “He’s invented” “all the shapes” “I’m afraid he’s” 

“invented mine,” “my very own” “body” (“she was hysterical”) 

“Did he invent me?” 

… 

 “He owns form,” “doesn’t he?” “The tyrant” “owns form” (25). 
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The painter’s “hysterical” questions are the underlying questions of this text.  Notley’s 

text, I suggest, produces conflicting responses, and these conflicting responses have 

implications for signifying upon national and cultural histories.  

Marita Sturken writes that American culture does not, as is often argued, have an 

amnesiac relationship to history; rather, “the ‘culture of amnesia’ actually involves the 

generation of memory in new forms, a process often misinterpreted as forgetting” (2).  

Sturken argues that American culture is doing its history-making in new forms—popular, 

dialogic, contestatory, participatory forms, including television, movies, memorials that 

encourage interactivity, public art, docudramas, and red and yellow ribbons.  Sturken 

suggests that the old ways of history-making, which did not emphasize narrativity or the 

“technologies” that constitute what becomes memory, rendered the past pure and whole.   

This characterization of a “pure and whole” past sounds very much like Bakhtin’s 

description of a national epic past that is “absolute,” “complete,” and sealed-off, 

unaffected by the telling, by “technologies of memory.”  The new, “dialogic, 

contestatory” forms, conversely, render history constructed, partial, and revisable.    

Like Sturken’s contestatory forms of memory, Notley’s text engages in a 

questioning, reevaluating approach to the past.  But while resisting epic’s traditional 

values, she reproduces its conventions, its logic.  Indeed, the poem ends as “many forms 

of being” / “I had never” “seen before” …“came to light” (148).  This final image of 

“light” not only reiterates the metaphorizing of light and darkness developed throughout 

the poem, but reproduces a familiar teleology of epic as a journey that ends in the 

realization of a new civilization that links itself to enlightenment and depends, for its 

coherence, on representational subjugation.  Thus, while the epic ends with a heralding of 
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“infinity in our lives” (147), we see that even “infinity” is boundaried by the politics of 

form.
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CONCLUSION 

 

Toward A Poetics of Multiple Identities 

 
 To conclude, I want to return to kari edwards’ words, quoted in the opening pages 

of this dissertation.  edwards writes, “boundaries are not queer, sovereign boundaries are 

colonial, location of the self within the state.  queer location is a discontinuity within the 

panoramic whole, taking into account the unaccountable” (EOAGH 3 n. pag.).  Indeed, 

each poet I have discussed in the preceding chapters—as well as the methodology that 

gathers these poets together—refuses “sovereign boundaries,” those taxonomies that elide 

differences and ensure erasure.  But beyond a critique of boundaries, this project further 

acknowledges a vital need for identity theories and literary forms that endorse and 

excavate integration—integrative logics, forms, and epistemologies.  Reaching past a 

poetics of rupture, an integrative poetics would explore contiguity, intersectionality, 

multiplicity, touch, contact, adjacency, relationality, and simultaneity as valid and 

valuable formal and epistemological structures—structures that enable distinct kinds of 

knowledge.  Indeed, as they represent multiple, relational identities, the poetries of 

Oliver, Bridgforth, and Notley use familiar poetic strategies (such as parataxis, epic, the 

prose poem, and allegory) and unfamiliar ones (the performance novel, metrical 

quotation marks) to create texts that value integration, emphasizing memory, 

transhistorical connection, historical recovery, and relational identity.  

Indeed, as they craft relational poetic forms, these poetries propose identities that 

blur the bounds of corporeality and temporality as they draw upon bodily memory, 
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ancestral relationships, and intersubjective connections.  As Oliver, Bridgforth, and 

Notley propose formations of identity that emphasize relationality and metaphoricity, 

they suggest that identities are not primarily personal, individual, or fixed; rather, they are 

interpersonal, mobile, multiple, and transhistorical.   

These relational identities certainly correspond to an intersectional model—one 

that understands race, gender, and sexuality as necessarily imbricated and co-constructed.  

Yet relational identity goes further.   These works exceed the terms of contemporary 

identity politics discourse, pushing intersectionality beyond the personal, present-tense, 

literal terms of political identity, and indeed, beyond a discourse that endorses stable, 

discrete categories.  As they trouble these categories, emphasizing “the boths and the 

neithers,” they move toward a poetics of identity that is highly metaphorical.  Yet 

thinking identity interpersonally or metaphorically does not elide difference or result in a 

loss of specificity, rigor, or political relevance; rather, by holding two unlike objects in 

tension, metaphor keeps easy, overly-stable congruencies and equivalencies at bay, 

putting pressure on the categories that codify identity.  Further, as they interrogate 

boundaries, these integrative poetries do not result in the dissolution or blurring of 

distinct identities or histories; they do not produce dehistoricized or departicularized 

identities.  Indeed, flesh memory and ancestral veneration do not blur identities entirely, 

but rather, affirm relationships between culturally and historically situated bodies, 

making historical materials available for contemporary identity production.  Similarly, far 

from dissolving distinctions, these poetries articulate the forms of bodies and identities.  

Thus, a poetics that recognizes multiple, relational identities attends to the specificity of 

“queer locations” (edwards, EOAGH 3 n. pag.). 
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In this way, an integrative poetics finally exceeds edwards’ proscription.  Beyond 

resisting “sovereign boundaries” and producing disruption or “discontinuity within the 

panoramic whole,” these poets imagine and embody identities, historical relationships, 

and poetic practices that represent more than “discontinuity.”  Beyond merely a 

discontinuity or disruption, “queer location” can become a complex, human intersection, 

a viable, vital network, the ground of a “livable life” (Butler, Undoing 1).  Judith Butler 

discusses this balance between critique and recognition in Undoing Gender as she 

recognizes how individuals are, on one hand, desirous of disrupting the fixity of gender, 

sexual, and racial categorization, and simultaneously, desirous of recognition: “The 

human is understood differently depending on its race, the legibility of that race, its 

morphology, the recognizability of that morphology, its sex, the perceptual verifiability 

of that sex, its ethnicity, the categorical understanding of that ethnicity.  Certain humans 

are recognized as less than human, and that form of qualified recognition does not lead to 

a viable life” (Undoing 2).  A poetics of multiple, relational identities, however, envisions 

queer identities not primarily as “discontinuit[ies] within the…whole,” but as lived 

locations—embedded in and realized through networks of historical and embodied 

relationality.  Here, relational identities and the knowledge produced by relationality take 

precedence over disruption.  Indeed, in the integrative poetics of Oliver, Bridgforth, and 

Notley, rupture of the “panoramic whole” may occur, but rather than fragmentation, 

memory, recovery, historical connection, and psychic development are what remains. 

In their particular approach to integrative identities, these poetries produce a 

substantially different “ethical turn” than that proposed by Peter Baker, J. Matthew 
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Jenkins, and Lawrence Buell in recent scholarship in poetics and philosophy.1 Baker, 

Jenkins, and Buell root their understanding of an ethical turn in a mid-twentieth century 

movement away from earlier prescriptive moral philosophies (exemplified by the 

writings of Kant and Mill), toward the highly linguistic investigation of the structure of 

moral obligations characterized by the writings of Derrida and Levinas from the 1960s 

onward.  As they argue for an “ethical turn” in both poetry and philosophy, Baker, 

Jenkins, and Buell date this turn to the 1960s and locate it in Continental philosophy and 

mid-century American poetry.  (Indeed, Jenkins characterizes it as a “double-double 

turn,” toward language and ethics at once, located in both poetry and philosophy—

indeed, in poetic discourses prior to philosophic discourses (6)).  While all three critics 

reference a number of cultural and historical developments that motivate an “ethical turn” 

(the Holocaust, world war, the atom bomb, decolonization, civil rights, the women’s 

movement), they limit their discussion to those texts and contexts emerging from 

European-American poetics and aesthetics, especially those emerging from modernist 

traditions.  Jenkins writes, 

No doubt these American poets were conditioned by the growing ethical concerns 
of French existential and poststructuralist thought...Drawing on the formal lessons 
learned from their Modernist predecessors, including Gertrude Stein, Ezra Pound, 
and William Carlos Williams, this tradition of poets—often called avant-garde, 
experimental, innovative, or postmodern—spans several generations starting with 
George Oppen and ending with the likes of Susan Howe. (x)   

 

The three generations of “ethical” poets that Jenkins discusses include George Oppen, 

Charles Reznikoff, Robert Duncan, Ed Dorn, Lyn Hejinian and Susan Howe; in fact, 

                                                
1 See Peter Baker, Deconstruction and the Ethical Turn (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1995); J. 
Matthew Jenkins, Poetic Obligation: Ethics in Experimental American Poetry after 1945 (Iowa City: 
University of Iowa Press, 2008); Lawrence Buell, “Introduction: In Pursuit of Ethics,” PMLA 114.1 (1999): 
7-19. 
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Jenkins asserts that the 1950s and 1960s represented “the height of this so-called ethical 

turn” (xii).   

If the ethical turn that interests Baker, Jenkins, and Buell is grounded in mid-

century Continental philosophy and expressed by 1960s poetry, the ethical turn of Oliver, 

Bridgforth, and Notley references other sources and takes an alternate route.  While their 

ethical turn similarly responds to urgent historical circumstances and events—the L.A. 

riots, HIV/AIDS, decolonization, globalization, and emerging, connective technologies 

such as the Internet—its reference point is not primarily those issues central to European 

philosophies such as existentialism and deconstruction.  That is, these writings are 

motivated not by a need to interrogate and construct a new ethics in the absence of 

traditionally dominant systems of meaning and value, but rather, to affirm and excavate 

underlying psychic and historical connections—often gendered, racialized, and queer 

connections disrupted or buried by dominant systems—and to explore the philosophical 

and political ramifications of such connection.  Indeed, this ethical turn is predicated on 

relationality.  This relationality returns us to ethics in new ways that challenge our 

reading practices, including those reading practices that valorized rupture.  

Indeed, I am drawn to these poets because their experiments are not merely 

experiments with language or with the philosophical conditions of being in a complex, 

pluralistic, global society—though their work treats these issues, too.   But their poetries 

begin from a place where identities are never singular, are never purely individual, and 

where the binaristic self-Other structures that underlie much identity discourse, as well as 

much ethical discourse, are already unseated. The modes of relationality these poets 

develop—flesh memory, ancestor veneration, intersubjectivity, transhistorical 
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connection, and multiple, intersecting identities—creates an ethics that dwells not upon 

the formation of subjectivity in the face of the Other, in the face of alterity, which 

ultimately asks, What is my obligation to the Other?  Rather, the poetics of relationality 

shares much in common with Sharon Holland’s notion of intimacy, of non-separation: 

here, relationality is a condition of subjectivity.  The ethical gesture, then, is to excavate 

this inherent relationality, this intimacy, this lack of separation. 

This ethical position is visible within and outside of the poems discussed here.  It 

underlies the emphasis on community in Bridgforth’s work—her invention of the genre 

of the performance novel, her collaborative process, and her extensive work as an artistic 

facilitator.   Similarly, this position is visible in Notley’s much-discussed use of dream-

work as a foundational component of her poetic practice.  It is further evidenced in 

Oliver’s multiple voices, her approach to temporality, and her critique of the cultural 

construction of blackness.  In these ways, Bridgforth, Notley, and Oliver effect an ethical 

turn that does not envision a self separate from the Other that precedes, underlies, forms, 

and informs the self.  As cat states at the end of love conjure/blues, they are “here with 

me here in me/ are         me…” (84).   

Yet, a poetics of multiple identities might go further, to take into account poetries 

that exceed the boundaries of the English language, including poetries by writers such as 

Cecilia Vicuna and Harryette Mullen that engage multiple languages and explore their 

historical and contemporary connections.  Further, the poetry of multiple identities might 

engage innovations upon highly traditional forms, such as Gwendolyn Brooks’ and 

Wanda Coleman’s explorations of the sonnet form or the ongoing developments in 

African American and queer prose poetry.  Such a project might turn to the shamanic 
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poetry of Anne Waldman or the shamanic qualities of Oliver’s poetry of mourning.2  

Finally, such a project might further historicize the innovations documented here, 

engaging for example, Ntozake Shange’s invention of the choreopoem or the tradition of 

poetry of the Middle Passage, from Robert Hayden to Clarence Major, Natasha 

Trethewey, and beyond. 

These insights suggest that poets and critics who want to uncover new modes of 

innovation would be well served to look to the poetry of multiple identities and include 

these poetries in formal studies.  Further, critics must widen the field of what counts as 

innovative, as indeed, what counts as formal.  Finally, these insights call into question 

any separation between poetry and theory, as the poetries here articulate modes of 

identity production, relationality, and bodily memory that contemporary developments in 

queer studies, trauma studies, and critical race studies are just beginning to describe. 

This lack of separation is finally reinforced by my own research practice, a 

practice that has largely occurred through embodied connection with the poets I study.  

For example, I learned about Bridgforth’s highly collaborative and community-based 

artistic model by participating in artist workshops and community performance events 

with other Austin-area artists, academics, and activists.  In Bridgforth’s “Writing Down 

the Bones” workshop, which I participated in during Mother’s Day weekend in May 

2007, we explored the roots of our individual creative and critical practices by drawing 

upon our own family histories through writing, performance, pilates, memory, and 

movement exercises.  Similarly, Oliver’s anti-memoir workshop, which I took part in 

during the Summer Poetics Program at The Jack Kerouac School for Disembodied 
                                                
2 See the chapbook, An Arriving Guard of Angels, Thusly Coming to Greet (New York: Farfalla Press, 
2004), or her most recent full-length publication, A Toast in the House of Friends (Minneapolis: Coffee 
House Press, 2009). 
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Poetics at Naropa University, informed my own sense of her approach to writing about 

personal and cultural memory.  As I wrote about the web of sexuality, religion, war, 

mourning, and southern culture embedded in my own family’s history, I grew to 

understand the links between personal identity, cultural categories, and the historical 

forces that underlie and shape these—connections that Oliver’s own poetry develops.  

Finally, I learned about Notley’s linked practice of poetry, dreamwork, and trance 

through interviews and talks at the Kelly Writers House at the University of Pennsylvania 

and at Naropa University.  These embodied connections to the writers I study interrupts 

any hard separation between critical and creative investigations in my own research, as I 

made discoveries in my creative writings that were intimately related to my dissertation 

research.  These discoveries were further encouraged by my long-term, local writing 

teachers in Austin, Texas, Dr. Lisa L. Moore and Hoa Nguyen, who encouraged me to 

hold these two kinds of investigation—poetic and scholarly—in tight relation. 

A critical—and creative—practice that endorses integration over rupture shows us 

that, indeed, in the late twentieth century, in the face of historical and epistemological 

violence, poets are turning to formal and identificatory modes that, to quote Lorenzo 

Thomas, do not “reiterate the epistemological shape of violence” (Bibby n. pag.).  Rather, 

they treat such violence as the precondition of writing memory and crafting identities, but 

they see interconnection, multiplicity, contiguity, and relationality as valuable ways of 

crafting poetry and knowledge.   

 Yet, relationality and rupture are finally never separable, and this may be a final 

insight that this project offers, which is crucial for the ongoing understanding of 

contemporary poetries.  The relationship between relationality—or connectivity—and 
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rupture, fracture, or fragmentation has long been of interest to theorists of sociology and 

technology.  Internet theorists David Reisman and Nicholas Carr both tell us that a loss of 

coherence at the individual level accompanies the emergence of stronger, broader social 

bonds.  In a recent New York Times article, theologian and philosopher Robert Wright 

asks,  

Could it be that, in some sense, the point of evolution — both the biological 
evolution that created an intelligent species and the technological evolution that a 
sufficiently intelligent species is bound to unleash — has been to create these 
social brains, and maybe even to weave them into a giant, loosely organized 
planetary brain? ... Is it bad news for humans if in some sense the “point” of the 
evolutionary process is something bigger than us, something that subsumes us? 

(Wright, “Building One Big Brain”) 

This dissertation says no, it is not bad news for humans, nor is it bad news for poetry.  By 

attending to the interrelationship of the logics of fragmentation and connection, we see 

the possibility for modes of subjectivity and of poetic creation that extend beyond the 

outmoded forms of modernist innovation, that take into account the new conditions of 

history and new forms of relationality with which we are already living. 
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